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The Scientific Method; Nature And Characteristics

1.0. Objectives:

The objectives of this lesson are to explain the nature and characteristics of scientific method.
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1.1. Introduction:

Scrence has been defined as an accumulation of systematic knowledge. Knowledge referes to
the goal of science. 'systematic' refers to the method of reaching that goal. Knowledge is something
to do with knowing. We know the things through acquaintance. Knowing may also be through the
description of the characteristics of certain things. Human knowledge takes the form of belief or
judgement. Some beliefs are supported by evidence and some are not supported by evidence.
Knowledge may be collected from different sources e.g. experience, human beings, books, Nature,
etc........ knowledge includes facts as well as the principles and inference. Knowledge has three
elements : (i) There is a system of ideas, (ii) The ideas refer to things actually existing; and (iii) There
is belief in such correspondence.

Science: Science is the pursuit of knowledge. Science is quest for knowledge. The purpose of
scler rce is the creation of reliable knowledge about empirical world. Science helps in the aovancement
of knowledge. Science is conquest of nature, of ignorance, of poverty and diseases and of the evils.

Method: The term ' Method' means an apt way of doing something. Every science has to use
.--an anpropriate way of investigating into its field of study. As Karl Pearson- remaiked, ,, The unit of all=-".q 

'onsists only in its method, not in its Material" Every science uses scientific Method or& or the study. Experimentation is possible in physical and natural sciences. lt isI ;ciences liie sociology. Social phenomena is loo complex for studying under



Scientific truth is rational in structure and empirical in content. Scientific truth is public truth.

Since science is concerned with what is happening in this world, the content of scientific truth is
empirical.

1.2 Scientific Method:
Scientific knowledge is based on observable facts. George Lundberg defines scientific method

ds one consisting of systematic observation, classification and interpretation of data. There is difference

between ordinary generalization and the scientific method. Scientific method is charactbrized by

formality, rigorousness, verifiability and validity.

Scientific method helps for discovering and creating empirical knowledge. Empirical knowledge

means observable knowledge. We can gather knowledge through the senses

1.3 Definition of Scientific Method:
L.L Bernard has defined the term ' scientific method' as " science may be defined in terms of its

major process that takes place within it. These are testing, verification, definition, classification,
organization including prediction and application".

According to Lundberg "The scientific methods consist of systematic observation, classification,

and interpretation of data'.

prof. Wolf has defined the scientific method "in a wide sense as a mode of investigation by

which science has been built up and is being developed, and it is entitled to be called a scientific

Method".

According to Encyclopedia Britannica,..... "ln a wide sense any method of investigation by

which scientific or other impartial and systematic knowledge is acquired is called a " scientific Method"

Though the term 'scientific method'has been defined differently, it simply means 'a systematic

method of analysis". Bernard says that scientific method involves six stages Viz., testing, verification'

definition, classification, prediction and application.

1.4 Assumptions:
Scientiiic method is based on certain assumptions. The following are the assumptions.

Regularities:
Scientific method assumes that the world is regular and phenomena would occur in pattem.

Verification:
since science is empirical study, verification is the prime condition of the methods.

Techniques:
Scientific method assumes that correct techniques and interpretation are to be adopted.

4. Q.rantification: !'
For the purpose of precision and accuracy, mathematical rbrmulas and measurements are

rpplied. All observations must be quantified.

1.

2.

3.



5. Values:
science is value free. lt has nothing to do with moral or ethical considerations.

6. Systematisation:
The scientific method, is well-organised logical and theory oriented analysis.

7. Pure science:
For analyzing a social problem, pure science approach is necessary.

8. Integration:
Integration of social sciences is necessary to get a clear, and correct picture of the problem.

Thus, it can be understoodthat " Scientific Method implies an objective, logicaland systematic
method of analysis".

1.5 Gharacteristics of Scientific Method:
The following are the characteristics of scientific method:

1. Inter- subjective reliability:
:A piece of information or statement of events or relationship must have inter-subjective

reliability. lf several observers use similar methods of test, and agree upon the statement, it is said to
have inter-subjective reliability.

2. Verifiability:
The conclusions must be subject to verification at anytime. The phenomenon must be capable

of being observed and measured. For example we may take the famous scientific law that all matter
expand on being heated. To verify this statement we can heat a matter and see whether it has expanded.
Suppose we arrive at the conclusion that illiteracy is the cause of criminality among the people. This
statement should be verified from our observation. We must verify whether criminals are more among
illiterates or not. That is how the facts are verifiable in the scientiiic method.

3. Objectivity:
Science demands that a piece of information is said to possess objectivity. lt should be described

in terms of a public standard rather than a private or subjective one. There is no place for subjectivity.
The facts should not be by one's own wishes. All persons should arrive at the same conclusion about
the phenomena. For example when we say, coal is black, coalwillappear black to all people. But if we
say coal is useful, all may not agree with this view.

4. Quantifiability:
Another characteristic is that the proposition must be quantifiable. lt must be capable being

measured and expressible in numerical terms. The measurement may be very precise.

5. Theoretical Orientation:
Science is characterized by an orientation tolhe theory. The obj€ct of science is to produce a

. body of propositions. These propositions should have theoretical orientation. These propositions are
interrelated to explain the social phenomena. The propositions should be theoretically meaningfuland
re[evant.



6. Universality:
Science is concerned with types, kinds and classes of ob.iects. The scientific principles or

laws should have universal application. The time, place and circumstances have no effect on the

principles / laws laid down by scientific method. For example, the sunrises In the east and sets in the

west is a universally known phenomenon. Complete universality is a myth in social sciences due to

heterogeneous nature of social phenomenon. The laws are true only under given circumstances.

7. Predictability:
The results of science can be predicted with sufficient accuracy. For example we can say with

certaintv that if the water is reduced to Zero degree, it will change into ice. Predictability depends on

the natjrebf ohenomena and the causative factors. Accurate prediction is not possible in the case of
social ohenomena. In social sciences the numberof causative factors would be more. Hence prediction

becomes difficult.

8. System:
System pertains to the method of arriving at the result. The conclusions must be drawn from

systematic mode of investigation. Haphazard methods cannot be called scientific. The results arrived

ai by means of h aphazard methods even if true, cannot be called scientific because their accuracy is

purely accidental.

'1.6 Application of Scientific method to social phenomena:

Social research deals with the social phenomena. There is difference between physical

phenomena and social phenomena. Experimentation is possible with physical phenomena. Social
phenomena cannot be put to laboratory tests. We may face certain difficulties in the application of
scientific method to social phenomena. The following are the difficulties in the application.

1. Complexity of social Data:
Human behaviour is complex. Many factors influence human behaviour. No two persons are

alike. The behaviour of man changes from time to time and the social data is very complex. lt cannot
be put to scientific tests. However, social data is not so complex. Though persons differ from one

another, they have similarities also. Complexity is a relative term. lt depends upon our knowledge of
the sublect matter. Even in physical sciences, there is some degree of complexity.

2. Unpredictability:
Another characteristic of science is ,lredictability. Prediction is possible in the case of physical

sciences. But it is not so in case of soL;ial phenomena. Social behaviour is irregular and unpredictable.

Even this argument is not totally correct. Though it is difficult to predlct the behaviour of individual , the

behaviour of group can be predictable.

3. Subjectivity and intangibility of social phenomena:
Social phenomena has subjeci. /ity. lt lacks objectivity. Traditions, customs, attitudes, values

etc., are subjective. Verification becomeg difficult in the case of such subjective things, The above

abstract things like tradition and custom have become standardized. All the people understand

them in the same way. Techniques have been developed to measure subjective things in an objective

manner.



In capacity of being dealt through empirical methods :
Quantitative Measuremeni is not possible in tle case of socialphenomena. Social pnenomena

is mostly qualitative. For example, we cannot measure urbanisation quantitatively.. Even this argument
is not conect. In the beginning physical scibnces also used qualitative methods. i)uantitative methods
were developed in social sciences also. Social phenomenon is also capable of being dealt through
empirical methods.

5. Lack of Homogeneity:
It is argued that no two persons are alike. Hence the conclusions cannot be applicable to all

persons and to all cases' Social phenomena is not homogeneous. This argument is also not correct.
Though no two persons are alike in some respects, they ire certainly alivJ in certain other respecrs.
Hence the conclusions of the study will apply to other persons also.

6. Dlfficulty in the use of Experimentat Method:
Physical sciences can use laboratory tests. Physical phenomena can be lested and verified at

any time. In social sciences, such a facility is lacking. We cannot put human beings to laboratory test.
This argumenl is also not correct. Some of the physical sciences like astronoi-ty cannot be put to
laboratory tests' In recent years laboratory tests have been successfully applied to social sciences
also .

.'/
7. lnterdependence of cause and effect:

In social phenomena, the cause and effect are interdependent. lt is difficult to find as to what is
the cause and what is the effect. lt is difficull to know whether low wages are the cause of poverty or
whether poverty ls a cause of low wages.

8. Dynamic naturo of social phenomena:

_ Human society is constantly changing. What was true of past may not be true of the present or
future. There is no use of studying a thing which is frequently changing. This is also not colect.
Although human beings are changing, their fundamental nature remains unchanged.

Thus various arguments declaring the difficulties in the application of scientific methods to
social phenomena do not hold much water.

t.7

It is to be noted that the tendency to wards,the use of scientific methods is fast growing in
:ocial sciences. In the near future, the laboratory tecftniques may also be developed in social sciences.

The components of Sciehtific lpproacBi-
The scientific approach has two components: the procedural and the personal

Procedural component:

The procedurat component has the following steps.
Define the problem
Establish hypothesis
Collect the data
Analyse the data to test the hypothesis ano c rw inferences.

4
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Theresearchermusthavethroughknow|edgeofthesubject.matteroftheprob|em.Hemust
operationalise the concepts. He must s6lecl appropriate meth"qt f9r.:?il::!oTl9"-t^1.1]:T:::::
..il"""i' rt"ti.,i""r t""nri'qr"" and tests for'testing hypothesis. All these steps require creative

irnagination, extraordinary care and patience.

The Researcher's personal qualities:

As stated by Eigelberner, the researcher needs, " the scientific imagination to construct

nypothesis, the analylcal auility to devise crucial experiments to test the hypothesis' the

resourcefullness, manipulative skiliand persistence to carry through the expe.riment,.the. perspective

which distinguishes the essentLifrom the non-essential, and the reasoning which coordinates individual

factsintoa-princip|e.Hemustpossessintegrity,honesty,sincerity,poiseandperseverance.Hemust
also posses. " the spirit independence and the spirit of originality"'

In short, a true scientist must possess the devotion of a mother, the poise of judge, the objectivity

of a phi|osopher, the courage of a so|dier, the perseverance and patience of beaver, the fervour of a

patriot and the vision of a prophet.

1.8. SclentificAttitude:
The scientific method calls for scientific attitude. The following are the elements of scientific

attitude.

(i)
( ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

1.9
1)

4)

6)
7)
8)
e)
10)

Consistent thinking
objective,dispassionateandunbiaseddevotiontoco||ectionandtreatmentoffacts.
Overcoming personal preconceptions and value judgements'

Avoiding personal and vested interests
Avoiding wishful thinking
Taking iothing for granted without evidence, tests and proofs'

Essentials of good scientific methods:
Careful logicallnaVsis of the problem, isolating it from other problems and separating its

elements
Definition of terms and concepts and statistical units and measures

Collection of cases and data pertinent to the subject on hand

Classification of cases and phenomenon and data'

Expression of factors in quantitative terms wherever possible'

Rigorous experimental or statistical procedure in summarizing the data'

Solund logical reasoning in drawing conclusions and generalizations'

Statemenl of conclusions and generalizations in clearer terms'

Elimination of the personal equation
comDlete and careful reporting of the data and the methods of analysis so that others can

check the analYsis.

1.10 Use of Scientific Method:
There is universat human urge fcir possessibn of knowledge. But people miy nol have strong

desire for a critical type of enquiry. Siientific method is concerned with the verification of the acquired

knowledge. The conclusions drawn by scientific method have objectivity. lt is only through scientific



method, we can increase the body of tested knowledge and eliminate arbitrary opinions. The desire to
acquire truth requires scientific method. lf this deiire is strong, the progress of scientific method
becomes rapid. The scientific method may not lead to final truth.-But it helpi us to take correct step in
the right direction. lt minimizes the dangers associated with adventure, uncertainty and hasty decisions.

It settles differences in a rational way, which is appealing to all. lt eliminates narrow oulook and
subjective element. All people accept the rational procedure] Because it requires detachment and
disinterestedness, it is the finest test of a liberal civilization.

1.11. Limitation of Scientific method:
Scientific method has the following limitations;

1. Scientific method involves abstractness.
2. Scientific explanation is never comolete.
3. The conclusions drawn by scientific method are not final.
4. Sciences have limited scope, dealing with a particular area. They are based on certain

assumptions.
5- superstition and cherished beliefs are hostile to the groMh of scientific method.6. Formal procedures are fruitless: definitions and formal distinctions are not often used properly:

and statistical information may be inelevant
7. Scientific judgement is difficult and sometimes impossible when situations demand immediate

aclion.
8. In a society where there is no desire for truth or freedom for expression of intellectual doubt,

growth of scientific method is hamDered.
9. Scientific researchers in social fields are often in the hands of those who cannot oppose . ,.r

established opinion or taboos.
10. Scientific method cannot guaranlee certai:ity of achieving the goat.

1.12. Summary:

- science is the pursuit of knowledge. The term 'method' means an apt way of doing things.
Scientific knowledge is based on observable facts. Scientific method helps for d'iscovering and creating
empiricai knowledge. scientific method is basedon the following assumptions.

(i) Regularities
(ii) Verification,
(iii) Techniques,
(iv) Quantification
(v) Value-free
(vi) Systematization
(vii) Pure science approach
(viii) Integration

The following are the characteristics of sci-entific method

l. , Inter-subjective reliability
l. Verifiability



3. Objeclivity
4. Quantifiability
5. Theoretical orientation
6. Universality
7. Predictability
8. System

There are difficulties in the application of scientific method to social phenomena due to the
following factors;

1 . Complexity of social data
2. Unpredictability;
3. Subjectivity
4. Lack of homogeneity
5. Difficulty rn the use of experimental method
6. Dynamic nature of social phenomena

Scientific method calls for scientific attitude. Through scientific method, we can increase the

body of tested knowledge. The essentials of scientific method include careful logical analysis, definition
of the terms, collection of the cases and data, classification of cases, summarizing the data and
careful reporting of the data. The scientific approach has two components, the procedural and the
personal. The researcher musl possess integrity, honesty, sincerity, poise and perseverance. Scientific
method has certain limitations. The conclusions drawn by scientific method are not final.

1.13 Key Words:
a) Scientific method
b) Objectivity
c) Scientific Attitude

1.14. Exercises:
1. Discuss the characteristics of a scientific tnethod
2. Explain the difficulties in the application of scientific method to s6cial phenomena

3. What are the assumptions and limitations of scientific method?
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Lesson - 2

SOCIAL RESEARCH AND SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH
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Research and to bring out the difference between Social research and Social work , esearch.
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2.1 INTRODUGTION:

Social research is directed towards the advancement of any of the basic social sciences.
There is difference of approach between social workers and social scientists, it is difference in

orientation. Social scientists separate their values from scientific theory. Social science research is

value-free. Social scientists apply rigorous empirical investigations. They study the phenomena
objectively and disinterestedly. Their research is designed without reference to practical results. lt has
been called " pure research". Social work research is concerned with the solution of specific social
oroblems. Social scientists are research-minded. Social workers are action oriented.

2.2. SOCIAL RESEARCH:

Research is done in the field of social sciences, behavioural sciences, sociology, anthropology
and other social sciences. Research is done in social sciences to improve knowledge, to understand
human behaviour, to reject old theory and modify them or to propound new theory. Sooal research
helps in policy-making and in planning. The researcher does research with academic orientalion,
taking into account the gaps in the knowledge of social sciences. The aim of social research is to
understand social ohenomena.



Classification of Social Research : Social research may be classified into two main categories.

1. Theoretical type of research : Theoretical research is also called pure research. Such
research may not depend on primary data or secondary data, but it will contribute to the
realm of theory and to the existing literature on the subject by way of interpretation or a
different approach to the problem.

2. Emplrlcal Research : Empidcal research is based on the empirically gathered primary
data. Such studies aim at an accurate assessment of the conditions in the society. Such
research aims at discovering of facts, the root causes of the problem and solving them.
For example, a study of the relationship between illiteracy and crime in a central prison
falls underthis category. lf we study the level of literacy of the prisoners in a ceniral prison,
the findings may reveal that majority of the prisoners are illiterates. Hence the study
establishes the relationship between illiteracy and crime.

2.3. OBJECTIVES OF SOCIAL RESEARCH:

1, Development of knowledge : Social research aims at collecting a systematized body of
knowledge. Adding to the existing knowledge is the main objective of research. Social
research is a scientific effort to acquire further knowledge about the social phenomenon.

2, Scientific Study of Soclal llfe : Social research is a Scientific study of Social phenomenon
and Social facts. The researcher studies collective processes, Social structure and Social
processes. Social research studies human being, human behaviour and social life of man.

. 3. Welfare of Humanity : No one makes a study only for the sake of study. His study is for a
higher objective. Welfare of humanity is the higher aim of research. One may set his goal
malerial gain or social prestige. Foe some Scientists, Scientific onguiring is an end in
itself.

4. Classification of facts : P.V. Young states that 'Social research aims to clarify facts. In a
given Universe of discourse to find the specific determined sequences and intenelationships
of facts and their Social setting. To develop a series of clear cut concepts and to examine
the old conceots which are to define Social life".

5. Social control and prediction : Prediction of the behaviour of particular type of individuais 7
under specified conditions is one of the objects of research. Social research studies, Social /
values, beliefs, events etc. lt finds out new facts and verifies the old facts. lt is a scientifiy'
study of Sociaf life. i

Baslc assumptions of Social Research :

(1) lt is assumed that an objective and unbiased study is possibte.

(2) lt is also presumed that there is some kind of natural law. 
/(3) lt is possible to predict the future course of Social phenomena. ,'

(4) There is.causal relationship between Social behaviour and events.

(5) lt is possible to draw a representative sample from the whole of the population.

(6) lt is possible to measure different variables in quantitative terms.



(7) The Social Scientist has no pre-con@ptions about the subject under study.

(8) lt is assumed that controlled and limited experiments may be conducted in Socia! Sciences.

Trends in Soclal Sclence Research: -----_-_-\
(1) There is increased impetus to research on Social problems.

(21 The trend is now towards an objective and Scientific approach.
(3) Social Science research is becoming more and more cumulative in the sense, researchers

build up on data already collected by others.
(4) Social Science research is now involving team work.
(5) Social events are also amenable for Scientific study, since human behaviour follows some

definite trend.

2.4. SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH :

"social Work research is the systematic critical investigation of questions in the Social Welfare
field, with the purpose of yielding answers to problems of Social Work and of e)dending and generalizing
Social Work knowledge and concepts".(Fiied lander).

The methods applied in Social Work research are mostly borrowed from Sociology, Social
psychology, History andAnthropology.

Research contributes 1o knowledge. Social Work knowledge is drawn from Social Work
research. Research work in Medicine, Psychology, Psychiatry Biology, Law, Economics, Sociology
and other related disciplines made important contributions to Soiial Work knowledge. In the beginning
Social Work was hesitant in applying the research methods of other Social Sciences. The hypotheses
of Social Work research were not tested by the methods of Social Science research. In the beginning
Social Work research included community studies of social problems, agency programmes, structure
and operation and the like. These studies served only to prove the need for existing or new Social
services. These studies facilitated community welfare planning. They did not contribute to the Scientific
kflowledge of human nature and behaviour. There is need for new Social Work methods for research.

Social Scientists were skeptical about the results of Social Work research. These differences
resulted in mulual criticism and misunderstanding. Now Social Workers are expanding their research
to include Social Work theory diagnosis and trealment typologies. They included methodological theory
research. They also inclLided operational research, exploring ntsw areas for Social Work practice and
researcn.

2.5. SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH PROJEGT I

A Social Work Research Project may follow the following procedure.

1. Selection of Researoh Project : Experiences and data of social work practice with
individuals, groups or communities are used to define and formulate the social work
research problem. The research project aims either to clarify a speciflc problem through
the application of social theory or to systematize the various aspects of the selected
problem.

2. Formulatlon of hypotheses : The hypotheses may be formulated to clarify and solve the
problem in duestion.

3.' Constructlon of a resaarch deslgn : A research design that is suited to test the validity
of the hypotheses by empirical vermcation or rejebtion may be constructed.



4. F3ct-finding process : lt may include observations, interviews and inquiries to obtain the
facts and data that are required by the hypotheses and the research deaign.

5. Analysls : Analysis of the collected facts and data in order to determine whether they
logically support the hypotheses or refute them

6. Interpretation and evaluation : Interpretation and evaluation of the research findings
and their conclusions to determine whether the findings support a convincing answer to
the problem studied and whether they may serve as rhe basis of further studies.

2.6. SOCTAL RESEARCH AND SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH :

'The Social research is directed towards the advancement of any of the basic Social Sciences
while research in Social Work deals with problems faced by professional Social Workers and by the
community in its concern with Social Work functions. In Social Work research the problem to be
investigated is always to be found in the course of doing Social Work or planning to do it. Both tbe
methods and theories of Social Sciences may be utilized, but they are Llseful to Social Workers onty
as they help to answer questions arising out of Social Work" (S.Dasgupta 1968).

Social Work research can survey the whole Social phenomena like Social Science research
but its objective will be to study from the point of view of Social Work. The data interpretation and
snalysis will be in the form that it is useful for the professional Social Worker.

Social Work research is the application of systematic and Scientific knowledge in order to find
anlwers to questions related to alternate intervention in SocialWork and to problems.faced by Social
Work practitioners in the practice of their profession.

. Research aims at enhancing knowledge related to Social Science but also put this knowledge
into practice, through Social Work practice.

Research is used to enhance Social functioning at individual, group and community levels.

Social Work research is a part of Social research. Research begins with practical orientation
taking into account the needs and problems faced by the people. The aim of Social Work research is
to assess the problems related to individual, group or community and formulate effective intervention-
strategy or to assess the effectiveness of intervention-strategies.

2.7. SCOPE OF SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH :

Social work research may be undertaken covering the subjects like theory building in Social
Work, fact finding, policy making, programme formulation, programme implementation, programme
monitoring and programme evaluation. Research may be taken up in all fields of Social work, like-
school, family, elderly, correctional Social Work, commuiity development, Medical and psychiatric
SocialWork etc. The changing Socio-economic scenario advancement of science and technology
and changing ideologies makes the scope of Social Work research ever expanding. Social Work
research is advantageous in formulation of welfare services, social policy, social legislation and
strengthening the social security of various groups.

Soclal Work Research in India : The research in Social Work in India has not made much head way.
The researchers in India are still under the influence of methods, theories and techniques developed in
the western countries. Those methods and techniques have to be modified to suit the Indian situation.
The Social Work researchers are not motivated enough to carry out substantial research. Though the
demand for professional social workers has increas€d, thor€ se6m! to be a meager change in the



field of research. The studies are conducted to match the needs ofthe fundings organizations rather
than those of community people.

2:8. . SUBJECTS FOR SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH:

Some of the areas in which Social Work research in India needs to be done are:

Studies in methods of Social Work : Studies in the methods of Social Work may be
undertakenlo assess their efficacy in the Indian context. The contribution of case Work,
group work, community organization and social action in various settings in India needs to
be studied.

Study of SocialP-roblems : Studies of Social problems may include subjects like poverty,

prostitution, diug abuse, problems of disadvantaged. groups like scheduled castes,
scheduled tribes, unorganized labour and stigmatized groups like mentally challenged,
HIV patienls, Leprosy patients etc.

Social Policy : Studies of existing social policy measures for various groups like the
elderly, women, children, youth etc may be undertaken to examine their-adequacy.

Human Rights : Research studies on human rights violations, exploitation of the weaker
sections, Atrocities on scheduled castes, scheduled tribes and women may also be taken
uo.

5. Training and Fleld Work : Research is needed in development of training curricula,
evaluation of training techniques and in integrating the field experience with the contents
of training programmes.

6. Studies of the History of charitable institution

7. Social Welfare legislation

8. Social welfare Programmes

9. Social work concepts

10. Studies of the expectations, perceptions and situation evaluations of social workers.

11. Studies of the intentions, goals and self image of Social workers

12. Studies of the content of Social work processes.

13. Studies that test the adequacy of available social services in relation to the needs of the

individuals, groups and community.

14. Studies of client's expectations, goals, perceptions and evaluation of situations.

15. Sludies of client's behaviour in relation to their reactions to social work practice.

16. Studies in the methodology of social work research.

2.9. L]MITATIONS OF SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH:

Social work research suffers from certain limitations as follows.

1.

3.

4:



The Complex Social Phenomena are broken down into simpler parts and only onelrart is
assessed. The interaction between the other parts is neglected. Such studies may not give correct
solutions to the problems.

Though one accepts universality of social work theory and practice, in the context of cuitural
and social differences, modifications may be necessary. Biases of the researcher, funding
organizations, Government departments and NGOs have led to the mismatch between the needsand
programmes. People expect research to solve almost all human problems. But people may not use
the knowledge arrived at through research. Hence all social work research may not lead to change,
always.

Skills of a Social worker in Social work research :

For conducting interviews, the skil\of interpersonal interaction and rapport will facititate social
work research. Social group work skill helps the social worker to minimize the biases emerging in
focused group discussions. During participant observation, social workers can understand the
occurrence of a Social phenomena in its real essence. The skills of case work method guide the
worker to assess the problems in case study method in a much better way. The philosophies and
principles of Social work match with the ethics and norms of Social work research.

Definition of Soclal work terms and concepts :

Socialwork research needs to develop its own conceptual tools. There is need for clarification
of the definition of social work terms. Terms such as social adjustment, Adaptation to stress,
environmental change, group therapy, social work treatment etc., may be defined. These concepts
require precise definition and delimitation. These concepts may be integrated with the concepts of the
social sciences. Such integration will eliminate serious differences between social scientists and socibl
workers. lt may also increase the possibility of inter disciplinary studies. Social work research will
provide central concepts which are necessary for a growing and systematic social work researcn.

There is progress in social work research in the recent years. As a result, scaling techniques
and other statistical measures have been developed. There is development of evaluating crileria for
group work practice. Devices for interviewing and clinical observations ate.also developed. There sljll
remains the challenge of defining and developing special appropriate research measures for Social
work phenomena. This cannot be achieved without the creation of a conceptual fram€worK.

2.10. SUMMARY:

Social research is directed towards the advancement of any of the basic sociar scrences.
There is difference of approach between socialworkers and social scientists. Social researcn may oe
classified into two Main categories, theoretical type of research and emptrical research. The objectives
of social research include (1) Development of knowledge, (2) Scientific study of social tife, (3) Wetfare
of humanity, (4) Classification of facts, (5) Social control and prediction. Social research is based on
certain assumptions.

Social work research is the systematic critical investigation of questions in the social welfare
field. Social work knowledge is drawn from social work research. Social work research pro1ecr may
follow the following procedure;

(1) Selection of research project,

(2) Formulation of trypothesis;



(3) Construction of research design,

(4) Fact finding process,

(5) Analysis,

(6) Interpretation and evaluation

The social researctl is directed towards the advancement of any of the basic social sciences
while research in social work deals with problems faced by professional social workers and the
'community. Social work research may be undertaken covering the subjects like theory building in
social work, fact finding, policy making, programme monitoring and programme evaluation. The

research in social work in India has not made much headway.

Subjects for social work research may include,studies in methods of social work, study of
social problems, social policy, human rights, training and field work etc., social work research needs

to develop its own conceptual tools. There is progress in social work research in recent years.

2.11 KEYWORDS:

(1) . Research design

(2) Hypothesis

(3) Evaluation.

2.12. EXERCISES :

(1). Distinguish between social research and social woik research.

(2). Discuss the scope of social work research.
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Lesson .3

CASE STUDY AND STATISTIGAL METHODS

3.0. OBJECTIVES :

The objectives of this lesson are to explain case study and statistical methods and to bring out
the difference between the case studv and statistical methods.

CONTENTS :

3.'1. Introduction.

3.2. Definition

3.3. Assumptions

3.4. Sources of case Data

3.5. Characteristics of case study method

3.6. Case study method and statistical method

3,7 . lmportance of case study method

3.8. Limitations of case study method

3.9. lmprovement in case study method

3.10. Summary

3.11. Key words

3.12. Exercises.
' 3.13. Reference Books

3.1. INTRODUCTION:

We may divide the methods of social research broadly under two parts namely case study
methods and statistical methods. Statistical methods are based on large scale collection of facts.
Case study is confined to very small number of cases. The case study is more intensive in nature.
The field of study is limited. lt has more depth and aims at studying something about everything.

3.2. DEFiNITION:

Pauline V. Young defines case study as, " A comprehensive study of a social unit, be that unit a
person, a group, a social institution, a district or a community. " "lnstitutions such as industrial
organizations, public transport corporations, insurance and Banking companies have also been studied
as social. units."

H-odum has explained, that " case study method is a technique by which individual factor
whe(her it be an institution, or just an episode in the life of an individual or a group is analyzed in its
rqlatibnship to any other in the group"

/ According to ggbde and Hatt, " lt is a way oJ organizing social data so as to present the unitary
charafter of the socialrobject being studied."



:j:,1:::fjj"":,,n"_":,"^"^:yg11_-t!^e;lamiqarion of a sinsre situarion, persons,'n.uor, o,institutions as comptax whotes in ordeito id";tift fi;;"l ;;;.:;
Burgess used the words " the sociar Micros.ope" for the case study method.

^- - - - . 
tlor the absfe d.efinitions, we.can s€y that case method is a form of quaritative anarysis. Incase studv meJhod, complet6 observation of in individual or a situatioi oi ;;l;;iilil" is possibte.

gTff:r"j:x1ffil,il9""t ot,ne concernins qrtit in.minute oetait. case study method is a study of a

3,3. ASSUMPTIONS:

1 ' Totality of the Being : A unit is indivisible whole. lt cannot be studied piece-meal- Hence. it has to be studied in its wholeness.

2' Underrying ,nitl:.. Thougfrihere is diversity among the units, there is an underryingunity' A unit is not different from other units in atl iespects. nenc" iite stuof ot a particular
unit has some significance.

3' comprexity of sociar phenomena : sociar phenomena is very comprex. Hence itrequires r.nuch deeper study. This is possible only through 
""s" "tuiy. 

- - -

4' Influence of rime : sociar phenomena are infruenced by time. we have to study theprobrem in its historicar perspective-frerrid.under case stldy, *" 
"irof inu un* over aperiod of time.

3.4. SOURCES OF CASE DATA:

Following are the main sources of case data.

1' Personar Docum:ltp j Most of the peopre keep diaries and write their autobiographies.
These are personar documents. They are serf revearing records. rn""" oo.rrri"ni, 

"[important for social research.

2' Life History : The life history is the study of various events of individubl's life. This can beobtained through interviews with the respondent. In ihis study, the entire life of the respondent
is taken into account. The entire life cycle of an individuat is studied, tested and enquired in
this tyre of case study.

3.5. -GHARACTERISTICS OF CASE STUDY METHOD :
. l\modern social research, case study method is extensively used in different disciplines. lt is

a ' ' ralitative' technique. Following are the important characteristics of the case studv method.
1. 9lirgie unit Anarysis : The case study method isgeneraly known as , singre anarysis

method'. The unit of study may be an mividuaL€ family, an-institution, a cultrlre group or
entire community. For ilstance-study of a crtninal, a tribe, anya)@fi4v come uider the
purview of case study method.

2. Intensive study : In this method,.the unjt is sttldi# iteadveJy. The stud, covers long
period of time to know the historical-brfckgr.eund of lhd?lnii fof inst6nce a viita-ge panchaiyeE
is studied under case study method;- a pdii-od-ogroJa Fd+is Jaken for corisiieraFon tcr know lhe historical background of the parfc(dyat +n$ti}s6pry. - 

"



3, Integrated study : one has to make a complete study of the social unit co.v.ening allfacts.

since social units are complex phenomend, the.study will have to cover all thb aspects of

the unit. Hence an integrated study is needed to understand the social unit. i

4. eualitative Analysls : This method is used for qualitative analysis in the sense that it

collects information covering all aspects o{ life, but it gives us a clear insight into life. For

example, we study not on!1he crimes committed by an individual, but also we study the

circumstances which made him a criminal.

S. Interrelaflonship can be studied : Different factors act and react upon each other.

One has to take into consideration the mutual interrelationship of the causal factors.

6. Behaviour pattern can be studied : Under case study method, w9 study not only- the

cause and effect relationship, but also the reasons for the change in the behaviour of the

unit. For example, we study the factors which cause increase in crimes in a particular

social unit.

7. lt helps to formulate hypothesis : The case study method helps to formulate the

hypothesis or to test the hypothesis and generalization'

g. lnterrelatlonshlp of causal factors : Under case study method, one can undersland the

mutual interrelationship of causal factors.

9. Complementary study : lt is complementary and supplementary to the statistical method.

Reseirch requires not only quantitative analysis but also qualitative analysis. T,he statistical

findings are supported by ihe case studies. In most of the research studies, besides

statistical analysis of data, case studies are also illustrated in support of the statistical

explanation of the Phenomena.

3.6 CASE STUDY METHOD AND STATISTICAL METHOD :

Case study method and statistical method are two of the significant methods of inv€stigation in

research. One is known as qualitative analysis and the other is a quantitative method. The statistical

method is usually applied in physical sciences and the case study method is used extensively in

social science research. These two methods are different in many respects. There are also pointspf

similarities between case study method and statistical method.

Kimball young has brought out some points of similarity between these two methods-

Points of Similarity:
1) Some studies under case study method recognize the problem of sampling

2\ In case study method, the typical case is similar to the average in the statistical method.

3) In case study, variations from other cases are also studied. This i5 similar to the statistical
method of variability.

4\ In case study the cases are pompared to other cases to find out points of similarity and .

dis-similaiity. This is similar to the study of statistical correlation or study of covariance. 
.

Thus the two methods are interdependent. In recent years, statistical methods are being used
in case study for making it more accurate. So also case study method is also used in statistical
method. Thus they support each other.



Points of Dissimilarity:
1. Case'study depends upon description of life situations. In statistical rnetnod tn"se sttuations

are quantitatively measured.

2' Case-history depends upon narrative type description. Statistical method tries to measure
them quantitatively.

3' Case study seeks to determine social process, while statistical method deals with few factors
and indicates frequency lrends and degree of association.

4. Case study lakes fewer cases and studies more intensively. In statistical method, we take
large number of cases and study more extensively.

5. The statistical method can study a social change, social adjustments or maladjustments and
other,types of human behaviour which could be confirmed or disapproved. lt may not be possible
in case study method.

6. In case study we study. more aspects. In statistical method we study one or two aspects.
7. Though the number of cases studied under case study method is less in number, it covers

totality of the aspects. In statistical method, though it studies large number of cases, it cannot
present full picture of the problem.

8. The generalizations made on the basis of cdse study method are not reliable. where as the
statistical method which is based on mathematics is more objective.

9. In case study method, it is assumed that circumstances and emotions have great influence on
the activities of men. In statistical method, this impact is nullified as it is based-on mathematics.

10- Selection of cases in case study method is not based on sampling as in the case of statistical
method.

1'1. Case study is not subjected to mathematical treatment. Statistical methods are subiected to
Mathematical treatment.

12. Case study emphasizes the emotional side of social pherlomena. This is not possible in
statistical method.

Case study and case work : Case study and case work are comdlementary. Case study is the first
step in case work process-study, diagnosis and treatment. Case sludes are used Dot qnly in social
research but also in case work practice. Case study refers to the intensive inv>stigaf,on of a particular
unit while case work relates to the developmental and adjustmental procedure that follb*s the diagnosis.
case study method has beeft-used extensively in psychology, education, socidogy, economics,
commerce, management and-political science.

Gase study and Intorview ;iCase study method is similar to story type intervierv in-many respects.
HoweVer, there is some distin€tion between the two. In case study method relativ6ly smal'fein;mber
of cases are taken. The information we collect from case study is more comprehensive in nature.
Case study interviews continue over long periods. Apart from interview other methods like observations
and objective tests are used in case studies.

3,7. IMPORTANCE OF CASE STUDY METHOD :

. Case study has certain advantages
1) lt helps in formulating valid hypothesis.



than something about everything.

6) In case study method, data collection.is flexible.
'7) ln this method, data is collected in natural setting

e) This method is less expensive than other methods.

9) lt enabl6s us.to understand fully the behavigui pattern,of the concerned unit.

10)--ff6elps us to generalize knowledge.

11) In case stday method, the researcher can use more than one research method slch as deptl"

interviewe, qugstionnaires, documents, {etterf, 
'etc.

12) lt is on; of tFe.Jneans to study the histolical background of the unit.

,.1-s) tlrs method'i9 us5iul in enhancing the ability and skill of the researcher'

.14) lt is useful in uDderstanding social chaFge.

f5) lt is useful ih diagnosis and therapy and in solving tne practical problems'

3.8. LIMITATIONS OF CASE STUDY METHOD :

tCase study'method suffers from certain limitations'

1, Jn case study, the researcher develops over confidence. Thisi! detrimgntal to any scientific

outlook.
2 jn case study. generalizations are drawn from the few cases. These gene{alizations can be

applicable only to a particular person.

3. tne method is quite loose and unsystematic. There are no controls on the researcher and the

informant.

4. The informant has a tendency to describe what is more imaginary than.real.

5. The time and money needed for case study is much greater than in other method.

6. lt does not provide universal impersonal and common aspects of a ohenomeDa'

7. lt consumes more time. money and Man-Power.

b. This method is unscientific arDd unsystematic'

9.. lt is difficult to apply the scientific method in case stuoy analysis. ,

10. The results obtained in one case may not be obtainable in second case. Hence it. is not

COmpafcDle.

,l

X. . \ is useful in framing questionnqirb, scheduld or other form6'

3) Case study is a s_uitab_le method ior studying courtship Pldcess, clique 'forination efc.,

4l Case study enlarges thd range of iersonal experience of the resedrcher'

. S) Case study method is very intensive irv nature. lt studies eveMhing about somethihg rather

11. There is scope for errors due to inaccurate observations of a pase.

'12. In case study method, objectivity may be,lff
1 3. The method being qualitative in nature is not useful for quantitative analysis'

14, ihie method- can belused in a limited spherp. Sampling is also not possible under case study

method.

f

15. Pauline young pointed out, " the iecords are Ppen to errorslof perception, memory Judgm6nt
and unconscious lies with a special tendency' to over-empgasise, Unusual events.



16' Goode and Hatt mentioned the following difficulties in case study method-', a false sense of' certainty about conclusions, temptations to ignore basic principlei of research design, failu1e
to make explicit the generalizations underlying the analysis of cases, failure to tesf reliability
and finally case study is time consuming and requires more financial resources.

3.9. IMPROVEMENT IN CASE STUDY METHOD :

In the recent years, attempts have been made to quantify the case data. Case study has been
subjected to statistical analysis. Various kinds of socio-matric scales are being used in case study
method. Various controls are made on the researcher and op the informant. Inspite of the limitations,
social scientists aro in need of this method for research. Many scientists like Care Rogers, Alfred
Kinsey, John Dollard and Elton Mayo, suggested some methods for improvement of case study method
as follows.

1) The life-history material should be organised and properly conceptualized

2) The important role of any group or institution which is responsible for transmittino a culture
should be recognized.

3) In a case study of individuals, the continuously related experience from childhood should be
stressed.

4) The social situation should be specified as a part and parcel of the study.

Despite the limitations and shortcoming, case study method has been widely used in social
science research. The shortcomings can be removed if little care is taken by the researcher. lf
the researcher is well trained, he can apply the modern techniques of data collecting, classifying
and processing the same and reduce the shortcomings of this methods.

3.10. SUMMARY:

case study is a comprehensive study of a social unit, be that a person, a group, a social
institution, a district or community. The following are the assumptions of case study method:

(1 ) Totality of the Being
(2) Underlying unity
(3) Complexity of social phenomena
(4) Influence of time

The sources of case data include personal documents, life history
are the important characteristics of case 'study method.

1 ) Single unit analysis,
2) Intensive study
3) Integrated study
4) Qualitative analysis

5) Interrelationship can be studied,
6) Behaviour pattern can be studied
7) lt help to formulate hypothesis

8) Interrelationship of causal factors
9) Complementary study.

letters etc., The following

;



There are some points of Simi|arity between case study method and statistical method: (1)

case study recosnizes the prootem of sampling' (2) The tvpic.al "tt" 
i: 

-"yl:l lo^1":?ff. ]lll?'fjl

entre tor

3.11. KEYWORDS:
(a) Life History

3.12. EXERGISES :

(b) Case Work (c) Projective techniques.

(1 ) Explain the assumptions and characteristics of case study method

(2) Distingursh between case study method and statistical method'

(3)Discussthere|ativeadvantagesanddisadvantagesofcasestudymethodandstatistical
method.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

4.0. OBJECTIVES :

The objectives of this lesson are to explain exlrimentar method in social work research.
CONTENTS :
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4.1. INTRODUGTION :

The experimental method is, primarily used in the physicalsciences. Now this method is graduallyfinding favour with sociar sciences as weri. Experim"nt, fuy now an important part in research, inpsychology' sociolbgy and anthropology- sociar'eiperimenl have certain limitations due to the natureof social phenomena' Exoeriment.mafbe oescrioeo as ouseruing the effect on a depenoent variableot the manipulatiort of an independent variable.
:

4.2. DESIGN.OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES :

The term 'experiment' is usually linked with laboratory. ln experimental studles, the effect ofmanipulation of the independent variable on ttre oepenoent variabte is measured. The operation ofother relevant factors is held.to a minimum. eip"rir""i"i studies are ro"t ,rit"tr" llr testing thecausal hypothesis' The causal relationship asserts ttral a*parficular characterisiics; o'ccunence 1x;rs one of the factors that determine another characteristic'or-occurence(y). That is to say that, forexample to establish that there is causal relationship between irtumination and efficiency ot the worker,we have to conduct ,n" 
""0"1'T:1l,in 

tne *o* siot-oy-,i"niprt"ting the independent variabre i.eillumination and measure its effect on the dependent variable i.e efficien"v 
"rttr" 

*"it rriine proouafuity



of the worker is increased by increasing the volume of illumination, it is proved by the experiment that
there is causal relationship between the'illumination and efficiency of the worker.

4,3. EXPERIMENTAL GROUP AND CONTROL GROUP :

The purpose of experimental studies is to test a hypothesis of causal relationship between two
variables. For experimental study, two groups are required. One is experimental group and the other is
control group. The two groups must be similar*in. every respect except the assumed causal
(independent) variable. The two groups ?re companidin terms of the assumed effe tof the independent
variable on the dependent variable. For example we want to know the effect of weeklv tesl on the
experiment by taking two groups of students who are simil; r in every respect except.the stimulus i.e
weakly test. Weekly test will be conducted for the experim tal group and not for the control group.
The performance of the two groups will be compared at the , td of the year. lf the performance of the
experimental group is better than that of that of the contn (:!"oup, the difference is attributed to the
weekly test. lt is established that there is causal relationship between weekly testand performance of
the students.

4.4. VARIABLES :

Experiments are studies involving inte-rvention by the researcher beyond that required for
measurement. The usual intervention is to manipulate some variable in a setting and observe how it
affects the subjects being studied (e.g., people or physical entities). The researcher manipulates the
independent or explanatory variable and then observes whether the hypothesised dependent variable
is effected by the intervention.

There is at least one independent variable (lV) and one dependent variable (DV) in a causal
relationship. we hypbthesise that in some way the lV " 6auses,,the DV to occur. lihe researcners
should be confident that other extraneous variables did not influence the dependent variable. To ensure
that these other variables are not the source of influence, under laboratory conditions, standardized
conditions for control can be arranged.

While such conditions are important, further precaulions are needed so that the results achieved
reflect lhe influence of the independent variable alone on the dependent variable.

The researcher experiments by observing the effects of one or more variables upon others
under conlrolled conditions. Controlling of 'conditions means that the phenomenon or the conditions
should not be allowed to change while the experimentation is going on. In social sciences there is
possibility of error on the part of the researcher as well as the subjeit of experiment. The sub1ect in
social science being human beings may not be amenable for the rigorous experiment.

The experiment involve; creating artificially the conditions for conducting the experiment. Carl
smith clarifies that "an experi r ent differs from other types of scientific inve-stigations in that the
experimenter creates the con,lr. ons necessary for observation rather than reseJrcher for naturallv
occurrjng situations".

4.5. TYPES OF EXPER MENT :

Social experiments may l,e divided into various types.

1. Trial and Error Exp€ riment : Under this method the researcher does not prepare a plan
of study. He prepa es a hypothesis and.tries to test it on whatever group he finds it
convenient. This is rardly called scientific.



2' ControlleC servational study : This riruiudes observatioir of the phenomena under
contr'olled cunditions. This comes nearer to laboratory type experiments. Under this a
stimu:lus is provided to the subject. The cause ano effect of stimulus are observeo.

3' Natulal experiment: This is also known as field experiment. The experiment ls conducted
in thg natural setting. This experiment rs use? for studying advertising techniques, training
methdds, effect of politacal propaganda and the like.

4. Ex-Post-Facto Tech n ique : This technique moves from present to future. For instance
if we want to study the influence of Hindi and English education upon future adjustability in
life, we study the students learning English and Hindi. After ten years we study the same
students and know their adjustability tJ life. Thas method has some weakness. We can
also study from present to past. For instance if we want to know the relation between
scouling and delinquency, we lake older boys consisting of delinquents and Non-delinquents.
Then we try to find how many of them lebrnt scouting. This is a study before and after.

5. Laboratory Experiments : Under this, the researcher creates a situation. He controls
some variables and manipulates other varbbles. ln a laboratory experiment, the setting is
artificially created. The phenomena is subject to greater control and manipulation. Laboratory
experiments are chiefly used in the field of social psychology-

4.6. PLANNING AN EXPERIMENT :

Pre-planning of an experiment is very important. Planning consists of certain steps.

'1. Selecting the problem : All problems cannot be studied through experimental method.
- Only certain problems like advertising techniques, training methods, political propaganda

can be studied by this method. Hence we have to decide whether a particular problem can
be studied through this method.

2. Selection of setting : The second step is to create the setting artificially or we have to find
( ut the nalural setting where the experiment can be made.

3. Pilot study : Some sort of pilot study is necessary fbr successful planning. The researcher
can understand the conditions in which he will have to conduct the experiment-

4. Research design : The researcher has to prepare the experimental design in advance.
He has to conduct the experiment under controlled conditions. Some methods are used to
e> ercise this control.

(a) Control group : The researcher will take the experimental group and the control group.
The experimental group is stimulus group. The control group is Non--stimulus group. The
difference between these two groups is observed. This difference is attributed to the stimulus.

(b) Control through Measurement : We must know the causative factors at work and
measure their degree of influence. At the end of experiment, we shall measure them again.
Thus we can understand the influence of these causative factors on the dependent variable.

(c) Replication : The experiment is repeated in the same setting. By this we know whether
there is any difference between the two experiments. By repetition we can confrrm the

.- findinos of lhe earlier exoenment.

3)



(d)|nsu|ation:onewayofcontro|lingthephenomenaisthroughinsu|ation.Bythiswemoan
isotating the experimental group from other groups. By this the influence of other groupS

on the experimental group is avoided.

(e) Problems of cooperation : when the experiment is to be conducted in an industry

the cooperation oith" Mun"g".ent and the workers is necessary. Cooperation is to be

sought before we conduct the experiment.

4.7. DIFFICULTIES OF SOCIAL EXPERIMENTS :

The experimenter has to face many difficulties in conducting an experiment. The first difficulty

is in finding out proper setting. There are difficulties of cooperation from the people_ with whom we

conduct thl experiment. lt is difficult to control the causative factors at work. lt is difficult to control

social phenomena.

Validity of Resi.rlts : The unit of study in the experiment is vary short. The unit of study must be small.

The reiults obtained from such a study may not be applicable to other units' Human behaviour is not

g;;;rti"d ;t;"rti"uia, cause but by the totat situation as a whole. Hence the validity of-etperimelntal

method is doirbted. However, the improved techniques in experimental method may lead to accurate

results.

4.8. MERITS OF EXPERIMENTAL METHOD':

Experimental method has universally accepted as the most

It iS.oossible to isolate factors involved in a phenornenon. Thid-ian be done by making one

-The experimental method has some advantages over other methods of study'

1. lt perlnits determination of cause and effect relationship more cleady than cither methods.

2. lt is more precise and accurate.

3. lt is the best method for testing a hypothesis

method.3
5.

factor variable and the other factors conslant.

6. In experifnent, we can easily reproducg.the phenomenon and vary the circumstances indefinitely'
\

7. In experiment, the circumstances ire within our control, things can be examined with sufficient

calmness, cafe and Poise.

The experiment is usually far remorad trom re4[Xte phenomena. For example, the human

beings cann-o-t be put for laboratory tests es done in c#e of non-human beings'

I

4.9. EXPERIMENTAI= RESEARCH DESIGNS- CATFQQRISED :

': Experimental designs can be broadly divided into two groupl
(i) Informal experimental designs.

. (ii) Formal Experimental Designs.

lofoimal experimeilal designs :
.

Befo--e -iand- qlter without coJltrol group : In this expdrirnenfal ; the dependent variable
jn a single test group or area.measured int ii; oiven and after the treatment is



The dependent variable is measured again. The effect of the treatment shall be the difference in
magnitudes.

Example :.Let us have a group of people who are unhealthy. Measure their health status before making
them practice yoga. Now give yoga training to these people and afler one month of yoga practice agaii
measure their health.

Thus effectiveness can be measured by the difference in their health status.

Limitation : With the passage of time, extraneous variations may be there in the treatment effect.
Time series design involving control group : In this design, two comparablo groups are sel€cted
(control group and experimental group) and the treatment is given only in the expelimentalgroup. The
dependent variable is then measured in both the groups at the same time.

Example : Consider two comparable groups of people addicted to smoking.

Let us call them

(i) Control group

(ii) Experimental group

Now make the people belonging to group ll. (experimental group) only avoid smoking.

Now measure their health status

Treatment effect= health of experimental group- health of control group

Research designs are also classified as:

1 . Pre- experiments

2. True experiment

3. Quasi-experiments.

The Main distinction among lheso types is the degree of control, that the researcfi€r can axercise
over validity problems.

4.10. SUMMARY:

Experiments play now an important part in research not only in physical sciences but also in
social sciences. Experimental studies are most suitable for testing the causal hypothesig. For
experimental study two groups are required. One is experimental group and the other is control group.

There is at least one independent variable(lV) and one dependent variable (DV) in a causal
relationship. We hypothesise that the independent variable causes the dependent variable to ocqJr.
The researcher experiments by observing the effecls of one or more variables upon others under
controlled conditions.

Social experiments may be divided into various types,

(1) Trial and Error Experiment,
(2) Contmlled.observational study,
(3) Natural experiment



Planning an experiment consists of the following steps'

(1 ) Selecting the Problem
(2) Selection of setting

(3) Pilot study
(4) Research design which includes

(a) Control group

(b) Control through measurement

(c) RePlication

(d) Insulation

(e) Problems of cooPeration'

The experimenter has to face many difficulties in conducting an experiment. The validity of the

experimental method is doubted. Human behaviour is not governed by particular cause but by total

situation as a whole. The experimental method has some advahtages over other methods of study' lt

rs more precise and accurate. lt is the best method for testing a hypothesis. However, the humao

beings cannot be put for laboratory test as done in case of Non-human beings. Experimental designs

can be broadly divided into two groups,
(i) Informal Experimental designs
(ii) Formal experimental designs.

4.11. KEY WORDS :

(a) Experimental design
(b) Control group
(c) Ex-Post-Facto technique

4.12. EXERCISES :

1. Analyse various types of experiment. Explain the steps in planning an experiment-

2. Discuss the difficulties and merits of experimental method.

(4) Ex-post-Facto technique

(5) Laboratory experlmenrs
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Lesson - 5

Research Design : Explorative, descriptive 4nd
Analytical Design

5.0. Objectives:
The objectives of this lesson are to explarn explorative, descriptive and analytical design.

Contents:
5.1. Introduction
5.2. Definition of Research design
5,3. lmportance of research design
5.4. Essentials of a research deign
5.5. Characteristics of a good research design
5.6. Relation between problem formulation and research design.
5.7. Types of research design
5.8. Exploratory or Formulative design
5.9. Descriptivedesign
5.10. Analyticaldesign
5.11. Summary
5.12. Key words
5.13. Exercises
5.14. Reference Books

5.1 . lntroduction:
.- The artistist makes a design before he executes his ideas. An architect prepares a blue print

before he approved a construction. A Mechanist makes a mould to test his models. An army prepares

a strategy before launching an attack. Any prudent man makes a plan before he undertakes work. So
also the research scholar makes a plan of his study before he undertakes his research project. By this
he can economise his time and resources. Such a plan of study or a blue print for study is called
research design.

5.2. Definition of Research Design:
Pauline V. young defines a research design as, " the logical and systematic planning and

direciing a piece of research". The design " results from translating a general sctentific model into

varied research procedures".
RusselAckoff has defined it, as "Design is the process of making decisions before a situation

arises in which the decision has to be carried out. lt is a process of deliberate anticipation directed
towards bringing an unexpected situation under control".

Prof. Miller has defined it as, " the planned sequence of the entrre process involved in conducting
a research study".

Jahoda, Deutsch and cook have defined it as " a research design is the arrangement of
condittons for collection and analysis of data in a manner that aims to combine relevance to the
research purpose with economy in procedure."



5.4

General Def has defined research design as " the plan, structure and strategy of investigation

conceived so as to obtain answers to research questions and control variance."

5.3 lmportance of research design:
A.research design is a plan for the collection and analysis of data. lt is a logical strategy to

answer a question..lt is a strategy to describe a situation. lt is a strategy to discover a problem or test
a hypothests. The design will depend on the research problem. lt also depends upon the specific
objectives of the study. tt is a outline of the structure and process of the reseaich programme. Without
such a plan of action, no scientific study is possible.

Research without a pre-drawn plan is like a journey without a direction. Research plan gives

direction to the study. The researcher has to take various decisions regarding the objectives of the

study, investigative questions, sources of data, universe and sampling method. Without a plan, research

\19rk becomes unfocussed. Research plan prevents blind search and indiscriminate gathering of
data. lt guides the researcher to proceed in the right direction. The researcher cam procee.d

systematically with his research work with research plan.
Research design yields maximum out put with minimum effort, time and money. We need a

bluprint for the construction of a house with minimum cost. So also, we need a plan of study to minimize

the cosl of research. lt is useful to prepare an advance plan for collecting and analyzing the data.

Essentials of a research design:
The following are the essentials of a good research design.
It is a plan that specifies the objectives of the study and the hypotheses to be tested.
It is an out line that specifies the sources and types of information relevant to the research
questions.
It is a blueprint specifying the method to be adopted for ga_thering and analyzing the data.
It is a scheme defining the domain of generalisabilty i.e whether the obtained information can
be generalized to a larger population.

5.5. Characteristics of a good research Design:
Agood research design is characterized by objectivity, reliability, validity, generalization.

The design should miFimize bias and maximize reliabilityof the data collected. Agood research
design is characterized by the following conditions.

l.Objectivity:
Obiectivity means objects oriented research. In objective type of research, multiple choice

questions are given and the respondents are asked to choose the answer given there in.

2. Reliability:
-lt means consistency in response. lf the researcher asked the question about the causes of

over population and, if the same answer is given repeatedly by the respondent, then, there is said to-be
reliability in research.

3. Validity:
Tools for measurement should be used for which they are made. An Intelligence test constructed

for measuring intelligence should measure only intelligence and nothingqlse.

1.

2.

J.
4.



4.Generalization: '

It means application of the results of data to the larger group. lf the same inferences drawn
from the sample are applicable to the larger group or universe from which the sample is selected, the
generalization is said to be correcl.

A good research design should ensure that:
1. The measuring instruments can yibld oblective reliable and valid data.
2. The oooulation should be defined in blearer terms.
3. The sample should be selected using some sampling technique
4. Appropriate statistical analysis has to be employed.
5. The findings of the present study can be generalized.

5.6. Relation between problem formulation and research design:
The research problem may be formulated in different forms. lt may be formulated with different

purposes. The nature of the design depends upon the way in which the problem is formulated.
1. lf the problem is an exploratoryone, it requires exploratory design.
2. lf the problem involves historical analysis, it calls for a historical design.
3. lf the problem is to describe characteristics of groups or situations, descriptive design is

necessary.
4. lf the study aims at the solution of a specific problem, a diagnostic design is necessary.

5. lf the researcher wants to test a hypothesis of causal relatiohship between variables, the
experimental design is necessary.

5.7. Types of Design:
We have thus the following types of research design.

1 . Exploratory or formulalive
2. Historical design.
3. Descriptive design.
4. Diagnostic design
5. Experimental design
6. Analytical design.

The iesearcher will decide which particular design is appropriate for his study. He selects a

particular design depending on the research problem. In certain cases, a combination of two or more

types of design may be necessary, if the study is complex.

5.8. Exploratory or Formulative design:
exptoratoryltudies require exploratory design. lt is also called formulative design. In exploratory

studies, we disiover new ideas and insights. These studies try to identify sound questions, promising

concepts and hypothesis; studies of entirely of new field, which has not yet developed, are called

exploratory studies. The exploratory'design must be flexible. lt has to consider many aspects of a

problem. In these studies the reseafiher tries to get familiarity with the phenomenon. Exploratory study

is also called an experience survey. lt provides information and experience about the practical cases.

These studies are helpful in the development of the theories

Survey of literature:
In exploratory studies, literature may not be available largely. Hence the literature of the related

fields is a good source of in formation. Journals articles and research reports dealing with similarat€as

are other sources of information.



Experience survey:
This is also called experience survey. We have to interview people who are connected with the

problem. The people are supposed to have personal knowledge of the problem. We may interview a
social worker dealing with the delinquents, if the problem is related to it. We may interview a personnel

officer handling labour problems, a local leader dealing with local issues. These people will be useful
informants. The sample is not selected at random but purposively. We need not have structured
interviews. The interview may be unstructured and informal. Since the experiences of people are
recorded, this study is called experience survey.

Insight stimulating examples:
Some times actual cases would promote insights into the problem. Cases like new comers to

a community, immigrants to a country visitors and strangers lo a place will provide insights into the
problem. Study of such cases will give us greater understanding of the problem. In exploratory studies,

we study relatively a new phenomena. We want to have familiarity with such a new phenomena. This
phenomena has not been studied by previous scholars. Hence we have to achieve new insights into
the problem. We have to explore the problem. We have to formulate a more precise research problem.
We have to develop a hypothesis.

5.9 Descriptivedesign:
Oescriptive studies require descriptive design. These studies are underlaken to portray the

charactenstics of groups, or situatiohs. There should be more accuracy in these sludies. We have to
minimize bias. lf these studies are undertaken for the discovery of a problem, they are also called "

diagnostic studies."

Examples of descriptive studies:
In descriptive studies, we study special characieristics of a caste, community, racial group,

marriage process, leisure time activities, working habits etc., Attitudes of people towards anything
may also be studied under descriptive studies. Attitudes towards capital punishment, presidbnt's rule,
family planning, are some of the examples of descriptive studies. Patterns of behaviour may also be
studied. Under descriptive studies, we may to try to find out what kind of people become nexalites ;

who are inclined to the Marxist ideologies; who are strongjly opposed to it; the pattern of voting in the
next general election may also be studied. Which occupations are likely to produce more mental
cases may also be studied under descriptive studies.

Characteristics:
Such studies do not require any specific hypothesis. They do not pre-suppose much knowledge.

In descriptive studies the researcher has to define hrs objective clearly. He must specify what he
wants to meadure. The descriptive design cannot be flexible as the exploratory design. The aim of the
descriptive stuhy is to obtain complete and accurate information. The researcher should avoid bias.
He must show concern for economy.

The descriptive study tries to answer the questions ofwho, what, where, when and how much.
Its essential function is reportorial. Descriptive studies give us an idea regarding the magnitude of the
problem.

5.1 0. Analytical Design.
Analytical studies require analytical design. Experimental or analytical design are almost the

same. lf analysis take place along with experiment it becomes analytical study. Analytical study need
not always emplgy experimental methods.



Descriptive stud,"" 
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The function of the analytical study:

,^^.^_^ ll"lli""l study_ ascertains what happens and how and why it happens, when two or moreractors result in a given factor Analytical design is generally basicto all scientific analysis. The analyticaldesign in the labouratory ta'kes the form ot 
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i.,"tnoc.

Advantages of Research Design:

. Research deign has the following advantages;
1 . Saves a lot of researcher,s time
2. Guides him for executing the various activities3. Better documentation of the activities
4. Ensures project time schedule
5. Instills and builds up confidence in the student
6. Provides satisfaction and sense of success.

lmportant points are to be considered in formulation of research design. All the steps are to beput on paper to avoid ambiguity. An unplanned research work is fruifless and leads to wastage
of time, money and effort.

5.11. Summary:
The Research scholar makes a plan of his study before he undertakes his research project. A

research design is a plan for the collection and analysis of data. The nature of the design depends
upon the way in which the problem is formulated. We have the following types of research design, 1.
Exploratory or formulative, 2. Historical design, 3. Descriptive design. 4. Diagnostic desrgn, 5.
Experimental design, 6. Analytical design.

. Research without a pre-drawn plan is like a journey without a direction. Research ptan gtves
direction to the study. A good research design has the following characteristics; 1 . Objectiviiy, 2.
Reliability, 3. Validity, and 4. Generalisation.

Exploratory studies require exploratory design. lt is also called formulative desigr Str-r1 ::; ;i
entirely of a new field which has not yet developed are called exploratory studies. TheJe studies are
helpful in the development of the theories. In exploratory studies, literaturemay not be available largely.
Thi' is also called experience survey. There may be insight stimulating examples. Sometimes actual
cases would promote insights into the problem.

Descrrptive studies require descriptive design. In descriptive studies, we study special
characteristics of a caste, community, racial group, marriage process, leisure time activities, working
habris etc., Analytical studies require analytical design. Experimental or analytical design are almost
the "ame. lf analysis takes place along with experiment, lt becomes analytical study.

Research design has advantages. lt saves lot of researcher's time. lt guides him for execuUng
various activtties. it helps for better documentation of the activities. lt ensures proiect time schedule_ lt
instills and builds confidence in the student.
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select for sample sludy only rich students, Our results will be highly erroneous if extended
to all students.

4. Need for specialized Knowledge: The sample technique can be successful only if a
competent and able scientist make the selection. lf this is done by average scientist, the
selection is liable to be wrong.

5. When Sampling is not possible: Under certain circumstances it is very difficult to use the
sampling technique. lf the time is very short and it is not possible to make selection of the
safirple, the teehnique cannot be used. Besides if we need 1OO% accuraty the sampling
technique cannot be used. lt can also no! be used if the material is of heteroqeneous
nature.

when and where sampling Technique is Appropriate: The foregoing discussion of pros and
cons of sampling technique shows very clearly that certain defects and limitations not withstanding,
sampling techniques is very widely used. Following are the criteria to sampling techniques:

1. Vast Data: When the nurnber of units is very large; sampling technique must be used as it
economizes money, time and effort.

2. when utmost Accuracy is not required: The sampling technique is very suitable in those
situations where cent percent accuracy is not required; otherwise, census technique is unavoidable,
because 100% accuracy is available only by its means.

3. tnfinite Data: lf the data is unlimited, we can but use sampling technique.

4. Where Census is impossible: lf we want to know the amount of mineral wealth in a country
we cannot dig all mines to discover bnd count. We have to use the sampling technique.

5. Homogeneity: lf all the units of a domaln are alike, sampling technique is very easy to use.

12.6 Essentials of an ideal sample:

A scientific sample has following qualities:

1. Representative ness: An ideal sample must be such that it represents adequately the
whole data. We should select those units which have the same set of qualities and fealures
as re found in the whole data. lt should not lack in a quality found in the whole data.

2. Independence: The second feature of sample is independence, that is interchangeability
of units. Every unit should be free to be included in the sample.

3' Adequacy: The numberof units included in a sample, should be sufficient to enable derivation
of conclusions applicable to the whole data. A sample having 10% of the whole data is
adequate but if it has only 1 or 2o/oitis not adequate.

4. Homogeneity: The units included in sample must bear likeness with other units. othenrvise
samole will be unscientific.



12.3 The value of Sampling Technique:

lnthequantifiedresearch,thesamplingtechniqueismademaximumuseof'andinnofield
of research can its importance and value is belittled. In researches in the education, economlc'

commercia|andscientificdomains'theSamp|ingtechniqueisusedandconsideredmostaptfor
research. sampling tecnnique also nas very nign value in day-to-day activities' In.making our daily

purchasesoffood-stuff.vegetab|es,fruits,etc.,|tisnotoonsiderednecessarytoexamineeach
and every piece of the *rntodity; only a handful of goods are examined and the idea about the

whole is formed and this usually pioves a justified procedure. ln the words of snedecor : "A cart lad

ofcoa|isacceptedo,.,"1""t"d'ontheevidencegainedfromtestingonlyafewpounds.The
physiciansmakeinfeienceaooutapatient,su|oodt-hroughexaminationofasing|edrop.Samp|eS
are devices for learning about large masses by observing ei few individuals'" In education' sarilpling

ir- 
" 

*a"f' used technique. Iheiensus technique is rarely used, its most striking example being

population account.

'12.4 The main feature of Sampling Technique:

Thesamp|ingtechniquehasfo||owinggoodfeaturesandthesebringintore|iefitsva|ues
and significance:

'l.Economy:Thesamplingtechniqueismuchlessexpensive'muchlesstimeconsuming
than the census technique.

2.Re|]abi|ity:|fthechoiceofsamp|eunitsismadewithduecareandthematterunder
Surveyisnotheterogeneous,theconclusionofthesamp|esurveycanhavea|mostthe
same reliability to those of census survey'

g. OetaiteU Study: Since the number of slmple units is fairly small these can be studied

intensive|yande|aborate|y'Theycanbeexaminedfrommultip|eViewpoints.
4.scientificBase:Thisisascientifictechniquebecausetheconc|usionderivedfromthe

Studyofcertainunitscanbeverifiedfromotherunits.Bytakingrandomsamp|eswecan
determine the amount of deviation from the norm'

5.GreaterSuitabi|ityinmostSituations:MostoftheSurveysaremadebythetechniqueof
samplesurvey,becausewhereverthematterisofahomogeneousnature,theexamination
of feriv units suffice' This is the case in the majority of situations'

12.5 Defects of Sampling Techniques:

l. Less Accuracy: In comparison to census technique the conclusions derived from sample

are more liable to error. Therefore sampling technique is less accurate than the census

technique.
2. Changeability of units: lf the units in the field of survey are liabletochange orif theseare

not harmonious the sampling technique will be very hazardous. lt is not scientific to extend

the conclusions oerived from one set of sample to other sets which are unlike or are

changeable.
o. Mislea'ding Gonclusions: lf due care is not taken in the selection of samples or if they are

arbitrarilylelected, the conclusions derived from them will become misleading if extended

to all units. For example in assessing the monthly expenditure of university students we
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The objective of the present lesson is to study types of sampiing methods and problems
and techniques of sampling.

Contents:
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12.9 Summary
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12.1 Introduction:

The statistical research can take two forms. In the first, the scientist studies each and
every unit or item of the field of survey called domain and derives conclusions by computing the
sum of all units. This type of survey is called Census Survey. In the second, the scientist studies
only a unit in the field of survey and the survey of this type is known as sample survey. In the
sample technique of survey some units are taken as representative of the whole field or domain
and the conclusions of these sample units are extended to the whole field. In practice, nornrallv
sample survey method is used.

12.2 Samplelnvestigation:

In the technique of sample investigation certain units from the whole domain so survey are
selected as being representative. Now these are studied in detail and the conclusions arrived from .

them are extended to entire field or domain. Unlike census investigation, not all units are studied in
sample investigation, but only some of these are selected for study on a certain definite basis. An
example would make this clear. lf we have to study the monthly expenditure of the students of a
university we may not study all the students. We may collect figures of about S%of them only.
Supposing there are 10,000 students; lhen we may collect expenditure figures of only 500 and
extend our conclusions to all of them. lf full caution is taken in the selection of representative
students and data is collected faithfully, the applicability of these conclusions to the entire set will
be of high reliability.



sub e difference between these two iecording forms. That is, a schedule is filled by the interviewer'

ih" pa""r, of constryction of a schedule and a questionnaire is almosl same, excgpft.some

minor differences in mechanics. This process is not a manner of simply listing questions that

comes to researcher's mind.

11.'15 Key Words:

Hypotheses.
lnterviewer.
Recording.

11.16 Model Questions:

1. Discuss the need and importance of interview schedule'

2. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of questionnaire and interview schedule

methods of data collection.

11.17 Reference Books:
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Another problem with this method is that it is quite time consuming. The investigator cah't
reasonably fill in more than 4 to 5 schedules in a day. With this speed the study is likely to take a
long time before it is complete.
It is only small areas can be covered. This method is therefore not suited to such studies where
the area covered is vast.

Then another difficulty with this method is that it requires quite a good number of investigators.
Then each and every person should, be sent on the field to s4e that they are actually working and
collecting the information.
In the presence of investigator, the informantwill not like to give any confidential information, which
in his absence he might have given.

There are of course, few defects in this method, but on the whole, the advantages are many
with the result that this method is being considerably liked. lt is more particularly so because it
becomes easy to analyze the replies and the response rate is considerably high. There are no
chances of replies not being received or the replies being received in an incomplete manner.

11.'l4Summary:

Schedule is one more important method for the study of social problems. This method is in
many respects close to questionnaire method but major difference between the tvvo is that where-
filling in the questionnaires, is done by the respondent and in schedule,there is an investigator who
assists the informants and gives them necessary clarifications as and when required. A schedule
is like a questionnaire. which contains a set of questions. These questions are required to be
replied by the respondent with the help of an investigator.

Whether it is questionnaire or schedule method obviously the main aim is to collect data for
a research project in an objective manner. Since the questions are put by the investigator and
replies are given by the informants, all these can't be memorized.

The schedule is divided into three parts according to the nature ofthe contents. These are:
Introductory part, main schedule, instructions. Schedules are of different types, though the aim of
all the schedules is to collect data.

These types are: Observation Schedule: The observation form offers the opportunity for uniform
classification in recording the activities and social situations of persons or groups being observed.
Rating Schedule: In social research rating schedules are used when information is to be collected
about attitudes, opinions, preferences, inhibitions and other like elements and their value is to be
assessed and value of each is reouired to be measured. Document Schedule: These are used for
recording data obtained from documents, case histories, and other materials. lnstitutional Survey
Schedu/e: Schedules of this type are used to visualize the problems faced by or inherent in a given
type of institution. The length of such inquiries depends upon the aspects of the given situation
under investigation. Interuiew Schedule: Interview schedule is used foi testing as well as collecting
data as well as for collection of supplementary data.

Some times two terms are quite confused with each other. But in actual practice thEre is
difference between the two. Goode and Haft "The questionnaire is differentiated from the schedule
and interview guide by the fact that it is self administered." This difference in usage ghrss rise to a



Data gathering method decision: Atthis stage we must choose the method of collection of data to

ue us-ed. which communication mode is most appropriate - face - to - face interview or mailing?

The choice of question structure depends largely on the communication mode chosen. 
, J.

tnstrument Drafting: After determining the data required for the study, first, broad outline rythe
instrumerit may be drafted, listing the various broad categories of data'

Evaluation of the draft instrument:
ln consultation with other quallfied persons, the researcher must rigorously examine each

questions in the draft instrument. Tfls evaluation may be done in terms of the following criteria.

ire -testing: The revised draft mr/st be pre -tested in order to identify the weaknesses of the

instrument and to make the required further revisions to rectify them'

Specification of procedures / instructions:
The instructionr are finalized after pre{ests, and the procedures, for its use. This

specification is one way to ensure that different interviewers will deal with specific questions in a

standardized manner.

Designing the format:
T6e format should be suited to the needs of the research. The instrument should be divided

into different sections relating to the different aspects of the problem'

'11.12 Merits of the schedule method:
ln the schedule method, the answers are not biased as the field workers are personally present

to remove any doubt.

The field worker is personally present to remove any doubt or suspicion regarding the nature

of enquiry or meaning of any question or term used.

The percentage of response is much higher in this method.

The field worker may recreate an atmosphere for proper response'

In the schedule method, a field worker is allowed to use abbreviations of the answers. So it

saves time. ? l
Personal contact may reveal any defect in the sampling. rc

ln the schedule method, the field worker is able to find out the sampling defect and can also

remove it.

Since the field worker comes in personal contact with the respondent through this method, it

enables the field worker to probe more deeply into the character, living conditions, general life style

and other necessary details about the respondent'

ln the schedule method, the preience of the human element makes the situation attractive

and interesting.

Last of all, the schedule method provide an opportunity for human element to be present at

the time of filling the schedule.

11.13 Demerits of the schedule method:
But the method has its own defects as well. lt is a method under which investigator is

expected to personally go to the field and as such it requires a lot of traveling. Therefore it is very

costly method.



Goode and Hatt: "The questionnaire is differentiated from the schedule and interview guide by the
fact that it is self administered."

The terms schedules and questionnaires are used synonymously by most of the researchers.
There is a very thin line of distinction between these terms. lt is based on technical distinction. The
schedules are those used in personal interviews whereas questionnaires are the forms distributed
through mail. This distinction does not seem to have significant bearing on tools. The questionnaire/
schedule is scientifically designed. Various steps are involved in the preparation of questionnaires/
schedules

11.10 Construction of Schedules and Questionnaires
Schedules and ouestionnaires are the most common instruments of data collection. These

two types of tools have much in common. Both of them gontrain a set of questions logically related
to a problem under study; both aim at eliciting respons6s from the respondents; in both cases the
content, response structure, the wordings of questions, question sequence, etc. are the same for
all .respondents. Then why should they be denoted by the different terms: Schedule and
Questionnaires'? This is because the methods for which they are used are different. While a
schedule is used as a tool for interviewing, a questionnaire is used for mailing.

This difference in usage gives.rise to a subtle difference between these two recording forms.
That is, a schedule is filled by the interviewer between these two recording forms. That is, a
schedule is filled by the interviewer in a face{o-face interviewing, whereas a questionnaire is filled
in by the respondent himself. Hence the need for using two different lerms.The tool is referred to
as a schedule when it is used for interviewing; and il is called a questionnaire when it is sent to a
respondent for completion and return.

1l.11 The Process of Construction:
The process of construction ofa schedule and a questionnaire is almost same, except some

minor differences in mechanics. This process.is not a manner of simply listing questions that
comes to researcher's mind. lt is a rational process involving much time, effort and thought. lt
consists of the following major steps:

Data need determination:
As an interview schedule or a mailed questionnaire is an instrument for gathering data for

a specific study, its construction should flow logically from the data rbquired for the given study.
Hence the data need determination is the first step in the instrument design process.

"**!::::J#filtififf; tr.ese requirements is to devetop Dummy rabtes in which to disptay
:he data to be gathered. This will help to identifr gaps and duplications in the instrument and
:nable the designer to make appropriate additions, corrections and deletions.

Determination of the respondents level:
Who are our respondents? Are they persons with specialized knowledge relating to the

problem under study? Or are they lay people? What is their level of knowledge and understanding.?
The choice of words and concepts depends up on the level of the respondents knowledge.



being asked should be very clear and not ambiguous. These should be very short and precise so

that respondent does flot tdke a very long time in understa;'iding them.

Accurate Response: In order to get accurate response it is better that the schedule should

be prepared in a scientific manner and also that the respondent gets inspired to give correct

information. The questions should not be of such a nature that while replying the respondent gets

bored. Simitarly no informant will like to give reply to question which injures his feelings. ln fact

after such a question has been put to him he will declirre to cooporate with remaining part of the

schedule and questions contained in that, a very conscious approacfi in this regard .imuld therefore,

be adooted.

In a schedule idiomatic, technical, ambiguous, indefinite, imaginative and private terms

should be avoided because it is usually difficult for the investigators to clarify these and much of
subjectivity gets introduced in the replieswhich are recorded, when the same terms are differently

undLrstood both by the respondents as well as investigators then the replies will become unreliable

and undependable and whole study will become a futile attempt'

No fiesiions should be included and asked which develop a sense of shame in the

resoondent or on which he is to depend on others for replying or on which he has no information

and it is expected of him to go and collect information from others.

11.8 Construction of a schedule:
For constructing a good schedule, the following steps should be considered:
The investigator should have proper knowledge about the problem and he should know what

information is required for a valid and accurate generalization on each problem.

For collecting exact information, the questions must be complete, lucid and precise. They should

be so framed that the respondents can easily grasp their meaning'
The physical design of the schedule plays a vital role in getting the information quickly. The schedule

should be welFplanned and goodlooking.
It should be short, with proper margins.
The questions should be scientifically planned and should cover all relevant aspects of the problem

concerned.
In orderto obtain valid information, the questions should be placed in a well-ordered serial.

After the schedule has been prepared, it should be tested on a sample population. lf there is any

shortcoming, it must be remedied and the schedule tested again.
Good quality paper should be used.
The print should be easy to read and well-spaced.
lf necessary, pictures may be used aloog with the questions to make the schedule attractive.

11.9 Distinction between questionnaire and schedule:
Some times two terms are quite confused with each other. But in actual practice there is

.difierence between the two.

PV.Young: "The questionnaire is generally sent through the mail to the informants to be answsltd
at rpecified in a covering letter, but otherwise without further assistance from the sEnder. The
sc*redule on the other hand, is generally filled out by research worker or the enumerator who can

interpret the questions when necessary."

6)



1'1.6 Types of Schedules:
Schedules are of different types, though the aim of all the schedules is to collect data. These

rypes are:
Observation Schedute: The observation form offers the opportunity for uniform classification in
recording the activities and social siluations of persons or groups being observed. One observer

or several may be employed to secure uniformly systematic data in an observation study. An

observation schedule usually serves several purposes simultaneously:
It is a specific 'memory tickler.
It is an objective recording device which makes possible accurate accumulation of large quantitie:

of data.
It is a standardizing device.
It aids to delimit the scope of the study and to concentra on the circumscribed elements essential

to the analyses.

Rating Schedule: ln social research rating schedules are used rfuhen information is to be collected

about attitudes, opinions, preferences, inhibitions and other like elements and their value is to be

assessed and value of each is required to be measured.

Document Schedule: These are used for recording data obtained from documents, case histories,

and other materials. In order to secure measurable data, the items included on this type of form

are limited io those that can be uniformly secured from a large number of case histories or other
records. For example, a stud! of criminal records might include'such items as type of offense,

number and types of previous offenses, age at time left school. Age at time started work, amount
of education. lt is generally necessary, however, to inspect a large number of records before the

items that will yield measurable factors appearing on an adequate number of records can be

ascertained. The document schedule should not be considered a tally sheet. A separate schedult

should be r-rsed to list the pertinent points from each case record. Tabulationl are made from

these schedules, either by hand tally or by machine tabulation.

lnstitutional Survey Schedu/e: Schedules of this type are used to visualize the problems faced by

or inherent in a given type of institution. The length of such inquiries depends upon the aspects of
the given situation under investigation.

tnterview Schedule; Interview schedule is used for testing as well as collecting data as well as for
collection of supplementary data. The informant takes the schedule with him and interviews the

respondents and fills in tt e forms. Usually in this method certain standardized questions are aslled

by the interviewer.

11.7 Characteristics:

The following are the ni in characteristics of a schedule according to P.V.Young. Accurate
Communicationi From a :curate communication we mean that the questions in the schedule should

be so worded that there rs no gap in what is asked by the investigator and what is under'stood by

the respondent. lf the re. pondent understands exactly what is asked by the investigator then we

can say that there is acuurate communication. lt is there fore most desirable that the questions



G.A.Lundberg: "The schedule is device for isolating one element at time thus intensirying our
observation."

C.A.Moser: "Since it is handled by investigator it can be fairly formal document in which
efficiency of field handling rather than attractiveness is the major operative consideration in design."

From all these definitions it becomes clear that a schedule is list of ouestions formulated
and presented forthe specific purpose oftesting an assumption or hypothesis. Since in the schedule
method an interviewer is always Siresent and he can also provide stimuli, therefore, success of
schedule is linked with ability and performance of the interviewer. Similarly since questions are
asked and replies noted by interviewer, therefore the way in which questions are asked, replies are
noted, depth to which a problem is posed, depends on the interviewerwho canies the schedule.A
schedule is thus a formal document for maintaining uniformity in questions and it is not always
essential that it must be beautifully printed on an attractive paper.

11.3 Objectives of a schedule:

P.V.Young has laid great importance on the following aims of the schedule:
" Delimitation of the topic: In the schedule method, the data should be collected in an objective
manner.
' Aid Memoir This method acts as a memory tickler. A set of questions is prepared in a planned
manner, and the researcher is always armed with the formal document contiaining the questions.
So, if he forgets to ask some important questions, he may then take the help of the formally
prepared document.
* Aid to classification and analysis: Through this method, the data are classified and analysed in a
scientific manner.

{1.4 Aim and Purpose of Schedule:

Whether it is questionnaire or schedule method, obviously the main aim is to collect data for
a research project in an objective manner. Since the questions are put by the investigator and
replies are given by the informants, all these can't be memorized. A schedule helps in recording
what cannot be memorized. Since all the information is available in a written manner therefore,
tabulation of the data collected becomes easy. Similarly analysis of the data also becomes very
easy, when the information to be analyzed is available on the schedule. Then another purpose of
schedule is that it delimits and specifies the object of enquiry because in this method questions
are asked about a specific subject and information is collected aboutthat alone.

{1.5 Contents of schedule:

The schedule is divided into three parts according to the nature ofthe contents. These are:
Introductory Part: In this part, the name ofthe survey, the address ofthe surveyor, serial numberof
the case, place of interview, date and time of the interview and so on are mentioned clearly. Main
Schedule: This is the main part of the schedule, consisting of titles, columns and questions.
Instructions: In this part, the researcher or interviewer is given directions regarding the method of
inteMew.



Lesson.11

TOOLS OF RESEARCH - INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

11.0 Objectives:

Schedule is one more important method for the study of social problems. This method is in
many respects close to questionnaire method but majordifference between the two is that where-
filling in the questionnaires, in this method there is an investigator who assists the informants and
gives them necessary clarifications as and when required. The objectives ofthe present iesson
are to explain the two methods; in many respects, they are different so far as collection of data is
concerned.

Contents:
11.1 lntroduction
1'1.2 Definitions
11.3 Objectives of a schedule
11.4 Aim and Purpose of Schedule
't 1.5 Contents of schedule
{1.6 Types of Schedules
1'1.7 Characteristics:
11.8 Construction of a schedule
11.9 Distinction betwe6n questionnaire and schedule
11.10 Construction of Schedules and Questionnaires
{'t.11 The Process of Congtruction
11.12 Merits of the schedule method
11.13 Demerits of the schedule method
11.14 Summary
11.15 Key Words
11.16 Model Questions
11.17 Reference Books

11.1 Introduction:

A schedule is like a questionnaire which contains a set of questions. These questions are
required to be replied by the respondent with the help of an investigator. Meaning: Aschedule is a
list of questions, which helps to collect data or requisite information. In this method, the investigator
himself presents the questionnaire to the individuals whose responses are needed.

11.2 Definitions:

Thomas Carson Macormic; " The schedule is nothing more than a list of questions which seems
necessary to test the hypothesis and hypotheses. .

Goode and Hatt: " Schedule is the name usually applied to a set of questions which are asked and
filled in by the investigator in a face to face situation with another person."
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is afso divided inlo different types on the basis of nature of the
Open, Closed, Mixed and Pictorial.

questions. The various types ar!

10.12 Model Questions:
1. Analyze the significance of questionnaire method.
2. Bring out difference between interview schedule and questionnaire.

30
10.13 Reference Books:
1. B.C.Tandon (1987): Reisearch Methodology in Socia/ Sclences, Chaitanya Publishing

The formulation of good questions is much more subtle and frustrating task than is generally

believed by those who have not actually attempted it. Thus, the questionnaire should be drafted
with full preparations, properly worded, arranged, modified, duly pre- tested and approved by the
experts in the area. Proper size and form of a questionnaire plays a vital role in social research.
Hence, before preparing a questionnaire, certain points are to be considered.

By pretesting the quesjionnaire errors can be eliminated; unwanted questions can be removed;
language or the wordings can be corrected.

'l0.11 Key Words:
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Unstructured Questionnaires.
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10.9 Prr-tost:,
By pre-testing the questionnaire errors can be eliminated, unwanted questions can be removed,
language or the wordings can be corrected. Goode and Hatt in their book Methods in Social
Research, give the following advantages of pre-test.

Lack of order in the answer.lack of order in questions may arise if questions do not tap
same experience in each respondent. This may be due to the use of difficult words, or
questions which attempt to obtain too much data at one time or the other, but whatever the
reason may be, totally unordered answers should always lead to critical re-examination of
the questions.

All-or-none responses: Such stereo typed responses being answered by all or none must
be avoided and the questions must be re-aranged or worded properly.

A high proportion donT know or don't understand answers: This is an indication that the
questions are improperly drawn or that, a bad sample design has been used. Large
percentage of don't know responses suggests that:- questions are vague, that they are too
complex, that they involve difficult answers on which the respondent needs expert interviewing
help, that the respondent simply is not in a position to answer the questions.

A great number of qualifications or irrelevant commenls: Qualifications are the conditions
put in answers, i.e., the respondent adds conditions like, lf and but. lf many of these are
offered by the respondents the questions need to be changed or re-arranged.

. A high proporiion of refusals to answers: During the course of the interview some questions
may be unanswered. lf the refusal order is above 10 percent, questions need revisioh.
Refusals may be due to the inclusion of a taboo subject without any explanation, or a
question, which is out of context. Refusal may take place if the interviewer asks personal
questions which the respondent thinks that he cannot assure anonymity. Questionnaire
Method is a method in social research, in which information is obtained with the help of a
questionnaire, which is prepared exclusively for the purpose.

10.10 Summary:

Out of the various methods adopted for data collection in socio-economic surveys, the questionnaire
and interview schedules are the two most popular and widely used methods. ln every socio-
economic survey the questionnaire plays an important role as a popular tool for the collection of
data and required information. Purpose of questionnaire: To collect information from the respondents
who are scattered in a vast area. To achieve success in collecting reliable and dependable data.

TherE is also a vast variety of questionnaires which can be classified in various ways. Here we
confine ourselves to the structured and unstructur€d questionnaires. Structured Quesfionnalres
These are those which pose definite, concrete, and pl€odaind questions, that is, they are prepared

in advance and not constructed on the spot during the questioning period. Non-structured
Questionnaires: Frequently refened to as interview guidos, also aim at precision and contain definite
subject matter areas, the coverage of which is required during the interview. The questionnaire



. Greater Validity: Questionnaire has some special advantages as regards validity of
information. Some people are generally moie shy in talking to a stranger their personal
matters, than, in writing them down. Besides, the sender need not put in his signature or
address on the form. Thus it has generally been found that people are more frank in giving
replies to questionnaire than to a schedule.

. Rapidity: Replies may be rebeived in a much smaller time than schedule, provided the
respondents co-operate with the investigator. But at times the people to whom the
questionnaire has been sent keep it, and send only after constiant reminders. In such cases
the same time may be taken in questionnaire as in a schedulc

l0.E Limitations of Questionnaire Method:

The method of questionnaire is subject to following limitations

o Unreliability: The information gathered through questionnaire cannot be said to be very
much reliable.

, . lncomplete entries: Most of the questionnaires are very poorly filled. Some of them are left
out altogether, others may be filled in such a way that it may be difficult to follow what the
respondent actually means. There may be defects of language. Abbreviations may be
used in giving replies.

. Difficulties of bad handwriting; The writing on the questionnaire is sometimes illegible. Pencil
is sometimes used. Often there is too much erasing or over writing so that it becomes very
difficult to follow the reolies.

. Poor response.' The response too sometimes is very poor. A sufficiently large number of
cases drop out, thus causing a bias in the sample. The methods of increasing response
have been discussed earlier.

o Possibility of manipulated replles.' In case of schedule the field worker is present face to
face. He may observe things, and put cross questions. Thus manipulation of any information
is not easy. In case of questionnaire the respondent gets sufficient time to supply manipulated
information and it is very difficult to detect the error so caused.

. Lack of personal contact:fhe field workers do not establish any personal contact in case
of questionnaire. Thus there is nobody to remove any doubt if it arises. The information
supplied by the questionnaire is just blind grouping and no definite confidence can be placed
upon the information in the absence of any means of verification.

. Impossibility of a deeper problem: In a questionnaire method it is not possible for the
researcher to probe deeply into feelings, reactions and sentiments of the resoondent. All
this requires the creation of a proper atmosphere which requires the presence of the
researcher himself.



D. ln the pictoriat questionnaire, Pictures have been used in some studies solely for
the purpose of promoting interest in answering the questions. Pictorial Techniques
have been used extensively in studies ofsocial attitudes and prejudices in children.

10.5 Characteristics of a Questionnairel
The formulation of good questions is much more subtle and frustrating task, than is generally
believed by those who have not actually attempted it. Thus, the questionnaire should be drafted
with full preparations, properly worded, ananged, modified, duly pre- tested and approved by flre
experts in the area.

10.6 Form of a questionnaire:
Proper size and form of a questionnaire plays a vital role in social research. Hence, before preparing
a questionnaire, certain points are to be considered. These are the following:

A. Size of questionnaire: The size .'f the questionnaire must be small and manageable.
B. Appearance: Good quality paper, attractive printing and layout have great imporbnce in fte

questionnaire method.
C. ClarityTo obtain correct answers, the questions should be clear and precise. There should

not be any ambiguity about the idea of the questions.
D. Sequence: The questions should be in proper sequence, lucid and interesting to the

respondent.
E. Margin: A proper margin on one side gives a neat look to the questionnaire and it makes

filling easy.
F. Spacing: The lines should not be very closely printed. Sufficient space should be left outto

demarcate one question from the other.
G. Length of questions'. The questions must not be too lengthy.
H. Technical lerms: Technical terms as well as abbreviationg should not be used in a

questionnaire.
l. Attractiveness: The guestionnaire should be formed in such a way as to attract the

respondents quickly

{0.7 Advantages of Questionnaire Method:

Following are the chief advantages of the questionnaire method
o Low cosf: The cost of conducting research is sufiiciently low. All that the researcher has to

spend is on printing of questionnaire or postage charges. The cost per case thus comes
sufficiently low.

. Large coverage: Under this method a much larger sample may be drawn and people
dispersed over very long distances can be contacted with out any extra cost. Thus, this
method is specially suitable for those cases where the respondents are scattered over
large areas

. Repetitive Information: Questionnaire method has also been found to be more useful where
information has to be gathered at regular intervals. In case of schedule method the mst of
such a repetitive information would become orohibitive.



Bogardus ? questionnaire is a list of questions sent to a number of persons for them to answer. lt

secures standardized resulb that can be tabulated and treated statistically"'

10.3 Purpose of questionnaire:
1. To collect information from the respondents who are scattered in a vast area.

2. To achieve success in collecting reliable and dependable data.

10.4 Types of Questionnaire:
There is also a vast variety of questionnaires which can be classified in various ways. Here we

confine ourselves to the structured and unstructured questionnaires.

L Structured Questionnaires.
These are those which pose definite, concrete, and preordained questions, that is, they are
prepared in advance and not constructed on the spot during the questioning period. Additional

Questions may be used only when need arises to clarify vague or inadequate replies by

informants or when more details are needed than those supplied by them. The form of the
particular questions may require responses which are either closed or open. Structured
questionnaires are used in a wide range of projects, both to initiate a formal inquiry and also to

supplemeqt and check data previously accumulated. These may pertain to studies of economic

orsocial problems, measurement of opinion on public issues orevents, studies of administrative
policies and changes, studies on the cost of living, consumer expenditures, child welfare'
public health, and numerous other issues. The chief disadvantage of unstructured questionnaires

stems from the danger that non additive and non comparable data will oe accumulated when
no structuring is imposed.

2. Non-structured Questionnaires.
Frequently referred to as interview guides, also aim at precision and contain definite subject
matter areas, the coverage of which is required during lhe inrerview. The interviewer,however,
is free-within limitsto arrange the form and timing of the inquides. flexibility is the chief advantage
of the unstructured questionnaire. lt is designed to obtain viewpoints, opinions, attitudes, and
to show relationships and interconnections between data which night escape notice under
more mechanical types of interrogation. The object is to give the respondent maximum
opportunity to reveal how he (had arrived at or developed) his world of experience.

The questionnaire is also divided into different types on the basis of nature of the questions.
The various types are Open, Closed, Mixed and Pictorial.

A. The open-form questionnaire, on the other hand, is one in which the respondent
,has full choice of using his own language, expression, length and view-p.ints. ln

such a questionnaire, the respondent is not limited in his replies to the question
posed to him and his response may be free and spontaneous.

8. The closed-form questionnaires are used when categorized data are requireC, that
is, when they need to be put into definite classifications

C. The mixed questiannaire consists of bolh closed and ope., .r'' . . uesi.ionnai,-..
For social r.rlearch, this method is very useful.



Lesson.l0

TOOLS OF RESEARGH - QUESTIONNAIRE

10.0 Objectives:

Out of the various methods adopted for data collection in socio-economic surveys, the
questionnaire and interview schedules are the two most popular and widely used methods. They
help in gathering facts with fairly reliable data. The purpose of these lessons is to make a b1el yet
comprehensive, study of these two methods.
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10.1 Introduction:

In every socio-economic survey the questionnaire plays an important role as a popular tool for
the collection of data and required information. In fact, it may be i!.eated as heart of the survey
cperation as, in practice, many such operations failed due to ill-drafted questionnaire. Often
inadequate attention is paid to framing or drafting of the questionnaire believing that it is a very
simple affair. But, in practice, it is not so.

Questionnaire Method is a method in social research, in which information is obtained with
the help of a qgestionnaire, which is'prepared exclusively for the purpose. In other words with the
help of a set of questions all the required data is collected. A questionnaire method is that method
in which a number of printed questions is used for collecting data. This list of questions is sent by
mail to the respondents. After filling up the questionnaire they return it to the investigator. The
questionnaire method has been defined by deferenl sociologists in difficult ways.

{0.2 Definitions:
Goode and .blatt "ln general the word ouestionnaire refers to a device for securing answers

to questions bv usingo form which respondurt lills in himself."



Tool of Research Abservation

inv€stigator must be present in the field and collect relevant data of his study. observation method

has ceiain peculiar features and characteristics of its own, which other methods either have not

or in which these features do not occupy any important place.

several types of field observation have been found useful in social research. Here we shall

discuss non-iontrolled and controlled field observation, in their participant and non-participant

aspects. A. Participant c Jseryatbn.' In this observation, the observer is a part of the phenomenon

or group which is observed and he acts as both an observer and a participant. B. Non-pafticipant

observation: on the contrary the non-participant observation is characterized by lack of

participation by the observer in tne life of the group that a researcher is observing. c controlled
'observation: ,controlled observation is not very uncommon in social science research. This

technique has been introduced in social science to rectiry the defects that are noticed in uncontrolled

observation. D. Non-controlled observation: In social science research, most of the data that we

derive are from non-controlled observation, whether participant or non-participant' we learn the

social behaviour from the situations which we have witnessed or participated. E. Structured

Observafion: Structured observation takes into consideration a clear and specific definition of the

units to be observed and data to be reco;ded. This is possible only when the problem is well

formulated. F. l,nstructured Observation: In a practical situation it is often not possible to plan out

the observation process in advance. Particularly, in case of exploratory studies, the researcher

does not have enough clues to structure his observations, which may call for changes in what he

observes.

9a.:l I Key Words:
1. Scientific Enquiry
2. Data Collection
3. Participant Observation
4. Non-ParticiPant Observation

9a.12 Model Questions:
1. Analyze the significance of observation as a method of data collection. And how is

it useful in social work reseaich.
2. Discuss the importance and limitations of observation method'

9a.1 3 Reference :Book3:
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F. Unstruc{ured Observation:

In a practical situation it is often not possible to plan out the observation process in advance.
Particularly, in case of exploratory studies, the researcher does not have enough clues to structure
his observations, which may call for changes in what he observes. Such changes are
characteristics of unstructured observation. Since the unstructured observation is flexible it allows
for changes in the focus from time to time if and when reasonable clues.wanant such changes.

9a.8 Advantages of Observation:

Observation has some distinct advantages which are listed below:
Observalion is one of the simplest and non-technical methods. Observational studies can be
conducted by persons through proper training.
It is one of the @mmon methods used in all sciences and therefore it is systematized.
It is one of the main sources of formulating hypotheses.
Observation helps to study the subject in-depth.
It helps in the free flow of information as the situation is not disturbed.
It is possible to record behaviour as it occurs.
It is a very useful technique ofstudying various activities and characteristics of infants and children

The researcher is able to record nalural behaviours of the group.
The researcher cah collect a wide range of information.
The data collected through observation is more reliable and valid than otherwise.
It is a useful method of doing research in delicate areas.
This method involves less exoense.

9a.9 Limitations of Observation:

Though observation is a widely used technigue, it has its own limitations. They are
discussed below:
All occurrences may not be open to observation. For instance, the personal activities are not oDen
to actual observation by an outsider.
Personal bias of the observer at times distorts the observation.
Observation of a phenomena has to be made where it actually takes place. Most of the occurences
are quite uncertain in nature. Their place and time cannot be predeterminecl. Therefore, systematic
and preplanned observation is very difficult.
Sometimes, natural factors, such as weather conditions, side attractions ahd the like may affect
.he observational task.
Ihere are dif{iculties in sampling. Sometimes, it is not possible'to ensure that oarticipants represent
r cross-section of the population.

)a.10 Summary: 
.

Science begins with observation and must ultimately retum to observation for its final validation.
lhe sociologist must, then,; train himself to observe carefully. observation is a primary tool of
;cientific enquiry: lt is increasingly employed in social science research as in physical oi natural
;cience researches. Observation is a method. Under which data from the field is collected with
he help of observation by the observer or by personally going to the field. In observation the



C. Gontrolled Observation:

Controlled ,observation is not very uncommon in social Science research' This technique has

been introduced in social science to rectify the defects that are noticed in uncontrolled observation.

Not only that, ad our ideas, in-depth and sharpness, but also we wish to rely on much less

uncontr;lled observation. In the field of education, psychology, management science, co-operation

and physical education, etc., there is much scopq for,the apgllcation o{this_ technique- In the early

oeriod of thirties some valuable and in-depth studies were conducted in the fiel{Qf child's behaviour

based on this technique.

In Recent years controlled observation has become a use{ulmethod forstudying smallgroups.

Controlled observation can be applied to describe{he behaviour of conference leaders, behaviour

of children in a variety of situation, the administrative efiiciency of a social institution, the record of

oersonal behaviour or the characteristics of social groups in a community etc. Similarly, studies

can also be conducted to find out the effect of lighting upon production in factories.

D. Non-controlled Observation:
ln social science research, most of the data that we derive are from non-controlled observation'

whether participant or non-participant. We learn the social behaviour from the situations which we

have witnessei or participated. The life situations are such as can hardly provide the chance of

laboratory method of study. Therefore, they have to be observed in natural surroundings where

they occur.

ln non-controlled observation the investigator visits the place of occunence of phenomena.

The participant observer using non-controlled observation lives or shares the life of the group
. whicir he is studying. No attempt is made to measure anything but merely to obtain a spontaneous

and unopposed piiture of individuals. Data are collected without standardizing procedure and

without resorting to a random sarnpling.

Non-controlled observation provides us valuable preliminary data, while helping in the

development of mere precise observations which should occupy a later phase of investigation.

But it is often said that non-controlled observation is not reliable, because one may be tempted to

generalize from stray incidents without properly verifying them. Observation may also be biased

by the view of the observer as there is no check upon him. Further, the investigator enters in the

field situation thinking that he knows more than what he actually observes.

E. Structured Observation:

Structured observation takes into consideration a clear and specific definition of the unils to be

observed and data to be recorded. This is possible only when the problem is well formulated.

However, in exploratory studies, the researcher does not know in advance which dimension of the

problem will be relevant. Structured observations are mostly used in studies designed to describe

a problem or to test causal hypothesis. The use of structured observation procedure presupposes

that the researcher knows what aspects of the problem under study are relevant to his research

objectives and he is a position therefore to plan the recording of observations before he starts data

collection.



The group can be observed in its natural behaviour.
The participant observer is much more closer to the group than the non-participant observer.
He deVelops greater appreciation for various activities of the group.
when he actually participates with the group, he can talk it over to the people and leam its
significance.
The participant observer is generally more welcome to the group than a non-participant one.

Disadvantages of participant observation:

Emotional participation of the observer kills objectivity.
Some times he sees things more trom his own personal point of view than from purely scientific
standDoint.
Generally a stranger is in a befter position to observe things because he pays attention even to
minute things, as they appear strange to him.
The range of experience is nanowed. He becomes a part of social hierarchy and loses contact
with the other groups.
The original purpose of research is thus lost and the researcher finds himself entangled with
situations that are most detrimental to his work.
In some cases active participation is not possible e.g. a criminal gang or prison inmates.

B. Non-participant Observation:

On the contrary, the non-participant observation is characterized by'lack of participation by the
observer in the life of the group that a researcher is observing. In other words, in Non-participant
observation, the observer has detached role and records without any attempt on his part to
particlpate in the interaction process with the group being observed.

Advantages of non- participant observation:

Objectivity and a purely scientific outlook can be maintainec.
He maintains a purely impartial status
The researcher maintains the stranger value.
It helps him to observe even minute things which would otheruise have been left as a commor,
things.
The researcher can maintain a detached view and keep himself aloof from petty factions and
quarrels among the group.

Disadvantages of non- participant observation:

The researcher fails to appreciate the significance of a number of actions and activilies as he
cannot view them from the point of the persons who are doing them.
He cannot understand them in proper sequence unless he has actively participated and consulted
people about them.
People generally feel more suspicious of a p€rson who strands as a critic.
The researcher lrimself and the whole grcup may feel very uncomforiable due to this strange
attitude of the researcher.



Collsction of Primary Dataj

observation method is such a method in which only primary data is to be colleted. The data

collected is th€ only source of information of the study and as such in this method question of

secondary source of,data'does not arise

Direct Cause-Effect Relationship:

It is a method which can be characterized for its direct cause-effect relationship. lt also helps

in establishing relationship between equalities and inequalities, which obviously is very useful in so

far as study of any social problem is concerned.

9a.6 Choice of Observational Technique:

t tn social, science, the choice of observational technique is a very important aspect to be

I considered. The choice naturally depends on the nature and purpose of the study. Whatever may
' be the purpose of the study, the observer must be sure about the following points:

What should be observed?
How observations should be conducted?
What are the aids to be used?
How should observations be recorded?
How to ensure reliabilitY of data?
What relationship should exist between the ensure reliability of data?

9a.7 Types of Observation:

Several types of field observation have been found useful in social research. Here we shall

discuss non-controlled and controlled field observation, in their participant and non-participant

aspects.
The concepts of the both participant and non-participant observation date back to professor

'Eduard Lindeman's publication, Social Discovery (1924). He was sharply critical of the naivete

exhibited in studies 'Based upon schedules of questions for which the investigator found answers

by making inquiries of persons. In the United States, NelsAnderson, through his study ofThe Hobo

(1923)r still remains the most dedicated follower of the principles of participant and non-participant

observation.

A Participant Observation:

In this observation; the observer is a part of the phenomenon or group which is observed and
he acts as both an observer and a participant. For 'example, a study of tribal customs by an
anthropologist by taking part in tribal activities like folk dance. The persons who are observed
should not be aware of the researcher's purpose. Then only their behaviour will be natural. The
concealment of research objective and researcher's identity is justified on the ground that it makes
it possible to study certain aspects of th6 group's culture which are not revealed to outsiders.

Advantages of participant observation:



9a.3 Definitions:

ortord Dictionary: "Accurate watching, noting of phenomena as they occur in nature with regard
to cause and effect and mutual relationshio.'

PV.Young'. "Observation may be defined as systematic viewing, coupled with consideration of
seen ohenomenon."

9a.4 Characteristics of Observation:
The general characteristics of observation are given below:
Observation is a physical as well as menbl activity.
Observation is always specific and selective.
Observation is purposive and not random.
Observation is systematic and scientific.
Observation is systematic that is done by a specially welFtrained person for a distinct purpose.
A record is made of the observation as promptly as possible.
The results of all systematic observation are subjected to checks and verification.

9a.5 Features of Observation:

' Observation method has certain peculiar features and charactedstics of its own, which other
methods either have not or in which these features do not occupy any important place. some such
features are:

It is an eye affair:

In observation maximum stress is on eye. The observer will of course; go to the field with the
clear idea as to what he is going to observe. He is therefore, expected to see everything very
closely and carefully. In the strict sense, observation implies the use of eyes rather than that ofthe
ears and voice.

DefiniteAim:

Observation without aim will be just useless, Purposeless and meaningless. lt is therefore
essential that the aim of the observation should be clearly determined before going to the fietd,
unless that is clear nothing will be scientifically observed..

Planning:

Then the observer should go to the field with proper planning. lt means thatwherever necessary
he should take necessary equipments and instruments with him.

Direct Method of Study:

It is a method under which the investigator is personally rBquirgd to go to the field and also
personally observe the situation and objects with his o rn eyes. There is no question of dependence
on others.
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OBSERVATION
9a.0 Objec{ives:

Science begins with dbservation and must ultimately return to observation for its final validation'

The sociologlsi mg$1 then, train himself to observe carefully. lf he can become observer, he will

start his invjstigationwith more datq at his disposal, be less likely to forget that his object of study

"o"iat 
U"ttauio,ir, and be able to maintain a continual check on his conclusions more easily'
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9a.l Introduction:

observation is a primary tool of scientific enquiry: lt is increasingl! employed in social science

research as in'physical or natural science researches. For instance the anthropologists observe

the activities, foik ways, modes of tribal-people, psychologistsobserve the psychological behaviour

of infants and adults; sociologists observe various aspects df a community. The list is not over' lt

could be extended to authentic coaches who observe the performance o f the teams in inter-

s_glool iompetition and also co-operative experts who observe the democracy in action in general

meetings.

9a.2 What is observation:

Observation method is a method, unler which data from the field is collected with the help of

observation by the observer or by personelly going to the field. In observation the investigator must

be present in the field and collect relevant data of his study. The observation technique is perhaps

atheonly logical approach available for the study of complex social and authentic picture about the

Xiocial phenomena. But it must be clearly understood that it is wpplementary to other methods

?nd techniques of scientific enquiries as it is sometimes only through direct obrervation certiain

types o( data-information ban be obtained'



9.3 Functions:

The tools of data collection translate the research objectives inlo specific questions/items,
the responses to which will provide the data required to achieve the rosearch objectives. In order
to achieve this purpose, each question/item must convey to the respondent the idea or group of
ideas required by the research objectives, and each item must obtain a response which can be

analysed for fulfilling the research objectives.

Information gathered through the tools provide descriptions of characteristics of individuals,
institutions or other phenomena under study. The characteristics may help to explain differences
in behavioural pattern and performance of objects unde study.

lnformation gathered through the tools serve anoth':r purpose also. lt is useful for measuring
the various variables pertaining to the study. The variables and their intenelationships are analysed
for testing the hypothesis or for explbring the content areas set by the research objectives.

9.4Summary:

One of the important stages in the research process is data collection. The two main
sources of data in social science research are people and paper. fhe responses to questions put

to people constitute the major sources of data in social research. The various methods of data
gathering involve the use of appropriate recording forms. These are called tools or instruments of
data collection. They consist of -Observation Schedule or Observitionnaire, Interview Schedule,
Mailed Questionnaire. The tools of data collection translate the research objectives into specific
questions/items, the responses to which will provide the data required to achieve the research
objectives. In order to achieve this purpose, each question/item must convey to the respondent
the idea or group of ideas required by the research objectives, and each item must obtain a response
which can be analysed for fulfilling the research objectives.

9.5 Key words:
'| . Tools
2. Data

9.6. Exercises:

1. Examine the various methods of data collection.? Explain.
2. What are the types of tools for data collection.? Mention their use and limitations.

9.7, Reference Books:
1. S.R.Bajpai (1980) : Methods of Social Survey and Research, Kitab Ghar, Kanpur.

2. Wilkinsoh and Bhar'darkar (1979) : Methodology and Techniques of Socla/
Research, Himalaya Publishing House, Delhi.

A bief description of some tools of data collection is given in next lessons. Ihese are: Ob s'ruation,
Questionnaire. I nterview S chedules.



Lesson . 9

Tools of Research - Observation

9.0 Objectives:
One of the important stages in the research process is data collection. While the initial

stages in a research project decide the ways in which data collection procedures have to be
canied out, the remaining stages, i.e., data processing and analysis, mainiy depend upon it. From
which source do we gather information about the phenomenon under study.? whai means are
used to collect data? ln this unit we intend to answer these questions.

Contenk:

9.1 Introduction
9.2 Tools
9.3 Functions
9.4Summary
9.5 Key words
9.8. Model Questions
9.7. Reference Books

9.1 Introduc{ion:

The two maifr sources of data in social science research are people and paper.The responses
to questions put to people constitute the major sources of data in social research. This source is
labeled as the primary source of data. A large amount of data is already available in the form of
papersources. This includes documents, historical records, diaries, biographies, statistical recoros,
and the like. The paper sources are commonly known as secondary s.-ouices of data or available
data sources,

when a researcher decides to collect oaia trrough primary source, he has three optaons,
namely, observation, interview and questionnaire. And, in case he opts for secondary source of
datd, he uses the method of content analvsis.

9,2 Tools:

The various methods of data gathering involve the use of appropriate recording forms.
These are called tools or instruments of data collection. They consist of -observation Schldule or
observationnaire, Interview schedul€i, Mailed euestionnaie, hafing scale, check List, opinionnarre,
DocumentSctiedu|e/Datasheet,schedU|6for|nstitutions,|nventories.

Each of the above tools is used for a specific method of data gathering. Observation scfiedude
for observation method, interview schedule and interview guide for interviJwing, questionnair€ and
optionnaire for mail survey, and so on.



Theory is elaborate hypothesis according to William H. George. The hypothesis actually
emerges from the theory. lt is a generalization drawn from the theory it self and when it has been
tested and found correct, it becomes a part of the theory itself. Theory itself in its early form is only
hypothesis. According to Pauline young, " proviqional central idea which become the basis for
fruitful investigation is known as working theory'. Malthus stated with the hypothesis that population
increases faster than food supply, and formulated the famous theory of population. This theory
was further tested and established, becoming the Malthosian Law of population.

8.11. Summary:
Hypothesis is a tentative generalization which remains to be tested empirically. lts function

is to direct our search for the order among the facts. There are three types of hypothesis. 1) tt may
affirm characteristics of object, persons and events. 2. tt may deal with the association among
variables; 3) lt may assenl causal relationship between two variables.

The sources of hypothesis include findings of earlier studies, past experiences, insights,
existing theories. There are four criteria for testing hypothesis i.e., 1) Null hypothesis; 2) Defining
concepts, 3) Definition of concepts; 4) ldentifying variables, Often the hypothesis itself will be a
reflection of the theory.

The sources of hypothesis includel ) general Culture;2) scientific theory; 3) Analogies; 4)
personal experience. There are certain qualities of a workable hypothesis i.e:.1) specific; 2)
conceptually clear; 3) Related to available technique; 4) Related to the bodyof theoU; 5) capabte
of empirical test; 6) simple; there are advantages of hypothesis; 1) Hypothesis gives point to
enquiry; 2) it gives direction; 3) it helps in selecting pertinent factors; 4) it helps in drawing specific
conclusions. There is relation between theory and hypothesis. Theory is the source of hypothesis.'lf hypothesis is tested and proved correct, it becomes theory.

8.12. Key Words:
a) Null hypothesis
b) Variables
c) Concepts.

8.13. Model Questions:
1. Discuss the Qualities of a good hypothesis?
2. Explain the advantages and functions of hypothesis?

8.14. Reference books:
1. Goode and i{att: Methods in social research. M.C Graw Hill, 1981 London.

2. Kerlinger, Fred:

3. Saravanavel:

Foundations of Behavioural Research, 1983 Surject Publications,
New Delhi.

Research methodology, Kitab Mahal, 2004 Allahabad.

4. Wilkinson and Bhandarkar:Methodology and t€chniqr,res of social research, Hlmalaya
publishing house, 1986 Bombay.



"Without hypothesis, the lesearch is unfocused, a random empirical wandering. The results cannot
be stated/ studied as facts with clear meaning. Hypothesis is a necessary link between theory and
investigations, which lead to discovery of addition to knowledge".

8,8. Functions of hypothesis:

1. To test Theories:
The function of hypothesis is to state a specific relationship between phenomena in such a

way that it can be empirically tested. lt should be capable of being tested empirically. lt should be
empirically demonstrated as either probable or not probable. lf the hypotheses are tested empirically
and proved correct they become part of theory. Hypotheses are usually derived from theory in the
form of propositions. lf these propositions are tested empirically and proved correct, the theory is

confirmed. lf the hypothesis is not proved correct, we have to modifo the theory.

2. To suggest Ttreories:

Another function of hypothesis is to suggest theories. According to Goode and Hatt, "every
worthwhile theory permits the-formulation of additional hypothesis. These when tested are either
proved or disproved and in turn constitute further tesb of the original theory.

3. To describe social phenomena:

When hypotheses are tested, they explain the social phenomena associated with them. The
phenomena may be totally new or partly known earlier or not known earlier.

8.9. Difficulties in Formulation of Hypothesis:

The formulation of hypothesis has certain difficulties as pointed out by Goode & Hatt.
1. Lack of clear theoretical Background.

lf hypothesis is not related to definite theoretical background, one cannot arrive at certain
conclusions.
2. Lack of logical Background:

lf hypothesis lacks the logical use of the theoretical background, it may not give useful
conclusions.
3. Lack of knowledge of scientific methods:

One should have knowledge of scientific methods for formuldtion of hypothesis. Lack of
scientific knowledge presents difficulty in formulation hypothesis.

?.10. Relation between Theory and Hypothesis:

We cannot clearly demarcaie boundaries between theory and hypothesis. Hypothesis is
formed at the start of the research. Theory is one of the major source of hypothesis. we develop
propositions ahd statements from out of the theory. At first stage of enquiry, a hypothesis is made,
which is only a tentative supposition or guess. When a hypothesis is verified and found to be true,
it becomes a theory. This theory when it works satisfactorily and is proved, is generally accepted.
A science begins and ends in facts. As concrete experience, facts suggest hypothesis. The
hypothesis ripens into a theory.



8.6. Qualities of A workable Hypothesis:

1. Specific:
The hypothesis should be specific but not general. Ageneral hypothesis may be vague. A
specific hypothesis can be of any real value.

2. Conceptually clear:
The terms used in a hypothesis should be defined in the
hypothesis must be fitted into conceptual framework.

light of existing congrSits. Ilr

3. Related to Available Techniques:
The hypothesis must be capable of being tested and verified. We must' know Whetl|er the

techniques are available to test our hypothesis.

4. Related to the Body of knowledge:
The hypothesis must be related to the theory already evolved. The hypornesis whenit is

oroved conect, it becomes a part of broader theory. The hypothesis can be tested against the
background of theory.

5. Capable of Empirical Test:
The hypothesis must be capable'of being tested empincally. '

6. Simple:
The hypothesis shoul-d be simple and to the point. lt should be like Occam's razor. lt means

that it should be as sharp as razor's blade. william occam was an English.philosopher in

146 century. Insight into the phenomena is essential for simplicity.

8,7. Utility of hypothesis in scientific research:

Hypothesis is the very foundation of the scientific research. Awellformulated hypothesis is

halfofthe research work already done. Following are the advantages of the hypothesis.

1. Hypothesis give point to inquiry:
It makes the inquiry more specific and to the point.

2. Hypothesis helps in deciding the direction in which to proceed:

A person proceeding in the right direction can ultimately reach his destination. So also a

sciontist with proper hypothesis can arrive at right conclusions. Hypothesis gives direction to the

enquiry.

3. Hypothesis helps in selecting pertinent facts:

We have to study the facis which are relevant to our problem. We have to deal with pertinent

facts. A hypothesis is essential to determine the facts relevant for our study'

4. Hypothesis helps in drawing specific conclusions:

Hypothesis helps us in drawing proper conclusions' Goode and Hatt said;



ldentifying variables:
After defining the concepts that enter a research study, one has to pick out the relevant

factors that go to constitute the problem or effect it. These factors are called "Variables" because
they are properties which vary'from person to person, group to group, situation to situation and can
also provide common traits to groups of phenomena. A variable can there fore be an object, an
event or characteristic. Usually variables are classified into independent, dependentand intervening
according to their relation to each other such as cause-effect or conditioning factor. The relationship
between the variables will be causal or functional. The attribute is qualitative while a variable is
ouantitative.

Criteria of relevance in choosing variables:

The decision to include a factor or variable in a research should depend on two related
considerations.

1. Does this factor have any effect on the efficiency of any of the possible solutions to the
oroblem.

2. lf it does, is its effect significantly large relative to the research objectives.

Suppose we want to test which of a set of altemative text books is best suited for teaching
a certain subjecl.

Should the teacher be taken into account? Should the kind of students, their sex, their
ability and previous background also be-considered? lt will depend on the knowledge of the
whole situation and process by the researcher.

How can be sure that we have included all the pertinent factors in the study? Previous
studies and literature on the subject will provide the student with anlple guidance in the process
of selection. Much will depend also on the insight the scholar possesses into the problem. Inter
disciplinary and intra-disciplinary cooperation would be helpful and even necessary.

Theoretical framework:

The findings of research, however fragmented they may be, are not to remain isolated but
should be related to the general body of knowledge that obtains in any particular field. For this
purpose the researcher should take car.e to formulate his problem in the background and in the
context of existing theories connected with his topic. Such a theoretical framework will throw
muchlight in his own search for adeguate explanations of the problem he is tackling and guide his
method of enquiry along sound and scientific lines. Often the hypothesis itself will be a reflection
of the theory that backs his study. This calls for continuous effort in maintaining a fairly a high
degree of abstraction in his conceptual scheme so that later on generalizations based on his
findings be easy and valid. Only such a theoretical approach will entitle the research to be counted
among works of genuine scientific value as it will be able lo contribute something original and
rubstantial to the furtheringpf krcwledge in lhat particular field through the bsting, modification or



Sometimes the individual sees the facts in right perspective and formulates the hypothesis.
The falling of an apple formed the bass for the force of gravitation. This was the personal
experience of Newton.

Testing of Hypothesis:

A hypothesis must be evaluated in terms of agreementwith and explanation of the observed
facts, absence of conflict with satisfactorily proved generalizations, succ€ss for the purpose of
prediction, simplicity and clarity of statement and logical consistency.

Four criteria for testing hypothesis, 
,

1.The extent to which first hand observations which lead to testable hypothesis have been
made.

2. The stage of theory -development -it may be non-existent, vague or specific.
3. lf the problems are stated in sciCntific terms.

4. lf the concepts and variables cover the area.

Null Hypothesis:

Null hypothesis is a negative form of enunciating the real research hypothesis by which
one assumes that no significant relationship exists between two variables and seeks to ascertain
the improbability of such a strate of affairs. By disproving or rejecting the null hypothesis, the research
thesis is established.

Defining concepts:

A concept is a mental representation of objective facts. lt is abstracted from observed
events. The degree of abstraction various. Some concepb are directly represented e.g. mother,
fire etc., others are not easily observable e.g. welfare, harmony. Aftitude, etc. They are infercnces
from concrete events which cannot be pointed out in specific objects. These higherJevel abstrac{ions
are also called "construct" since they are constructed from concepts at a lower level a6straction.

Types of Definition:

The greater the distance between one's concepts or constructs, and the empirical facts
they refer to, the greater the chance of their being misunderstood or carelessly used.

Hence they should be defined very carefully both in abstract terms giving the general meaning they
are intended to convey, and in terms of the operations by which they will be represented in the
particular studjr. The former type of definition is necessary in order to link the study with the body of
knorvledge, using similar concepts or constructs. The latter call€d, operational definition is an
essontial step in carrying out any research, since data must be collected. in lerms of observable
facts. E.g. terms like prestige, popularity, stigma, failurp, frlenpship, happiness etc., hence the

lworking definition should be evolved from the functions they perform in actual life situalion.



A hypothesis is a tentative generalization, the validity of which remains to be tested. lt may
be a guess, imaginative idea which becomes the basis for investigation. lt is a propositions which

can be put to test tu determine validity.

8.3. Definition of Hypothesis:

George A.Lund berg defines that, " a hypothesis is a tentative generalization, the validlty of
whl$ remains to be tested. In its most elementary stage, the hypothesis may be every hunch,
guess, imaginative idea, which beccimes the basis for action or investigation".

According to Webster, ' A hypothesis is a proposition, condition or principle which is
assumed, perhaps without belief, in orderto draw out its logical consequences and by this method
to test its accord with facts which are known or may be determined.

.Ruslmel and Baltine define that, "A hypothesis is a statement capable of being tested and
there by verified or rejected".

William C. Emory says, " When propositlons are formulated or empirically tested they are
called hypotheses".

According to M.H.Gopal, "lt has been defined as a tentative solution posed on a cursory
observation of known and available data and adopted provisionally to explain certain events and to
guide in the investigation of others. lt is, in fact, a possible solution to the problem".

8,4. Types of Hypothesis:

1. A hypothesis may affirm characteristics of objects, persons, events or situation e.g. Darwin's
' Survival of the fittest".

2. lt may deal with the association among variables e.g. crime and poverty.
3. lt may assert a causal relationship between two variables e.g. weekly test and performance.

8.5, Sources of Hypothesis:

The Hypothesis may be drawn from findings of earlier studies, from pasl experiences
similar problems, from insights, from existing theories etc. A Hypothesis can also be the
end product of a scientific study.As Maxweber said, " Every scientific fulfilment raises new questions;
it asks to be surpassed and outdated". The following are some of the major sources.

1. General Culture:
The general pattern of culture helps to formulate a hypothesis. Culture influences thinking

' process. Indian culture has a meta-physical bias. Metaphysical ideas may form the basis
for hypothesis.

?. Scientific theory:
Theow heip us from further generations. These generalizations form part of hypothesis.

3. Analogies:
Someiimes a hypothesis is formed from the analogy. Similarities are drawn from other
subjects. Similarities between social phenomena and plant ecology are sometimes drawn.

4. Personalexoerience:



HYPOTHESIS
8.0. Objectives:

The objectives of this resson are to exprain the meaning, types and uses of hypothesis inresearch.

Contents:
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8.1, Introduction:

ln formulating a problem, it is necessary to make explicit the altemative means which arein-volved once they are explicated, the next question is: which one of a set of alternatives is mostefficient?" the answer to this question constitutes the specification or 
"onJifi"". 

,ri"iirni"n t umeans ought to be accepted' A set ofacceptance condition should be formulated for each alternativemeans. The statements of these.conditions are cafied .hypothesis',. we do not know which of thealtemative hypotheses is true. This is precisely what the research should be designed to determine.

8.2. Meaning:

Hypothesis is a tentative solution provisionally suggested to explain observed facts orconditions and to guide in further investigation. lts function is to direct our search for lhe orderamong the facts. Hypothesis takes the prace in research that is herd by opinion in every Jay rife. rtis neighter an assumption nor a theory which are both accepted and established. Columbushypothesized that since the world is round, he could reach Asia by traveling west. n ta* ,eiresents
an order or relation of phenomena that is invariable under the given conditions and permits of no
exception in its operation. A hypothesis guides the researcher in his search for evidence by way olhinting the area of investigation, sensitizing the worker to relevant oata ano reiaiionJtrlps anoproviding a unirying concept.



oertains.Theformu|ationoftheprob|emconsists-ofvariouscomponentsoftheprob|emi,e:|.Re.
!..t"f, *n"ut"r's obiectives;2'Researcher's objectives;

3.Objec{ives of those affected by research'. .. - ..
The factors affecting sotutioii and formulation of the problem include;'l 'Practicality; 2'Urgency;

e.n;;ci;ati;; +.Resouices; S.nvaita6te intormation; 6.Fieldof specialization; 7'Administrattve con-

sideration;8. Equipment; s. 6pe;iionat funds; 10. Time-cost Factor; 1'l.Administrative coopera-

tion; 12. Readily avaitaule teciliiu"rin"r" "g ltree determinants in the formulation and solution

iilii"-piitr"nl, rsuq""t 2. The i.nvestigator; 3. Extensive and intensive coverage

Formulating of a research problem requires the following steps'

1. Choosing of an area of study.

Z. areaflnfAown the area into specific field and s-ub-fields'

s. Fi"fing 
-rp 

a particular issue which has scientific significance

4. Relating it to factors that are relevant

5. Stating the objective in a precise manner'

7.9. KeY words:
(a) Value judgment

' (b) Selection of toPic
(c) Problem formulation

7,10. Exercises:'- i. Explain the factors and consideration in the selection of topic for research'

i2,Discussthefactorsaffectingtheformu|ationandso|utionoftheprob|em.

7.11. Reference books:
1. saravanave|, P. : Research methodo|o|ogy, Kitab,Maha|, (2004) A||ahabad.

2. Goode and Haft : Methods in social research, MC graw Hill

(1981) Book comPany, London,

3. Kerlinger, Fred, : Foundations of Behavioural research' (1983)

surject Publications' Delhi'



1 1. Administrative cooperation:
Administrative cooperation is essential for the successful implementation of any researchprogramme.

12. Readily available Techniques:
The problem formulated should fit into the readily availaue techniques and tools of re-search.

There are three determinants in the formulation and solution of the problem.

1 . Subject:
The problem must have.a pulqose. tt must be meanirgful. Theoretica y it must add to theknowledge. lt must resolve the issue facing the community

2. The investigator:
The formulation and.the solution of a problem depends upon the nature of the investigator.

The investigator is a crucial factor in the conduct of the enquiry. His experience, resources andtechnical ability help a great deal in formulating and solving the problem.

3. Extensive and Intensive coverage:
Another determinant is the coverage of the subject. one of the common false steps in theresearch has been the choice of wider subject for reseirch. For exampfu ,n"rnpfoyr"nt in India.

The widerthe subject, the less depth ofwork.lhe essence of researcn is oeptn raine'r itran ureaotr.When a subject is extensive, there is scop- for vagueness and hasty generalization; There is
hardly any time to do intensive data collection or to analyse and proces! the data accurately.
Formulating of a research problem requires the following steps:

1. Choosing ofan area of study.
2. Breaking down the area into specific fields and sub_fields.
3. Picking up a particular issue which has scientific significance.
4. Relating it to factors that are considered relevant.
5. Stating the objective in a precise manner.

Thus when the research problem is clearly formulated, the scope of the study is also delimited. A
problem well formulated is half solved.

7.8.Summary:
The selection of the topic for research involves several considerations. They in-

clude 1. Motivation of study; 2. Practiacl concem; 3. Intellectual interests; 4Value judge-
ment. Criteria for the selection of topics include, l.Personal factors; 2.Training and per-
sonal qualifications; 3.Time- cost factor;The External factors include.

1 . Novelty of the topic
2. Availability of the data
3. Sponsorship and administrative cooperation
4. Topic suggested by guide/choice by oneself

. 5. Preliminary survey of literature for topic selection.
There is need for restricting an overly broad topic. One should avoid argumentative topics. A prob-
lem well formulated is half solved. The problem has five components i.e 1. Researclr consumer
and bther participanb 2. The objectives; 3. Altemative means for obtaining the objectives; 4. A State
of doubt conceming the effciency of the altematives; S.The environm6nt to whictr the probtem



someproblemsmavhaved.if f :'""J,:!j:-"liY.:::i^:iT',:?
i: "i;;A; ftdequate housins facilities,bv adequate ones;

i. ro "i!"t" 
community interest among neighbours;

i. To educate the dwellers in cleanliness;

4. To achieve economy of time' money and efforts;

-- s. ro beautify thq city and bring prestige to the party in power erc''

l'ni"i"i"nv .noutb re set up among the values' 3

7.7. Factors affecting formulation and solution of the problem:

The scientific skir' ,ru""-rr it.urt in the choice of the problem. The formulation of the problem

is an artistic gift. Tt 
" 

sorution oi I pioot"r ,"quir"" technical brilliance' the solution and formulation

ofine proof.in involves the following considerations'

1 . Practicability:

The question whether it is practicable to carry out the various steps in research is to be

considered before a problem is formulated'

2. Urgency:

A second consideration is the urgency of the issue'

investigation than others.

Some Problems need more urgenl

3. AnticiPation:

The researcher must anticipate the problems needing solution in the immediate future'

4. Resources:

Another consideration is the availability of research resources'

5. Available information:

Another consideration is the availability of the information to the researcher'

6. Field of sPecialization:

The researcher usually chooses a problem in the field of his specialization

7. Administrative consideration:

Beforeaprob|emisformu|ated,theresearchermustseewhetherthepersonne|areavail.
able for the administration of he project'

8. Equipment:

Anothertypeofresourcere|atestomechanicalandotherequipmentforsorting,tabu|ating'
processing etc.,

9. Operational Funds:
Another factor is the working capital necessary for operational purposes'

10. Time, Cost Factor:
TheresearchstudentShouldestimatethetimeandcostathisdisposalforcarryingoutthe

project before he formulates the problem'



the problem, he or it is caled the "research consumer". The researcher and coflabora-tors are "participants,
. 2' The research-consumer must have something he wants, some end or objective hedesires, some need to be satisfied.

3' the research consumer should have altemative means for achieving his ends. . means"ln any course of action which has efficiency in obtaining oqecfivesl ou;ectiues useo inthe course of action are " instrumentr" 
".i., 

a coicept, a formura, a definition, a ran-guage etc. a need becomes a probrem onrywhen a choice of m""ns to 
""ni"u" 

tn" go"r_ is available.
4' A research-consumer must have doubts concerning the alternative to be selected; hemust question the relative efiiciencies of the alternaiive means and wanito ans*er it.s. There must be one or more environments to which ttre prootem pertainr.'itn"ngu orenvironment may.produce or remove a probrem. The iesearch 

'conrrr"r',"y 
n"u"doubts as to which is the most efficient means in one environment and have no suchdoubt in another, e.g. to take an umbrela on a croudv oav tneitt ei .ainv, noi-r-nv o"vl.

The five components of a problem are:
1. Research consumer and other participants
2. The objectives
3. Alternative means for obtaining the objectives.
4. a state of doubt concerning the efficiency of the alternatives.
5. The environment to which the problem pertains.

The formulation of the problem consists in making ihe various components of the problem expticitand in determining the seriousness of any possibre mistakes which might be mad'e.

7.6. Objectivas of the problem:
l.Research- consumer's objectives:. The research consumer is either the sponsoring agency rike the town pranning commrs-
sion or panchayat or any institution to whom the results oif the research are to be made available orothers who would use the research findings such as even the readers of a journal in which theresults are published. The research 

"ons,.,mer 
shourd have crear objectives 

".g. 
,rr1n 

"ie"rn"",creation of employment opportunities, adult literacy campaign etc., if ttrey can-noi e"pie"" mer"
clearly, the research should formulate them.

2. Researcher's objectives:

. . Personal motivation e.g. to get a ph. D. degree, to make money etc., (b) his objective as ascientist e.g. to increase the. knowledge in the field, to provide concrete solutions for pressing
problems etc., the latter should always dominate the research tnougn'the toqne;;, i*ult"ur".

3. Objectives of those affected by research:

_ workers' srudents, srum dwelers, passengers, consumers etc., are benefited [y research.
Even if this category is unaware of the problem, their interests shoutd be taken into a;ount whiledesigningtheproject.HeretheresearcherhasagraVemora|,""pon"iuitiiy-

It is possible that the research and the research-consunpr are identical'or the research
consumer and, those affected by the research are the same. The researoh 

.coetumer 
may be

immediate, intermediate and ultimate.



1. Too broad areas.
2. Joo nanow and local interesb

Fioo emotional or argumentative Presentation'
7. Restricting an overly broad topic:

, when the topic is too extensive, it should be narowed down to workable proportions avoid-

,ing vagueness and offering clarity and precisiori'

8. Examples of broad titles:' 1. Learning of school children'
r 2. Adolescent delinquency

3. Student unrest
4. Voting Pattern' 5. Cnild PsYchologY
,6. Vocational Counselling
7. Marital Problems
8. FamilY changes.

These areas nave to ue uroken down to specific problems and precise topics

9. Broadening excessively localized issues:

1. Student union in a particular college'
2. Freedom of prisoners in a local prison

3. Causes of a recent strike among the workers of a factory'

1 0. Argumentative toPics:
Examples:
1. A P'lqa for right to employment.
2. Reasons against reservation of seats for backward classes'

. 3. a plea lor equal representatign of women in parliament and legislatures'

11. Examples of well defined toPics:
1. Clothing and appearance flieir psychological implications ior teenage girls.

2. A comparative study of psychological flctors involved in the responses of mentally

. retarded and normal boys to arithematic problems'

3. Attitudes of rural and.urban high school students towards the values of rural living.

7.5. Formulation of Problem:
. A problem well formulated is half solved. In scientific research we must abandon the idea

that we can phrase our problem in the form of simple common sense questions.Ask.a friend " how

many people live in youi house" and you might get an easy answer. But you will hesitrate to ask the

sam! question to the same person while you are conducting a housing suryey becausl it lacks

precision. would you include a son who is away in a college for most of the year? A boaruer who
.comes home on weekends? a maid who goes home 3 or 4 days a week ? if these cases are not

ctarified, the finding of the study would be utterty confusing. Hence the need to formulate the prob-

lem precisely.

Wh€t is problem:
t. lt is an individual or a group who has a probl€m and if this party uses research to solve



1. Novelty ofthe topic and avoidance of unnecessary duplication.
This calls for a close study of the related literatuie dealing with a particular problem
and a careful and critical review of similarworks done elseihere anb in ttre past. eacrr
work should be a new contribution to the enrichment of the field of study. '

2. Availability ofdata should be ascertained before starting a project. The data under
consideration should meet certain standards of accuracy, objectivity and verifiability.
Hence the material to be collected should be relevant and reliable. 

-

3' Sponsorship and administrative cooperation are essential for successive implemen-
tation of any research programme. Acompetent guide who is interested in the field and
has time for regular consultation is absolutely necessary to help the student. Coopera-
tion of the agencies such as government officers, educational institutions, hospitals
etc. where data collection is planned has to be secured if the work is to proceed
efiectively.

4. Topic suggested by guide/choice by oneself:

. There are two types of choice of the topic. The guide may suggest a topic. or the re-
searcher by himself may select the topic. lf the guide suggests a topic, it may Le suitable for
research. The guide with his dch experience may suggest such a topic which is risearchable. But
it is always better to choose the topic oneself. Even in lhe case ol guide's choice, th6 ullimate
responsility resb with the researcher. He has to make the final decision: lf one chooses the topic by
himself, he develops interest in the subject. He will study the subjectr in depth. There are bhances
for the student to become a specialist in one's field.
//r

5. Preliminary survey of literature for topic selection:
A PrelinrinTry survey of literature is necessary for topic selection. The available literature

will suggest the topics afd point out the gaps in knowledge. The researcher should be familiarwith
the recent doctoral studies. For instance the Indian council of social science research is publishing
the research abstracts of the doctoral theses, On€ may instiMp inqiliri€s at afl importrant research
centres regarding the topics of research relating to one's prohosed research. One may get the
topic for his research, by referdng the professionaljournals and the recent papers, discussions in
worKhgps, conferences ahd Ceminars. Specialists or experts, and research guides provide clues
to the area of research 1vork. ; -.r 

,i

B. Extemal Factors:

4. Whether the are.available.to experimental treatmelts and testing.

O. fr,aming a'researchltopic:

_. As the purpose of research is to seek an impartial answer to the guestion proposod rather
than proving somethiqg,.the framiqg of the topic should be d€clarative and unbiased. Three debcs

' should be avoided in dddding on lhe research topic. iL:-._. .

.-l
+ r,'.,i .r;.



patternsdeve|opedamongnurseryschoo|chi|dren;theprocessofopinionformationamongthe
rural folk; or it may he to test speciRc nypotnesis such.as.'Jepiivation 

.in 
infancy ]::d-",t:-Ti::ll

behaviour in adutthood; 
"*,urnli 

pt"rtuie intensifies the internal solidarity of a group' and such

other theoretical Predictions

4. Value judgement:
dete"ction of topic often involves value judgement. The personal Preference of the social

scientists will indicate the scale of values among a set or possible research topics. The importance

one research scholar attaches to a particular topic will not have the same acceptance for another'

Besides personal values, social conditions also act as a determinant in the selection of res€arch

topics. Interest of the research guide, availability of research funds, encouragement from govern-

ment agencies etc., are often weighty considerations which no social scientist can easily ignore

7.3. Sources for the selection of topic:
1.Fie|dofone'Sownprofessiona|workandspecia|ization,takingupunstudiedorun-

solved problems. ihis might coin side the worker's professional choice i.e., indus-

trial with relations, welfare schemes etc'
2. A teacher could come across critical problems in his lectures, seminars and discus-

sions with stimulating students and colleagues pursuing the subjects he is person-

ally handling.
3. Extensive reading will point out gaps in research fields and lead to new openings.

4. Analysis of an area of knowledge in which one is specially interested e.g. criminoF

ogy, family etc.,
S. Eiiension of studies already under way from which put Jorth new offshoots' like

pasleur's discovery of the principle of immunization or Beverley's insight into the use

of radium in the treatment of cancer.

7.4. Criteria for the selection of Topics:
A. Personal factors:

1. Interest in human problems, intellectual curiosity and drive for persevering work. Ex-

amples of Galileo who gave up a $2000 a year job of professor of medicine to become

a professor of mathematics for only $65 dollars a year because of his love of Math-

emalics, of Danryin who worked on the origin of specie.s" for more than twenty yeais, of
Newton who asked that his first paper on the solution to the problem in annuities be

oublished without his name attached to it for fear of increasing the number of his admir-

ers.

2. Training and personal qualifications especially in the methods and techniques of doing

research, versatility in a wide range of related fields through background reading etc ,

3. Time-cost factor- the research student should rnake a realistic estimate qf the financial
resources at his disposal and the duration of ltimH available to him so thbt he may not

undertake projects which are beyond his coapetence and resources. At the same
time, he should be prepared to face hazards, risks, and handicaps in the course of his

studies. lt is better to launch on a smaller project which can be thoroughly done and

completed within a specified period than envisaged larger programmes which are very
likely to be left unfinished.

t



SELECTION OF TOPICAND FORMULATION PROBLEM
7.0. Objectives:

The objectives of this lesson are to explain the factors and considerations in the setection ofTopic and formulation of research problem.

Contents:
7.1. Introduction
7.2. Factors involved in selection of Topic
7.3. Sources for the selection of Topic
7.4. Criteria for selection of Topics
7.5. Foimulation of problem
7.6. Objectives of the problem
7.7. Factors affecting formulation and solution of the problem
7.8. Summary

I 7.9.Key Words
7.10. Exercises
7.11.Reference Books.

7.1. Introduction:
i The selection of the topic for research is the most difficult task. For a beginner in research,
it is not easy to select a topic for research. He has to kefiin mind several conliderations before
selecting the topic. Some students fail to complete lheir research work, if their topic is not suitable
for research. Extensive social research, covering large samples cannot be undertaken, stnce it
becomes diffii r-rlt for an inexperienced student to complete such research work. Some topics are
not researchable because the sources of information may not be available. Ime and cost factor is
to be taken into consideration. We have to estimate the time and the cost involved in the proposed
research work before selecting a topic. For a student of research, topics which require long period
of study and.involving huge expenses may not be suitable for research.

The range of topics for reseqrch is as broad as the range of human behaviour it self.

7.2. Factors involved in the selection of topic:
1 . Motivation of study:

The topic of a study r-r ay be suggested by practical concerns or intellectual interests.

2. Practical concern:
The need for housing >r recreational facilities in a community: the effects of literacy cam-

paign; the impact of family planning propaganda; prediction of crime rate after removal of prohibF
lion etc., are some of the topios which have practical concern.

l. Intellectual interests:
Intellectual interests read to more basic research, irrespective of the practical utility in a

liven situation and therefore deal with general classes of phenomena; for example the friendshio



|nterpretation-requiresinsightsintore|ationshipsbetweenvariab|es.Thepreparationofthe
chapter outline i" " 

n."r"""ry 
"t"pl 

tn" findings are to be presented logically in the form of a report'

ii ii'nu"".."ry to estimate the time and cost involve<t in the research work. The research design or

ptrn oi rtuUy inuolves the above steps. lt is the anangernent of conditions for collection and analysis of

data. The pian is the overall scheme of programme of research'

6.14. Key words:
a) Bibliography
b) Population
c) Sample

6.15, Exercises:
2. Discuss the major steps in research and plan of study
3. Explain the different stages in research and plan of study.

6.16. Reference Books:
1. Ackoff, R.L. (1953) :

2. Goode and Hatt(1952):

3. Saravanavel, P. (2004)

The design of social research
university of Chicago press, Chicago.

Methods in social research, Mcgraw
Hill scries, New York.

: Research m€thodology, kitab
Mahal, Allahabad,

4. Wilkinson, and Bandankar(1982) : Methodology and Techniques of
social research, Himalaya
Publishing house, Bombay.

M. Lakshmlpathi Ralu



12.7 Methods of Sampling:

From a gi'.en data the choice of sample is made by various methods. Which method will
suit in a given problem will depend upon its nature, scope and the investigator. Therefore the
choice of method in the selection of a sample mustbe made with utmost care. The main methods
of selection of a sample must be made with utmost care. The main methods of selecting a sample
are the following:-

(1) Deliberate sampling or purposive sampling.
(2) Random sampling.
(3) Stratified sampling.
(4) Quota sampling.
(5) Multi-stage sampling.
(6) Extensive sampling.
(7) Convenient sampling,

1. Deliberate or Purposive Sampling- In this method the investigator has
complete freedom in choosing his sample according to his wishes and desires. The investigator
choose certain items from the whole data and studies them only. To choose or leave an item for
the purpose of study depends entirely upon the wishes of an investigator and he will choose items
or units which in hi$ judgement are representative of the whole data.

This is a very simple technique of choosing the samples and is useful in cases where the
whole data is homogeneous and the investigator has full knowledge of the various aspects of the
problem. Though deliberate of purpose, this method does not imply arbitrary choice. In fact, it
means that only those units which represent the whole will be selected.

Criticism of Deliberate Sampling Technique:

In criticizing the deliberate sampling technique, it is pointed out that in this the selection is
completely under the control of the investigator and his prejudices and predilections are liable to
interfere with his sense of objectivity. lf this happens, and there is no theoretical check against his
possibility in this technique the selection of the sample will be unfair. For example, if a scientist is
investigating the monthly expenditure of students living in a hostel and he has a preconception that
students spend maximum amount on cinemas and other sources of entertainment, he may select
only those students for study whose rooms are stacked with film magazlnes. This may be true
only ol 20o/o sludents but upon this basis of his sample he may conclude that 75% students spend
, cre than 50% of their total expenditure on cinema and cinema literature. Another investigator
who may hatre ihe preconception that students are much excited by sexual literature and other
Sourves of sexual entertainment may come out with an unrealistic estimate about the amounr
spent by student on call girls, prostitutes and blue films.

For iirese reasons this technique is considered highly unsatisfactory and most statisticians
hdve not a sirtgle word of praise for it. According to Parten, "Statisticians as a class, have nothing
to say in favcur of purposive selection." lf very great care is taken and the investigator is an expert
scientist, this technique may still be useful, otherwise, as a rule, it is inappropriate and unsuited to
objective study, and its main draw back is lack in it of anv inherent check.



2. Random Sampling: Of the methods of selecting the samples, Rqndom Sampling

technique is made maximum use of; and it is considered the best method of sample selection. ln

this technique every item or unit of the domain has an equal opportunity for selection and this

selection isin no wiy influenced by personal bias and predilection of the investigator. No item is

selected on account of likes or dislikes of the investigator and the selection is left entirely to

chance. This provides every item fair and equal chance for selection; so it is not investigators

whim but nature which determines the selection.

. Random sampling is made in the following ways:-

(1) Loftery Method: This is the simplest way of making the selection. The numbers of

items in a data are written on sheets of paper or cards and they are thrown into a box. Now a

casual observer or the investigator blindfolding himself selects the number of item required in the

sample. Here there is no partiality in fa.'our of any item. The play of chances is allowed to determine

the items selected in the sample.

For this method it is necessary that sheets of papers should be of equal dimensions and

none should be bigger or smaller than the other.

(2) By rotating the Drum: This procedure is a slight modification of the lottery method. In

it pieces of wood, tin or card board of equal length and breadth, with number 0, 1or 2 printed on

them, are used. Now a list of items in the domain are prepared and divided in 0,1, or 5 categories.

The pieces are rotated in the drum and then requisite numbers are drawn by an impartial person.

Now, if the pieces drawn are 2O from zero list, 10 from list 1 and 15fromthelist2.

(3) Selecting from sequential List: In this procedure units are broken up in Numerical,

Alphabetical or Geographical Sequence, Now, we may decide to choose 1'5,10'15 and so on, if

the division is alphabetical we decide to choose every item starting a,e,m,o etc.

(4) Tippet's Numbers: On the basis of population statistics, Tippet has constructed a
random list of four digits each of 10,400 institutions. These numbers are the result of combining

41,600 populations statistics reports.

The first forty numbers in Tippet's list are:

2952 6641 3992
5634 4167 9524
1300 2693 2370
1089 6913 7691
6008 8126 4423
9025 7002 6101

9792 7969 5911 3',170

1545 1396 7203 5356
7483 3408 2768 3563
0560 5246 1112 6107
8776 2754 9143 1405
8816 6446

Upon the basis of Tippet's numbers it is very easy to select samples. lf a domain has 8000

items and we wish to select first 30, then we shall firstly anange serially items 1 to 8000, and then

select from the above schedule first thirty such items which do not exceed then number 8000.

Tippet's numbers are widely used in making randonl selections.



Precautions in the Choice of Samples:

In random selection we should take care of the fact that the item chosen is
representative and is sufficient also. Following points should be borne in mind in making thd selection
of samoles.

1. The investigator should be well acquainted with the entire range of items or population
out of which selection is to be made. What are the chief features of the domain, what is its scooe
and what is the number of items in it, all this should be knowr: to the investigator; otherwise i.re
would not be able to make a fair selection.

2. The different items of a domain should be alike and homogeneous. lf there is too much
of heterogeneity, the sample cannot be representative.

3. The various items of the domain should be independent of each other. lf they are
interlinked, random selection will not be possible. lt is not possible in random selection to setect
olher units having resemblances and dependent upon the selected units. Every unit should be
easily accessible to the investigator and there should not be any item which ii obscure to the
investigator.

3.Stratified Sampling: This method of selecting samples is a mixture of the Deliberate and
Random sampling technique. In this, first of all the data in a domain is split into various classes on
the basis of their characteristics and immediately thereafter certain items are selected from lhese
classes by the random sampling technique. That is why this is known as a mixed technique of
sampling. This technique is suitable in those cases in which the data has sub data havinq soecial
characteristics. The stratification is.made on the basis of the special attributes and frJm these
strata items are selected random. For example, if we wish to collect information regarding income-
expenditure of the male population of a town, firstly we shall split the whole population in various
strata on the basis of special professions pursued. we shall get the classes of service peopre,
businessmen, shopkeepers, workers etc. From these we shall select random some units for
study of income-expenditure statistics.

Process of Stratifying: The stratification of a domain or data should be done with great
care, because upon successful stratification depends the success of this technique. Followino
points should be borne in mind:

(i) We should posses extensive information of all the items included in a domain
and should also know which item make a coherent whole on the basis of similar
traits and which others are different from them and why?

(ii) The size of each stratum should be large enough to enable use of random
sampling technique.

(iii) In stratifying it must be kept in mind that various strata should have similar
relation to the domain and should by ihemselves be homogeneous.

(iv) The various strata should differ from each other and be homogeneous by
themselves. lf two strata are alike, there is no need for stratification.



(v) The proportion of random sample from each stratum should be the same as

ttre proportion of stratum from ti're domain. Suppose 
".d9l?ln 

hl.",l"-'::Il1:
;;;J;;1t1h" proportion of each stratum to domain is % Now if the number

of total itlm of ti.re sample is 64, we shall select 16 items from each stratum

unJtnu" tt'" proportion of selected items from each stratum will be of the total

items. lf the above mentioned precautions are taken we can get very good results

fio.n tni" method as it combines the virtues of deliberate sampling and random

sampling methods.

4.Quota sampling: This method of study is not much used. In it the entire data is split up into as

many blocks as there are Investigators a;d each investigator is asked to select certain items form

this block and study. The succe"ss of this method depends upon the integrity and professional

competence of investigators. lf some investigators are competent and others not so competent'

serious discrepancies will appear in the stud!. Therefore, as remarked above, it is method which

is sparingly used.

5. Multistage Sampling: This again' is not a favoured procedure of sampling ln this items are

selected in different stages .at r"idor. For example, if we wish to know per acre yield of various

".p' i" 
u.p-, *" sha|| b_egin by making at random se|ection of 5 districts in the first instance, then

of these 5 districts, 10 villages per disirict will be chosen in the same manner. Now in final stage

;" ;all select again by random selection 5 fields out of every village. Thus we shall examine per

acre yield in 250iarms all over U.P This number can be increased or decreased depending upon

the opinion of experts. Following table makes this procedure clear:-

Domain or Whole Data
U,P

Districts - First stage
Villages - Second stage
Farms - Third stage

6. Extensive sampling: This method is virtually same as census except that irrelevant or

inaccessible items are left out. Every other item is examined. For instance, if we are to study

sexual behavior of Indians, we may leive foreigners living in India from our study' This method has

all the merits and demerits of censussurvey and is very rarely used ,

7. Gonvenience sampling: This is hit or miss procedure of study. The investigator selects

certain items from the domain as per his convenience. No planned effort is made to collect

information. This is a method by which a tourist studies geneially the country of this visit' He

comes across certain people and things, has transaction with them, and then tries to generalize

about the entire populace in his travelogue. This is essentially unscientific procedure and has no

value as a research technique. But as is characterized by "hit or miss" method, at times clear hits

are scored. That is why we discover profound truths expressed about a country by perceptive

lravelers.

The selection of a sample procedure from the above mentioned technique depends upon

the nature, scope, number of units etc. in a domain. Also another factor determining our choice of



a method, therefore, is bound up with the nature of circumstiances. However, mostly random and
stratified sampling teihnique are u€ed, rest are mrely prefened.

12.E Merlls-ofsampting:

Sampling is a process bywhich a selected area of the'universe'is chosen which is known
as the representative of a laiger area or Universe and which it is believed has all the characteristics
in a miniature. Since the social researcherto take into account time, cost etc., a truly representative
cross section of this larger whole is taken for datia collection. Sampling is based on the probability
theory leaving it to chance to decide the presenoe of universal characteristics in the selected
sample.

There are various techniques in selecting 'samples'for a study. They are purposive sampling,
random sampling and stratified sampling and each of which have their own merits.

1. Purposive sampling or Quota sampling: lt is likely that more respondents have Deen
chosen by quota sampling than by any other type, since this has been the sampling procedure
used in most public opinion polls. The technique varies from one researcher to another, but in
general the pattem is to leave considerable choice, to the interviewer, with the restriction that
certain characteristics ofthe respondents such as age, sex, race, socio-economic status, etc., be
representative of the area such as city, country, state, nation or of the group of being polled. This
process of leaving the choice of individuals to the interviewer has the fault of a human narure.
Interviewers often ignore the slums and other areas difficult to reach. Also, it is not a satisfactorv
procedure of high precision

However, sampling has been utilized because it is cheaper for a given study. Developing a
good sampling design for a particular area or a city is expensive even though it may not be costly
for the degree of accuracy achieved thereby.

In spite of the fact that quota sampling yields rough results, these may be satisfactory for
the purpose desired. For Example, if public reaction lo an advertising campaign, a particular
@mmercial product, or a major public issue is to be the object to study, sr,nple % differences may
be sufficient. Quota sampling may there fore be successful for practical goals when quick, crude
results will satisfy. Likewise when a'key'city in a region is chosen for study due to'purposive'
reasons, Quota sampling is the best method. However, this is not based on the probability theory
as such because it carries our bias towards the so called key region.

2. Random Sampling: The random sample method is applicable to a homogenous
universe. The selection of a sample at random from the given universe facilitates a purposeful
study ofthe Universe through the selected unit. Thus the researcher is freed ofthe laborious task
of caflying out his research on the larger whole. Instead an analysis of the sample is enough to
produce adequate, reliable and valid results.



3. Stratified Sampling: The stratified sampling method is the best altemative when
the researcher is faced with the task of a heterogeneous 'whole'. His job is mainly to stratifi/ this
large whole into more or less homogenous sub units. Basically, this type of sampling results in
varied resulls in so far as the some-units are representative of the whole universe as such. Thus
all the methods of sampling are 'Unique' in particular instances and bear their own merits at large.

12.9 Summary:

sampling technique also has very high value in day{o-day activities. In making our daily
purchases of food-stuff, vegetables, fruits, etc., lt is not considered necessary to examine each
and every piece of the commodity; only a handful of goods ar . examined and the idea about the
whole is formed and this usually proves a justified procedure, in education, sampling is a widely
used technique. Sampling is a process bywhich a selected area of the'universe'is chosen which
is know as the representative of a larger area or Universe and which it is believed has all the
characteristics in a miniature. Since the social researcher has to take into account time, cosr erc.,
a truly representative cross section of this larger whole is taken for data collection. Sampling is
based on the probability theory leaving it to chance to decide the presence of universal
characteristics. in the selected samole.

12.10 Key Words:

1. Random sampling.
2. Stratified sampling.
3. Quota sampling.

12.11 Model Questions:

1. Discuss the methods of Sampling and its significance?
2. Explain the types of Sampling and problems of Sampling?

12.12 Reference Books:
1. K.K Jacob(1965) Methods and fields of social work in India,Asia publishing

House, New Delhi
2. Misra.R.P (1e8e) 
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PRINCIPLES OF DATA ORGANISATION

13.0. Objectives:
The objectives of this lesson are to explain the principles of data orgafiisation.

Contents:
13.1. Introduction
13.2. Data Processing
13.3. Steps in Data Processing
13.4. Classiflcation
13.5. Tabulation
13.6. Computer Data Processing
13.7. Forms of Organisatlon of Data
13.8. Preparation of Synopsis.
13.9. SUmmary
13.10, Key Words.
13.11. Model Questions
13.12. Reference Books

13.1.Introduction:
Affer data collection and analysis, the researcher has to order the parts and plan the writing.

This requires organisation which forms the base for preparing the report. The researcher has to
plan his work. He has to arrange his ideas in a logical order. This plan is the foundation and the

. structure of the report. l-he aim of the researcher will be made plain.

-Organisation of the material and data will avoid jumbling of facts. Form and content are
inseparable. Organisation of the report is essential to good communication. Since it is difficult, it
requires careful planning. The researcher has to put every thing where it belongs. He has to make
one thing follow another.

13.2. Data Processing:
The phrase ' Data processing" is a modern term for an activity that is as old as history.

Data is the plural of the' Datum'which means facts. Data processing, lherefore, is handling and
lsing facts. Data processing consisb of recording and reporting meaningful information manuaily,
electromechanically, through the use of punchBd-card equipment, or by a computer. Everybody
must process data, whether performing a decision-making function, as an individual, a student or
researcher. Calculations can be performed quickly because, the sophisticated computer performs
electronically the greater volume of such calculations today. As communities expanded, the basis

- of relationships changed from an intimate personal one to that of an impersonal relationship. This

. change required every one to record their activities in writing and to produce records for analysis
and for future reference.

Information related to any activity required all the presently known steps of recording,
classiffing, calculating and summarizing. Much of the routine work necessitated specific processing



methods which started with the manual method and evolved into the mechanical and presently the

electronic device i.e the use of computers. Executives need processing and recording. of the data -

for various reasons. The burden oi extensive handing of routine data involves a study of ('1 ) the

Physical factors that create large masses of data, (2) The costs involved, (3) The number of

people available, (4) the ne"esiity to reduce errors, and (5) The need for speed in preparing

repons.

The Physical Factor:
There are pressures exerted from without and from within job of data proc€ssing

Internal factors, too create the need for a host of re(rrds. Pressures within a firm necessitate

the processing of data and recording. Many activities in tt firm require building a data processing

sysiem efflcie-nt enough to present all necessary reports ,curately and economically with as little

waste of time as possible.

The Cost Factor:
For many of the firms, there is cost competition. A business firm may be able to compete

more successfully by reducing its operating costs. The " low cost" firms producing a quality product

are those that are likely to command the markets for particular products. Business data processing

can play a major role in this respect by reducing the amount of time taken to produce necessary

records and reports accurately and quickly

The Labour Factor:
The number of clerical workers in business has been more than four times the increase in

factory help, and has been caused by the fact that, as the data have increased, more clerical

workers have been required to analyze these data. The widespread use of manual methods of

handling data has in creased this need for clerical force. This, as well as the increase in the

volume of clzta and the emphasis upon accuracy and economy, has prompted the search for

better methods of processing data.

The Error Factor:
Because,.it is man's nature to think and make decisions, there is wide margin for error'

Consequently errors occur and perhaps multiply with prolonged work, because of carelessness,

boredom and environmental conditions, such as pressure for deadlines and so forth.

The speed Factor:
The use of modern clata-processing system results in communicating knowledge as it is

needed. Without this kind Of communication such knowledge has little practical use in the making

of day -to -day, " on the spol" decisions. Hence, there is, need for data-processing and recording

for taking speedy decisior s.

In rportance of Rapid Decisic'ns:
Expcutive decisions f ave to be made rapidly and on a sound basis. Sfudents of management

recognize that decision m rking is the result sought by all techniques involved in the management

process. Many "split seconc" decisions are required daily. These decisions require reliable and

accurate information, presented in an understandable form at the time it is needed, if it is to be

useful to the executive in his decision-making capacity. Because the slower manual approach is

no longer considered satisf tctory in meeting this demand. Machines that can do significant repetitive



jobs fast, with a high degree of accuracy, arc needed. Once this is understood, the role of high-
speed data- processing er:uipment becomes clear.

Provided the source data are prepared correctly, processing ofthem by a computer can
be performed very fast and with a degree of accuracy. lf source data is not prepared in an accurate
form, the result, is inaccurate. The advanced preparation of instructions for use by the machine is

called programming people who do it, called programmers, must be trained especially for the job.

13.3. Steps in Data Processing:
Raw data foi processing information are found on original papers (hand written or typed)

called source documents. Ali this information constitutes source data which are later used for
verification and their manipulation for further action.

The facts and figures collected are to be processed with a view to reducing them to
manageable proportions. Only by systematic processing, the data collected will lend itself for
statistical treatment. Data processing comprises -editing, coding, categorization and tabulation. lf
is an intermediary stage between collection of data and their analysis and interpretation.

Ediling:
Proper recording ofdata involves 1) Editing, that is deciding on the kind ofdata that require

processing, and (2) Verifying and checking on the validity and accuracy of such data.
Editing is the first step in data processing. Editing is the process of examining the dala.

collected in questionnaires/ schedules to see they are corrected and the schedules prepared,for
tabulation. Mildred B. Parten in his book points out that the editor is responsible for seeing that the
data are : as accurate as possible, consistent with other facts secured, uniformly entered, as
complete as possible, acceptable for tabulation and arranged to facilitate coding and tabulation.

While editing data, one should condense (code) as much information as possible. Coding
reduces the amount of data to be recorded and processed and is a means of identifying different
classes of data. lt can be either alphabetic (using letters) or numeric (Using numbers).

Data Manipulation:
After data have been recorded, they are grouped into categories or classes. This precedes

the sorting step if the need for classifying is anticipated at the time of recording of data.
Manipulation is related to the actual work performed on data and involves the following

steps; (1 )Sorting (2) Calculating, (3) Summarizing (4) Reporting and (5) Storage.

Sorting:
Manual sorting is time consuming. lt is not an efficient way of manipulating data. Motivatdd

by the factors of accuracy, economy, and speed, we may use more efficient and sophisticated
mechanical, electromechanical or electronic sorting techniques.

Calculating and recording:
The step of calculating and recording involves reconstruction ofdata through the arithematic

processes of addition, subtraction, multiplication and I or division. lt is the most crucial phase of
data manipulation since it is at this step that most of the work is done to achieve the solution to the
problem.

7\



Summarizing:
Summarizing is compressing a mass of data into a meaningful and useful form. lt involves

listing (tabulating) related information and figuring out its total. Management finds summarized
iists or reports extremely helpful and time saving and uses them to make decisions more quickly

than could be possible if every detail had to be looked afier.

Data reporting and communicating:
Once summaries of data have been prepared, they represent ouput information and are

reported to the user (s). No output is useful unless communicated promptly and effectively to the
people involved.

Data Storage:
The reporting and communicating of output data terminates the data-processing cycle.

This step is followed by the storage of existing data for future retrieval. Data storage can be made
manually, electromechanically or in an electronic computer memory.

Guidelines to Editors:
Editing is the first step in data collection.

1) Each Editor should we familiar with Editing instructions.
2) He should not destroy, erase or make illegible the original entry of the interviewer.
3) Make all entries on a schedule in a standardized form.
4) All answers changed by the editor should be initialed.

Editing for quality:
To determine quality, the accepteC procedure is to sub sample all the completed data

forms.

Editing for Tabulation:
The preparation of the data forms for tabulation mudt include an operational procedure for

accepting, modifying or rejecting individual questionnaires.

Incorrect answers should usually be discarded:
It is common to find several innocently answered questions in the data form. Only the

study director will recognize this. In all doubtful cases the in correct reply should be eliminated.
Answers should be allocated to the proper category of response. The study director or

investigator should indicate which of the replies are worth verbatim reproduction.

Coding:
Coding is the process/ operation by which data/ responses are organised into classes/

categories and numerals or other symbols are given to each item according to the class in which
it falls.

Rules of coding:
a) Give code numbers for each respondent for identification
b) Give code numbers for.each question
c) Give code numbers for each response
d) Give numbers for qualitative responses also.



Coding of open questions:
- 

Coding of the responses to open questions is always very difficult. Sometimes ttle responses

aire ccorded verbatim. We have to note the basic aspect of the possible responses and give a

nurnber to each aspect.

Coding of Don't know/ No opinion responses:
These answers themselves become significant meaning something. No opinion means

neutrality we have to give a number for each response.

13.4. classifi(htion:
Classification or categorization is the process of grouping the statistical data under various

homogeneous groups for the purpose of convenient interpretation. A good classification should

have the characteristics of clarity, homogeneity, purposefulness and accuracy'

Objectives of classifi cation:
a) Through classification, the haphazard data is organised into concise, logical and intelligible

. form.
b) Through classification, comparative study is possible'

ci Data ii so ananged that analysis and generalization becomes possible'

Types of classifi iation:
Classification is of two types viz quantitative classification, which is on the basis of variables

or quantity and qualitative claisification (classification according to aftributes)- Again_it may be

muliiple ciassification or dichotomous classification. The tabular form of such classificaiion is

known as statistical series, which may be inclusive or exclusive.

Classification on Periodical Basis:
ln this classification, the data belonging to a particular time or period is put under one

class. This type of classification is,based on period. The rise in income in two years shall be

classed in the groups on the basis of years.

Classification on geographical Basis:
In this type of ilassification, the data has been collected from different places and placed in

different classes. The income for different states may be classed under ilifferent heads.

Transcription:
li the number of respondents are large the number of tables are large, direct tabulation is

extremely difficult. Now transcription makes tabulation easier.

Transcription means posting the data from questionnaire/ Schedules on an intermediary

material in a summasised form. Transcription is "the dockyard between the ship of the table and

the carrier of data i.e schedules/ questionnaire'

13.5. Tabulation:
Tabulation is the process of summarizing raw data and displaying it in compact form for

further analysis. Analysis of data is made possible through tables. So preparing a table is a very

important s{ep. Tabulation may be by hand, mechanical or electronic. The choice is made largely

on the basis of the size and type of study, alternative costs, time pressures, and the availability or



computers and computer programmes. lf the number of questionnaires is small and their length
short, hand tabulation is quite satisfactory.

Types of Tabulations:
Tables have been classified as follows.

a) Simple table:
This is made on the basis of just one quality or characteristic. Hence it is called one-way

table i.e (classification of states on the basis of population).
b) Complex Table:

This is formed on the basis of more than one quality or characteristic e.g. distribution of
students on the basis of sex and marks obtained. lf complex table is based on two qualities, it is
called a two-way table. lf it is based on three qualities, it is named three-way table. lf there are
more than three qualities, it is called manifold{able.

MEthods of Tabulation:
Hahd Tabulation:

When the survey is a small sample survey and a few questionnaires are filled in, it is
simple to sort them out manually. Generally cards are used in collecting information. The
questionnaires or cards are put in different lots, for example, we can sort them out (1 ) Male workers
and 2) Female workers.

Mechanical Tabulation:
It is used when there are a large numberof questionnaires involved in a survey. Mechanical

sorting and tabulation help us to organise the work speedily and accurately. But the system is very
cosdy. lt can be used when the study is very extensive.

Electronic Data Processing:
In many involved tabulations where a number of multiple corelations must be determined,

it is sometimes more efficient to put survey data on a computer. This does not save money or time
if the tabulation involves a "one shot" study.

Advantages of Machine tabulation:
'l ) Tabulation is done with greater speed
2) Cross tabulation of interrelationship is possible in an easy way.
3) There is hundred percent accuracy in the mechanical tabulation.

Disadvantages:
1) The cost of Machines is high
2) The machines are rigid in their operation.

13.6. Computer data Processing:
Computer designed to process data differ from other machines in three respects. First

tl,ey perform'at very high speeds the data processing operations. Second, computers can accept,
in advance df their operation, a series of instructions telling them what to do and how to do it. The
third distinctive characteristic of a computer is its capability of handling data recorded in a very
miniature size that is invisible to the human eve.



Advantages of computer data processing:
The three characteristics that distinguish computers from other machines are 1) High

speed, 2) The ability to accept instructions before operating, 3) and the use of data in the miniaturized
form. These machines offer three advantages. These €re.

1. Faster processing of data
2. More automatic processing of data

t 3. Reduction in the size of records.

Automatic data Processing:
Processing data computer requires less human effort than is needed in manual, mechanical,

or punched card data processing. Data processing is more automatic because of two factors, lhe
first of which is its capability to accept in advance a series of instructions. Following these
instructions jusl like a robot, the computer will perform automatically and sequentially a number of
difierent operations such as recording and storing certain datra, then retrieving the data from storage,
using it for calculating, and finally, printing the results of its processing. This ability to perform a
large number of different operations sequentially and automatically is not available in punched-
card data proqessing. A computer usually sorts, classifies, and communicates data in separate
operations; it can automatically record, calculate, store, retrieve data from storage, and reproduce
data in a single machine run.

The other factor that makes computer data processing more automatic is its ability to
handle data in a miniature form.

Programming, the task of preparing instructions for a computer, is difficult work, but not
complex. lt is difficult because it requires very careful and detailed planning and analysis; it takes
a lot of time. Computers do nothing unless they are told exactly what to do. Programming cannot
be considered complex, because the rules to be followed do not require any advanced training in

mathematics, electronics or other subjects. Actually students studying in undergraduate courses
have been taught to program satisfactorily.

13.7. Forms Organisation of Data:
There are three forms of organisation. They are topical, the chrbnological and the mixed. In

topical approach, topics are given more emphasis than the time. The topical form loses historical
perspective. The chronological form sometimes takes small events. Hence it is better to combine
the two approaches and have the mixed form.

Popular report:
In writing the popular report, the form is important. The report should be simple, clear, and

attractive. lt should have minimum of technical details.

Technical Report:
A technical report is wriften for the fellow researcher. The report depends on the techniques

utilised. The report should contain the method employed.
The following steps are to be taken in organizing the material and data collected and analysed.
1) The first step is the formulation of the research problem. 2) Second stage of organisation

relates to methodology ofthe investigation. 3) The next step is to describe in brief the sources of
the data. (4) The next step is to comment on the hypothesis, 5) The next step is the presentation
and analysis of the data leading to interpretation. The more interesting part of the effort are the



findings. lt is essential to make the findings plain and understandable. 7) The implications pinpoint
the real significance of the facts and findings.

Facts are what the researcher found. Findinls are deribed from the facts. The researcher
draws implications from the findings. Both of these represent successive stag6s. The next stage
is to draw the conclusions and make recommendations. The conclusions are the researcher's
final assessment ofwhat the data and the findings mean. The same data and findings may lead to
different -conclusions and different recommendations. The recommendations are the personal
prefereriCes of the researcher. Recommendations may or may not be acceptable. They may not
even be correct. A summary of the investigation would be highly useful. The researcher may get a
quick over all view of the work. The summary is a brief form of major findings, conclusions and
recommendations.

Steps facilitrating a good organisation:
A Good orgnisation is necessary for proper

organisation of the report has three essential steps.
1. Full acquaintance with research notes
2. Adequate thought about the structure of the report.
3. Formation of a satisfactory outline.
Organisation of the material and data for writing the report takes place after the collection of the

data and analysis of data and before the preparation of the repod. Preparation of a good report
depends on the way in which it is organised. Proper orgnisation of the report will facilitate the
communication of research results.

13.E. Preparation of synopsis:
Synopsis is an abstract form of research which underlines the research procedure followed.

It is presented before the guide for evaluating its potentiality. lt is condensation of the final report.
The structure of the synopsis depends on the guide's choice. However a common struoture may
be framed as under.

1 . Defining the Problem:
'The research objective, definition of key terms, general background information,

limitations of the study and order of presentation should be mentioned in brief.
2. Review of Existing literature:

The researcher should refer books, periodicals and research studies on the subiect
and present different points of view and the findings of the studies.

3. Conceptual frame work and methodology:
The research should make a statement of the hypothesis. He has to discuss the

researcher methodology used, the objectives of the study, sources and means of obtaining data.
He may also point out the limitations.of the methodology. 

":,4. Analysis of data:
Analysis of data involves testing of hypothesis from.data collected and key

conclusions anived at.
5. General conclusions:

The researcher should draw the corlclusibns with respect to the a@eptance or
rejection of hypothesis, conclusion with regard to the stated objectives, suggested areas offurther

communication of research results. The

research, discussion of possible implications of the study.



Finally the researcher should mention about the bibliographies and appendices. Astandard
format for preparation of synopsis commonly used in research in lndia may be drawn as follows'

1. Intropuction:
This includes definition of the problem and its review from a historical perspective.

2. Objectives of the study:
It defines the research purpose and its specialty form the existing research studies

in the related field.
3. Literature Review:

It includes different sources of study, and the findings of various research studies

on the subject.
4. Methodology:

The research design and the methodology adopted in the study will be briefly

mentioned in the synopsis.
5. Hypothesis:

It is a formal statement relating to the research problem and it is to be tested based

on the researcher's findings.
6.And finally the chaPter outlines:

The chapter outline includes right from reviewing the research problem to the

conclusions and suggestions part. The researcher has to submit a synopsis, presenting lhe

research problem, foltowing suitable norms. The research guide after checking the synopsis

suggests nec€ssary changes. In some universiUes, a seminar is arranged for the said research

topic with some experts and the researcher is required to gnswer the different questions raised by

those experts.'The researcher will incorporate in his thesis as per the suggestions made by the

experts. The researcher also needs to submit the details of-books and journals he has consulted

for satisfaction of the experts.

13..9. Summary:
After data collection and analysis, the researcher has to orderthe parts and plan the writing.

This requires organisation which forms the base for preparing the report. The researcher has to

plan his work. He has to arrange his ideas in a logical order. This plan is the foundation and the

structure of the reoort. The aim of the researcher will be made plain.

Organisation of the material and data will avoid jumbling of facts. Form and content are

inseparable. Organisation of the report is essential to good communication. Since it is difficult, it

requires careful planning. The researcher has to put every thing where it belongs. He has to make

one thing follow another.

Data processing is handling and using facts. Data processing consists of recording and

reporting meaningful information manually, electro mechanically or by a computer. Information

related to any activity required all the presently known steps of recording, classifying, calculating

and summarizing. The handling of routine data involves a study of (1) the physical factors that

create large masses of data, (2) the costs involved, (3) the number of people available, 4) the

necessity to reduce errors, and 5) the need for speed in preparing the reports.

Data processing comprises editing, coding, categorization and tabulation. lt is an
intermediary stage between collection of datia and their analysis and interpretation. Manipulation is



related to the actual work performed on data and involves the following steps, 1) sorting,2)
calculating, 3) summarizing, 4) reporting and 5) storage.

Classification or categorization is the process of grouping the statistical data under various
homogenous groups for the purpose of convenient interpretation. A good classification should
have the characteristics of clarity, homogeneity, purposefullness and accuracy. Classification is of
two types viz, quantitative classification and qualitative classification. lt may be multiple classification
ordichotomous classification. The tabularform of such classification is known as statistical series.
which may be inclusive or exclusive.

Tabulation is the process of summarizing raw data and displaying it in compact form for
further analysis. Tables have been classified as 1)simple table,2) complex table; Methods of
tabulation include 1) Hand Tabulation, 2) Mechanical tabulation, 3) Electronic data processing.

Computer designed to process data differ from other machines. The three characteristics
that distinguish computers from other machines are 1 ) high speed; 2) the ability to accept instructions
before operating and 3) the use of data in the miniaturized form.

There are three forms of organisation. They are topical, the chronological and the mixed.
There are tvvo types of reports i.e 1) Popular report and 2) technical report.

The following steps are to be taken in organizing the material and data collected and analys€d.
1) The first step is the formulation of the research problem. 2) the second stage of

organisation relates to methodology of the investigation, 3) the next step is to describe in brief the
sources of the data. 4) the next step is to comment on the hypothesis, 5) the next step is the
presentation and analysis of the data leading to interpretation. The more interesting part of the
effort are the findings. lt is essential to make the findings plain and understandable. 7) the implications
of research results are more helpful. lmplications pinpoint the real significance of the facts and
findings.

Facts are what the researcher found findings are derived from the facts. The researcher
draws implications from the findings. Both of these represent successive stages. The next stage
is to draw the conclusions and make recommendations. The conclusions are the researcher's
final assessment of what the data and the findings mean. The same data and findings may lead to
different conclusions and different recommendations. The recommendations are the oersonal
preferences of the researcher.

Recommendations may or fnay not be acceptable. They may not even be correct. A
summary of the investigation would be highly useful. The researcher may get a quick over all view
of the work. The summary is a brief form of major findings, conclusions and recommbndations.

Synopsis is an abstract form of research which undedines the research procedure followed.
The structure of the synopsis includes, 1) Defining the problem, 2) Review of the existing literature,
3) Methodology, 4) Analysis of data, 5) General conclusions. A Standard format for preparation of
synopsis includes, 1) Introduction, 2) Objectives of the study, 3) Literature review, 4) Methodology,
5) Hypothesis, 6) The chapter outlines.



13.10. KeyWords:
a) Data Processing
b) Classification
c) Tabulation

'l 3.11. ttlodel Questions:
1) Discuss the principles of data organisation

2) Explain data processing and the various steps to be taken in organising the material

and data collected and analysed.
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LESSON - 14

ANALYSIS AN D INTERPRETATION

14.0. Objectives :

The objectives of this resson are to explain Analysis and interpretation of data.

Contents:
14,1. Introduction
14.2. Meaning and definition
14.3. Characteristics of Analysis of Data
'14.4, Interpretation.
14.5. Forms of lnterpretation
14.6. Essentials' and Prerequisites for interpretation
14.7. Precautions in interpretations
14.8. Methods of generalization
14.9. Gomputers in research applications
14.10. Sources of errors in interpretation
14.11. Summary
14.12. Key Words
14.13. Model Questions
14.14. Reference Books

14.1,Introduction:
ldeas, facts and figures are to be put each in its place in a systematic way. Behind the

accumulated data, there is something significant to convey the meaning of the figures. Figures do
not speak for themselves unless they are put in their proper place in a systematii way. Analysis is
a.continuous process throughout the research proces;. In the beginning of research, dltermination
of what types of data to gather, what techniques to use, what sources to tap requires analysis.

14.2. Meaning and Definition:
Analysis of data means studying the tabulated material in orderto determine inherent facts

or Meanings. lt involves breaking down the existing complex factors into simpler parts and pufting
the parts together in new arrangemenb for purposes of interpretation. A plan of analysis should be
prepared before the actual collection of material. A preliminary analysis on the skeieton plan will
develop in to a complete, final analysis as the investigation proceed;.,The final analysis would be
enlarged and reworked as and when necessary. This process requires flexibre ani open mind.
One should notice similarities, differences, trends and outstanding factors. Larger division of material
should be broken into smaller units. They should be rearranged in new coribinations to discover
new factors and relationships. Data should be studied from as many angles as possible to find out
new and newer facts.

To quote Prof. Wilkinso and Bandarkar, "Analysis of data involves a number of ctosety
related operations ihat are performed with the ptrypose of summarizing the collected data and
organizing these in such a manner that they rivill yield answer to the research questions or suggest



hypothesis or questions if no such questions or hypothesis had initiated the study', Some scholars
opine that processing of data is done under analysis of data.

Prof. John galtung had distinction between analysis of data and processing of data.
Processing of data refers to concentrating, recasting and dealing with the data so that they are
amenable to analysis. Analysis of data refers to seeing the data in the light of hypothesis of research
questions and theprevailing theories and drawing conclusions that are amenable to theory formation.

Systematic analysis is used after the collection of data. Facts are never simple. They have
many problems. They involve subjective elements. Hence analysis demands a thorough knowledge
of one's data. Without knowledge of data, analysis becomes aimless:

A critical examination of assembled data, keeping in mind the purpose of the study is

essential. The data may exhibit similarity. The comparative significance of big and little events
must be understood by the researcher. The researcher must ask himself many questions and re-
examining the gathered data is necessary in analysis. Accuracy of arithematic without accuracy of
knowledge of the subject will not help the researcher.

The data to be analysed should (1) be reproduceable,(2)be amenable for quantitative
treatment, (3) Have significance for systematic theory. The data should serve as a basis for broader
generalizations.

The process of analysis includes editing, coding and tabulation. By tabulation we mean
entering the number of items in each category in the form of tables. Analysis requires calculating
the various measures such as averages, deviation, correlations etc.

14.3. Characteristics of Analysis of data:
Following are the main characteristics of analysis of data.

1 . lt is highly skilled and technical job. lt should be canied out by the researcher himself. The
researcher should have deep khowledge about the data to be analysed. The researcher
should possess-judgement skill, ability of generalization. He should be familiar with the
background of the subject and hypothesis of study.

2. Data, facts and figures are silent and they never speak for themselves. Through systematic
analysis, the important characteristics which are hidden in the data are revealed and valid
generalizations are drawn. lt is by analying and interpreting the research data, that we can
know their'important features, interrelationship and cause-effect relationship.

3. According to P.V. young "the function of systematic analysis is to build an intellectual edifice
in whicl;r properly sorted and 5ifted facts and flgures are placed in their-appropriate settings
and broader generalizationq ,.beyond the immediate contents of the facts under study,
consistent relationships, so.that general inferences can be drawn from them, the aim of a
mature science

'4. The moie spbcific the hypothesis, the more specific is the action and in such types of
studies the anab/sis of data is almost completely a mechanical procedure.

5. lf there is no specific hypsthesis, the dala are analysed inductively or invented during the
. prooess and not by means,gf any preqQfiibed sel.gf rules.



6. Analysis of data and interpretation of data are complementrary to each other. The object of
analysis is to arrive at certain general conclusions. Interpretation deals with what these
conclusions really mean.

7. Since analysis and interpretation are inter-woven, interpretation should be conceived as
special aspect of analysis. Interpretation establishes relationship between variables which
are expressed in the findings. Interpretation explains why such relationship exists.

8. Analysis and interpretation should be designed before the data are actually collected.

9. When plan of analysis has not been made before hand, there are four helpful modes to
start with the analysis of data.

(1) To think in terms of significant tables that the data permit.
(2) To examine carefully the statement of the problem.
(3) To actually discuss the problem with others.
(4) By making various simple statistical calculations.

14.4. lnterpretation:
The researcher has to be careful at every stage of research. The data are to be properly

collected and analysed. Though the data is properly analysed, wrong interpretation would lead to
inaccurate conclusions. The work of interpretation of data must be entrusted to persons who are
impartial. Errors may arise in the process of interpretation of data.

Interpretation is the search for the broader meaning of research findings. The search has
two major aspects, (1) to link the results of one study with those of another,(2) establishment of
explanatory concepts.

Through interpretation, the meanings and implications of the study become clear.
Interpretation cannot proceed without analysis. Both are interdependent. Interpretation connecls
the findings with the established theories.

Jahoda and cook have defined it. "Scientific interpretation seeks for relationship between
the data ofa study and between the, study findings and other scientific knowledge".

Data do not interpret themselves. lt is the investigator who must pass judgement of their
meaning. Interpretation is not a mechanical process. lt calls for a critical examination of the results
of one's analysis. lt is a very important step in the total procedure of research.

14.5. Forms of Interpretation:
Statistical data and information may be interpreted in various forms.

Some of the common forms of interpretation may be described as follows.

1. Relationship: \ :

One of the fundamental basis of interpretation is to find out relationship. By comparative
analysis, true form of relationship between the subject and the object can be determined. By
interpretation, we can establish proper relationships amongst 'different aspects'.

2. Prooortion:

lf the object ofthe study is too much variable overa period, then proportion are ascertained
to interpret the data.



3. Percentages:

The method of percentage is used for making interpretation as the basis. Although the
method of percentage is somewhat crude, it is often used in the sphere of absolute figures.

4. Averages or other measures of comoarison:
The averages or other measures of comparisons are used to interpret statistical data. lf a

long statistical table is to be analysed, and interpreted, we have to use various forms of measuring
central or other tendencies relafing to them. Averages or other measures of comparisons are an
essential and integral part of interpretation.

14.6. Essentials and pre-requis:tes for Intarpretation:
To interpret the given tables in a perfect manner, @rtain preconditions are to be satisfied.

Some of the essentials or oreconditions are mentioned below.

a Accurate Data:
One of the prerequisites of interpretation and analysis is the availability of accurate

and reliable data. Accuracy of data provides all benefits of consistency and helps one to arrive at
a true conclusion.

Z Sufficient data:
Another pre-requisite of accurate interpretation is the existence of sufficient and reliable
data. Unless we have su'fficibnt data, we may never achieve the objectives of proper
interpretation. Biased, or unrepresentative results may be obtained if inferences are drawn
based on unreliable or insufficient data.

3. Prooer,fuoe of classification and Tabulation:
The investigators are required to base their calculations and judgements on data represented
in a properly classified and tabulated form. One of the prerequisites is to base all types of
interpretation on systematically cladsifled and properly tabulated data and information.

{ Absence of Heteroqeneous Data:
For a uniform and accurate result, the data must be homogeneous. A'representative result'
is dependent on the availability of homogeneous data. "lt is suggested to all investigators to
base their calculations on homogeneous data alone". lf the basis of interpretation is uniform,
accurate and homogeneous data, one can attain a better and representative result.

f, Possibility of statistical treatment:
Every data is not suited to statisticaltreatment. lf the subject concerned is related to'quality',
or if the information is scanty, they may not be suitable for statigtical treatment. We have to
be careful about the availability of data conducive to statistical treatment.

Q. Consistencv of information:
lnconsistent information and data are always subject to inaccurate results. In statistical

r treatment, emphasis is always laid on stable and accurate results. For having better
standard of interpretation, statistical treatment should be subjected to consistent data and
informqtion. In the absence of consistentdatra, statistical method might give different results
at different occasions. Inconsistent dat^ ,ield in consistent interoretations.



14.7. Precautions in interpretation:
One should recognize that errors can be made in interpretation. lf one is careful and Critical

of his own thinking, he should be able to make satisfactory interpretation. The following are more
common enors of interpretation which need to be avoided.

1. Failure to see the problem in proper perspective:

The investigator may have an inadequate grasp of the problem in its broad sense.

2. Failure to appreciate the Relevance of various elements:

The investigator may not see the relevance of the various elements of the situation due
to inadequate understanding of the problem. He may have too rigid a mind-set or even
a lack of imagination. He might have overlooked the operdtion of significant factors.

3. Failure to recognize Limitations in the Research Evidence:

There may be non- represehtativeness in sampling basis in the data, inadequacies in
the research design, defqctive data gathering instruments and inaccurate statistical
analysis.

4. Misinterpretation due to unstudied factors:

The factors which condition any result Jre innumerable. One's conclusions are arways
limited to the factors studied. A given result is composed of many factors, it is not

I produced simply by a single factor.

' 5. lgnoring selective Factors:

lf one ignores the selective factors one is likely to reach unwarranted conclusions. lf a
selective group is made the subject of study (e.9., institutional delinquents), one should
not draw unwarranted conclusions.

6. Difftculties of interpretative Evaluation:

Proper interpretation of data rests on proper evaluation of facts. Explanation of one's
research findings in terms of their practical implications is fraught with the danger of
misrepresentation. Factual interpretation and personal interpretation of their implications
should never be confused.

Comparison in interpretation:

The element of comparison is fundamental to all research interpretations. Usually one's
investigational findings are compared with the results of other comparable investigations, to know
whether they agree or disagree with one another.

Goncluding remarks on Analysis and interprbtation: '

The task of interpretation falls on to the shoulders of the researcher himself. Some research
workers take the view that their job is merely to present their results. lt is left to the readers to
draw their own conclusions. Most readers of research report, fellow scientists or laymen ladk the
time and will power to go through the tables and pick out the crucial results. However, it would be
wrong to leave the interpretation entirely to therii; The researcher who cautiously confines his
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conclusions to those justified by the data, is safe from criticism. There is surely room in ev€ry
rclsearch report for the research worker's own ideas and speculations.

Conclusions and Generalizations:

The research workers should review carefully the evidence for and against each hypothesis.
Each generalization must agree with the facts r€vealed by the investigation. The investigator should
also check each generalization against lhe facts and experiences of other investigators. For
verification of hypothesis, one must also retum to the facts of previous studies.

14.8. Methods of generalization:

Generally, two methods are used for generaliza$on; (i) Logical method and (ii) statistical
method. There are other methods also for generalization.

Scientists are not concerned with isolated events, but with commonality of a series of
events. One should not generalize on insufficient or incomplete and unrelated data. This can be
avoided by the accumulation of a large body of data.

Verifiability:
The conclusions arrived at by a scientist should be verifiable. He must show to others how

he anived at his conclusions. When his conclusion is tested by others, it is accepted as conect.
Such verification by replication may conftrm the conclusions or modiry them or even invalidate
them. For example, originally an atom was considered to be indivisible, but subsequent researches
have proved that it is divisible and thus provided basis for developing,atomic energy.

Logical Reasoning process:
The scientific method involves the logical proc€ss of reasoning. We use this reasoning

process for drawing inference from the finding of a study or for aniving at conclusion. For example,
survey of expenditure paftern on basic necessities forms a very high proportion of the total
expenditure, it is concluded that lowqrthe household income, the higher is the proportion sp€nt on
basic necessities.

1. Logical Method:
The method wbs originally introduced by john stuart mill. He said that the generalization

should be based on logical proc6ss. According to him the logical methods arb:

1. Method ofAgreement:
When two events or phenomena have the same result they have something in common in

them, that @mmon element is called their cause. And the result of the conclusion is knorn as '
efiect'.

2. Method of difference:
It means that afiirmative method + n€gative method of differenc€. All the characteristics or

elements of a phenomena or incident are not the same and they are not stiable. lf all the elemenls
lor characteristics of a phenomena remain the same, it is easy to study them.



3. Joint method:
It is exactly the sum total of the'methods of agreement'and method of 'difference'. Generally

in this method conditions of two events or phenomena are the same and in two or more other
incidents or phenomena, the conditions are different, but that special or specific situation is lacking'

4. Method of Residue:
lf a particular event takes place under certain circumstances and one knows the extent of

cause and effect relationship between the event and those circumstances, then it can be said that
the remaining events are also related to those circumstances according to law of causation.

5. Method of concomitant variations:
lf as a result of change in a particular phenomena, tire simultaneous or consequent change

takes place in some other phenomena or event, it is believed that there is a cause and effect
relationship between the two.

2. Statistical Method:
This method is based on'sampling'and is classified into (a) inductive method and (b)

Deductive method
ia) lnductive method:

Meaning:
This method consists of studying several individual cases and drawing a generalization.

Therefore, induction involves tvvo processes - observation and generalization. Conclusion from
induction are tentative inferences and they are subject to further confirmation based on more
evidence.
When followed:

This method is followed when new facts are studied, new truths are uncovered and new
generalizations are formulated from a research project.

Essential conditions:
Four conditions are essential to satisfactory induction. They are.

1. Observations must be correctly per{ormed and recorded, data collected shot-rld be accurate:
Mistakes should not be committed in conducting experiments or interviews. Faulty recording
of the information can vitiate the value of any conclusions reached.

2. Observations must cover representative cases drawn from a specific universe:
In a survey of joFsatisfaction of bank executives, the universe should be defined exactly i.e
officers of public sector Benks in a specific geographical area. All cadres ofofficers should
be included in the sarrrple. An appropriate sampling method like stratified random sampling
has to be adooted.

3 Observations must cover an adequate number of cases:
Conclusions must be confined to the inferences drawn from the findings only. They should
not be generalized to apply to types of cases not covered in the sample.

Types of Induction:
Theodorson and Theodorson have identified two basic types of inductions, VlZ, numerative

?nd analvtic.



Enumerative ind uction:
This induction involves generalization from samples and the generalizations are usually

derived through the analysis of data.

Analytic induction:
It involves case by -case analysis of specific features. Cressey outlined the step-by-step

procedure of analytic induction.
1. Detine the phenomena to be explained
2. Formulate the hypothesis to explain the phenomena.
3. Study a case to determine whether hypothesis fits in the case.
4. lf the hypothesis does not fit the facts, reformulate hypothesis
5. When a negative case disapproving the explanation, is discovered, reformulate the

hypothesis.
6. Continue this procedure of redefining phenomenon and reformulating the hypothesis until

a universal relationship is established.
7. Examine cases out side the area to determine whether the final hypothesis applies to

them.

Deduction:
Meaning:

Deduction is " reasoning from the general to the particulaf . This reasoning establishes a "

logical relationship between a major premise, a minor premise and a conclusion". A major premise

is a previously established generalization. A minor premise is a particular case related to the major
premise. The logical relationship of these premises lead to conclusion, e.g.

Major Premise: All men are mortal
Minor Premise: A is a man
Conclusion :Aismortal.

Essential conditions:
The conditions necessary for valid deductions are:

1. The general rule or assumption must be correct.
2. The general rule must be applied only to the case which properly falls under it

Relevance of induction and Deduction:
Both are " inseparable parts of a system of reasoning. Both processes are often used

simultaneously. When a puzzling condition occurs, one seeks inductively to explain by a hypbthesis.

In turn, the hypothesis is used in the deduction of further facts which can confirm or deny.the truth

of the hypothesis.

Common fallacies of Reasoning:
There are common fallacies of reasoning leading to eroneous generalizations. The following

are some of the fallacies.
1. Argument from a single or limited number of instances.
2. Argument from positive instances to the neglect of negative cases.
3. The omission of evidence contrary to one's opinion.
4. Erroneous conclusions due to pre-conceived ideas and prejudices.

5. Inaccurate instruments of measurements; dependence upon judgement estimates and
guesses.

8



6. Argument from analogy
7. Mistaken inferences of various sorts.
8. Generalisations from insufficient data.
9. Fallacy of non-observation.
10. Errors commonly arising out of the use of inductive methods..

14.9. Computers in Research Applications:
To day computers are mostly used for all purposes. The computer has become one of the

most useful research tools. Computers are suited for data analysis. The researcher wants to
store huge data and retrieve it whenever required. Computers process data. Computers reduce
the human errors and provide quality to the research. The computer can perform many statistical
calculations easily and quickly. Computers provide a package of statistical tests to a researcher.
In brief software packages are readily available for various analytical and quantitative techniques.
The researcher feeds in the data he/ she gathered and gets the output, within seconds or minutes.
The researcher requires a lot calculation and work of repetitive nature. Computer is best suited for
such techniques.

The computers provide storage facility. The computers provide results that are conect and
reliable. The researcher has to organise the data and code it. After coding, the data has to be
stored in the computer. Thus the computers are widely used in data analysis. computers help the
researchers to complete the task at faster speed and with greater reliability.

14.10. Sources of errors in interpretation:
The following are some of the sources of enors in interpretation.

(i)Personal Bias:
Wrong interpretations are made due to deliberate bias in the mind of an interpreter. People

suffer from several inhibitions, prejudices and hardened attitudes. Interpreter should be a fair
minded person so that he inter prets any result objectively and not subjectively.

( il [ne-Vpe-atArcEscs]Lssd.
Sometimes, the use of average leads to wrong interpretations. The interpreter has to take

note of the type of average that has been used to arive at the conclusion.

(iii)Drawing wrong inferences:
sometimes wrong inferences may be drawn from lthe data. The population of a town has

doubled in 10 years tempts an interpreter to draw the inference that the birth rate in the town
has doubled. This is wrong inference as the population of the town can double in severalways
other than the doubling of birth rate.

(iv)Drawing unwarranted conclusions:
Many a time we draw conclusions which are not wananted. lmports of chemical fertilizers

have declined may be interpreted wrongly by saying that Indian farmers have reduced the use
of chemical fertilizers. The fuct may be that local production of fertilizers has increased to the
extent imports have been reduced.



(v)Misuse of statistl

Coefficient of conelation is often wrongly interpreted. lf co-efficient of corelation not properly

interpreted, wrong conclusions will be arrived at. Coefficient of correlation also indicates a
general tendency. We study the'conelation between two series. lt does not fully disclose the

mutual dependence of two variables. lt does not necessarily mean cause and effect relationship

between two series. Suppose the proportion of child accidents are less in those localities,

where lhere are parks and more in those where there are no parks. This mean there is a
negative conelation between number of parks and number of child accidents. From this we Cc

not conclude that to reduce the number of accidents, the number of parks must be increasec

It is possible that those localities where there are parks, rich people live and the number o'l

children are few. Unless the co-efficient of conelation is interpreted carefully, misleading

conclusions are likely to be drawn.

(vi) Wrong interpretation of coefficient of Association:

Association between two attributes may be the result of their common association with a
third attribute. There may not be, any direct association between the two attributes. lf there is

a positive association between inoculation and prevention of small pox, we should not conclude

that inoculation is useful in preventing the disease. lt may be that most of that inoculated
people are rich and live in healthy sunoundings. That is to say, there is a third attribute i.e the

economic status of the people. The former two attributes have the common association with
the third aftribute.

The above examples show that interpretation of data is an extremely difficult task. Unless
proper precautions are taken, misleading conclusions are likely to be drawn. Statistics generally

do not reveal the entire story of a phenomenon. lt is risky to draw generalizations from a study

of a few factors. The research should realize the dangers of wrong interpretation of data. He

should take adequate precaution in drawing inferences from the data collected and analyzed.

Interpretation of data is the most important task of the researcher. He has to bring out real

findings of the study lying hidden under statistical measurements; only the conclusions that
are warranted by the data should be {rawn. This requires insight into the associations and

relationshios between the variables. Ari inexperienced researcher may not be able to know

valuable findings that emerge from statistical tables. An expertwould easily detect these findings.

Interpretation means drawing out the most significant conclusions from the study as revealed

by the data.

vii) False generalizations:
A lot of statistical work is based on sample estimates. Unless the interpreter is objective,

unbiased and an expert in his job, there is danger that he may make a false generalization .on

' the basis of a small sample finding. Suppose, in lndia, we take a sample of one village and

investigate the incidence of malaria. lf the incidence of malaria in the village has increased, we

shoutd not generalize that malaria infections in the country as a whole, are on the increase.

For such a generalization. we may have to take a number of samples from different parts of
rhe country.



Suppose we know that the per capita income in India has increased, we cannot conclude
that there is all round progress in the country. This may not be so any way. We have to examine

-the distribution of national income. lf the gains of economic development are concentrated
among the richer sections only, there has not been all round development. In similar fashion,

. there can be a large numberof false generalizations and hence, the erroneous interpretations.

1411, Summary:
ldeas, facts and figures are to be put each in its place in a systematic way. Behind the

accumulated data, there is something significant to convey the meaning of the figures. Figures do
not speak for themselves unless they are put in their proper place in a systematic way. Analysis is

a continuous process throughout the research process.

Analysis of data means studying the tabulated material in order to determine inherent
facts or meanings. Systematic analysis is used afterthe collection of data. The data to be analysed
should (1 ) Be reproduceable, (2) Be amenable for quantitative treatment; (3) Have significance for
systematic theory. The data should serve as a basis for broader generalizations. The process of
analysis includes editing, coding and tabulation. Analysis requires calclulating the various measures
such as averages, deviations, correlations etc.,

Thougtr the data is properly analysed, wrong interpretation would lead to inaccurate
conclusions. The work of interpretation of data must be entrusted to persons who are impartial.
Errors may arise in the process of interpretation of data. Interpretation is a search for the broader
meaning of research findings. The search has two major aspects, (1) To link the results of one
study yrith those of another, (2) Establishment of explanatory concepts.

Through interpretation, the meanings and implications of the study become clear.
Interpretation cannot proceed without analysis. Both are interdependent. Interpretation connects
the findings with the established theories.

Statistical data and information may be interpreted in various forms. ('l) by interpretation
we can establish proper relationships amongst ' different aspects; (2) Proportion are ascertained
to interpret the data. (3) The method of percentage is used for making interpretation as the basis.
(4) The averages or other measures of comparisons are used to interpret statistical data.

Some of the essentials and preconditions for interpretation include (1) accurate data, (2)
sufficient data, (3) Proper type of classification and tabulation, (4) Absence of heterogeneous data,
(5) Possibility of statistical treatment, (6) consistency of information.

The following are more common errors of interpretation which need to be avoided, (1)
Failure to see the problem in proper perspective, (2) Failure to appreciate the relevance ofvarious
elements, (3) Failure to recognize limitations in the research evidence, (4) misinterpretation due to
unstudied factors, (5), lgnoring selective factors, (6) difficulties of interpretative evaluation.

Generally, two methods are used for generalization; (1) logical method and (2) Statistical
method. There are other methods also for generalization. According to John stuart mill, the logical
methods are; (1) Method of agreement, (2) Method of difference, (3) Joint method, (4) Method of
residue, (5) Method of concomitant variations.

Statistical method is based on 'sampling'and is classified into (a) Inductive method and (b)
Deductive method.



' The inductive method consists of studying several individual cases and drawing a

generalization. Four conditions are essential to satisfactory induction. They are: (1) Observations

must be correctly performed and recorded, data collected should be accurate. (2) Observations

must cover representative cases drawn from a specific universe, (3) Observations must cover an

adequate number of cases, (4) conclusions must be confined to inferences drawn from the findings.

Theodorson and Theodorson have identified two basic types of induction, v12, enumerative

and analytic. Deduction is reasoning from the general to the particular'

The following are some ofthe sources of errors in interpretation. (1)Personal bias: (2)the

type of averages used, (3) Drawing wrong inferences, (4) Drawing unwarranted conclusions, (5)

Misuse of statistical concepts, ( Wrong interpretation of co-efficient of Association, (7) False

generalizations.

14.12. Key Words:
a) Analysis
b) lnterpretation
c) Logical Method
d) Induction
e) Deduction

14.10. Model Questions:
1) Discuss the importance of analysis and interpretation in social work Research

2) Explain the sources of errors in interpretation.

14.11. Reference Books:
1. Baj Pai, S.R. : Methods of Social Survey and Research.

2. Saravanavel, P (2004).: Research methodology, Kitab Mahal' Allahabad'
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Lesson -15

REPORT PRE PARATION.C HARACTE RISTICS
OFSCIENTIFIC REPORT

15.0. Objectives:
The objectives of this lesson are to explain report preparation and characteristics of scientific

reDort.

Contents:
15.1. lntroduction
15.2. Characteristics of scientific report
15.3. Contents of report
15.4. Categories of Reports
15.5. Stages in preparing the research report
15.6. Steps in drafting reports
'15.7. Summary
15.E. Key words
15.9. Model Questions
15.10. Reference Books

15.1. Introduction:
The first things that must be decided in preparing the report are for whom it is to be written,

whether it is to be published and if so in what form. The audience will affect the manner and order
of presentation. The old adage of the teacher " proceed from the known to the unknown', is a gooo
guide in the presentation of any neW findings. lt immediately shows the way in whic1 retationship
must be considered. what do the readers know? what information can be assumed? what is
their starting point ? to communicate successfully one must therefore know something about the
people whom one is addressing, understand what is their interest in the research and how much
knowledge they have of the subject.

. Thus a research report addressed to fellow academics can assume a completely different
kind of knowledge from a research report addressed to lay persons. In the first case one can
assume detailed knowledge of otherfindings and reference to these will suffice. This assumotion
would be inappropriate in the second case, but here one can assume a delailed knowledge of
certain practical aspects of the subject.

In some research studies, it may be necessary to make more.than one report. lt is essential
to communicate research results, as selltiz et al, point out, and sometimes communication to
more than one audience may be called for. This may be particularly true in applied researcn,
where the brief only requires that there should be recommendation for action, but the researcn
process may well have turned up findings which should be communicated to the profession through
academic joumals. These findings may be of no particular interest, or indeed relevance. to the
applied problem and therefore should not be stressed in that reoort.

Although the style and emphasis of the presentation will vary according to the audience,
the general prihciples which govern the presentation of any report remain the same. The general



principles are that the researcher should say what he set out to do (object), how he did it (method),

what came out of it, both negative and positive (results), and what finally concluded from this.

15.2. Characteristics of scientific report:
The preparation of the report is final stage of the research. lts purpose is to convey to

interested persons the whole result ol the study in sufficient detail. lt should be so ananged as to

enable each readerto comprehend the data and to determine for himself the validity of conclusions.

The social science reports are difficult to read. lt is not because of using abstract and

technical terms. They do not use non-technical language. Hence the reporl is not underslood or is

not well received.

The basic quality of good scientific writing is accuracy and clarity. The first step is what

information one wants to convey and to understand how the various bits of it are related to one

another.

Inevitably a large proportion of any report will be in words and there can be easily

misinterpreted. In the socialscience, words used in a technical sense also have lay uses. Technical

language cannot be avoided: words,must have a clearly defined and limited meaning, commonly

accipted in the profession. This means that non-specialist must learn the definitions and should

not expect to find an article in professional journal easy to understand on first reading. lt also

means that reports for lay consumption must be adequately translated. At the present momenf

there is not always complete consensus about the technical use of words, so that where they are

being used in a special sense, it is necessary to make the definition clear. But the use of properly

definld words in a technical sense does not necessarily mean that they should be long and

complicated, or that sentences should be unnecessarily cumbersome and involved. Technical

language should make the subjectquicker and easierfor the expert to understand or make something

new intelligible. lf it does neither of these things, it is inappropriate.

Whether using technical terms or not, clarity of style is essential. As selltiz et.al. put it. "little

can be said about (styte) except to stress the value of simplicity and grammatical structure". We

may not have agreement on ourown technicalvocabulary but there is consensus about grammatical

rules, as selltiz et.al.point out, it aids successful communication if these are followed. They wisely

advise against pretentiousness, saying that " there is no good reason for consistently using four-

syllable words instead of one-syllable words with essentially the same meaning. Similarly, two or

three relatively simple sentences may convey an idea more clearly than one complicated sentence

with a number of entangled clauses". This is a case for the dictum " if you can't say it simply, don't

say it". Long and entangled sentences and many multi-syllable words sometimes tum out to be a

cover for a good deal of confusion.

Out line:
One should begin with preparing a detailed outline of his report. A sentence out line or

paragraph outline rather than a topical out line is preferred. Before the researcher starts writing his

report, he should have drawn up an outline of the way in which he proposes to do it. This would

consist of headings and sub-headings 6nd an indication of the way, under each of these, he

proposes to gather his data. At this stage decisions, such as whether detailed descriptions of the

method are to be put in an appendix or in the text, and so on, may be made. The outline should be

carefully examined for relevance and for logic. Within each section, the relevance of the evidence



to the object must be tested. The conclusions must only be those which can.be substantiated
from the evidence presented.

The\d{rtline helps one to concentrate exclusively on what is to be said. Writing without out
line affects the smooth flow and continuity of the thought. once the oufline is prepared, we nave
check whether anything important has been omitted. some one else may read it and commenr
upon it. lf changes need to be made, they can be effected. once the ou ine is on paper, it is easy
to write and rewrite sentences and paragraphs.

15.3. Gontents of report:
The report should start with the object of the research and include the theoretical, specific

and where relevant, practical aims. lt should then describe the research procedure as it actually
took place; that is the methods. In many pieces of research, more than one method will have oeen
used, and to achieve the overall aims, the research will have probably been broken down into
subsidiary objectives. This sometimes leads to problems at the report stage. lf the report is organized
round the methods used and their individual results, it may lack coherence. Clearly it is better
organized round the objects of the research. A difficulty can arise as stated at the outset may have
proved impossible of achievement, or proved to have been based upon a false assumption. In this
case the research direction may have changed. lf this occurs, it should be stated quite clearly why
and how it was decided to make lhis change and how the objectives were modified.

Having thus set out the objects and the actual methods used, the next thing is to display the
findings. The findings of social research can be displayed in words, in tables, in diagrams, rn maps
and sometimes even in three-dimensional models. Which form of presentation is used, or in what
combinations they are used, depends on the nature of the research and also a good deal on the
audience, not all of whom may be very great readers.

There is minimum number of items of information which should always be presented about
the subjects of social research. They are:

1. By whom, for whom and with what financial backing the research was undertaken
2. The objects ofthe research.
3. The time at which the field work was undertaken and its duration.
4. The universe which was the subject of the research, including basic demographic details.
5. The details of any samples taken which should include: the size of the sample; the sampre

fraction; the method of sampling; the numberof completed interviews related to the numDer
of planned interviews.

6. Descriptions of the methods of data collection: whether from documents. observation. or
interview and the type of each used.

7. Details of the staff employed and their supervision
8. A copy of any questionnaires, schedules, or interview guides used.
9. The facts found, including those contrary to the hypotheses.
'10. Where data is presented in the form of percentages or other indices, tables should include

the number of cases on which these were based.
'11. The rdlation of the evidence collected to comparable information collected in other studies.
12. As appropriate, the implications of the findings for previously stated theoretical propositions

and / or for action.



Most social research will have involved some statistical material. Usually one needs to know
the totalnumber, age, sex, marital status and occupation of the population thai is under discussion.
Th9!e cgn all best be presented in tabularform, although a descriptive summary in the text is also
helpful. Thus one might say that, " This was largely a population of young marrij;unior executives,,
in the text. ln addition, this may be more precisely recorded in a iablelperhaps in an appendix).
Other research results may depend almost exclusively on tabular presentation. The way a table is
presented is important. lt should always have a serial number and a descriptive tifle to identify it. lt
should indicate its source and to what denominations lhe figures relate: number in sample, percent;
mean etc. columns down and rows across should all be clearly labeled and this should be
consistently followed through out about the use of empty cells, dashes, etc, to avoid confusion
between those where Zero value is indicated and those where there is no information

Data which are presented graphically or in maps should also always be clearly numbered anci
labeled, the key to symbols being given in each case, the values and subjects oiordinates berng
clearly expressed. Maps and diagrams should never try to say too much at once. As two or three
sentences are always better than long and involved one, so are two or three maps better than one
over crowded one.

However it is presented, in words or othenvise, it is a rule of the scientific method that all the
evidence should be presented: that which fits with the thesis and, as well, that which is contrary to
it. In the course of the work, itwill have been the social scientist's business to look forthe evidence
that does not fit, to try, if he had a clear hypothesis, to disprove his case. lt is now, at the report '

stage, his responsibility to report in fullwhat he has discovered, even if it is contrary to his expectation.
Negative findings are as important as positive ones, and may well turn out to be the bisrs upon
which new discoveries are made.

It is also important to show how the findings relate to those of other studies, where they are in
a accord and where they differ. Frequently this calls for statistical comparisons which mav oresent
difficulties. The categories used by other researchers may not be the same. The inteivals rn a
continuum (eg Age groups) may differ, as may be definitions. lf there are differences, the researcner
may have to make some adjustments. For this reason, it is important that, at least for mucn
commonly collected data, there should be agreement on categories and definitions. lt is desirable
that all research workers should collect data on the basis of common categories, even if they wish
to use others of their own invention as well. In the absence of any otheiagreed classifications,
data should be classified according to the categories used by the official govlrnment statistiqans
of the countries where the research is being done. This ensures that each piece of work may be
compared with official data, and also that each piece of research may be compared with each
other' In presenting the report, the distribution for the research population should be shown agarnsr
ar,i relevant national distribution accwdin$io the same categories and definitions. They may arso
be shown a.oording to any other categories which the research worker thinks are more appropriate
to the immediate purpose of his report.

To show in the report, the ways in which the research can be used for comparative purposes
is as :;-nortant as communicating the results of the research itself. Generally speaking the
development of social sciences must depend upon the application of the comparjtive method. ln
its turm this must.lepend on the secondary analysis of comparable data. Field research will only
add its full measure to the sum total of the development of the s'r)iect if data can be p:.esr
ways which make this easier.



15.4. Categories of RePorts:
ThepurposeofthereportiscommUnicationwiththeaudience.Communicabi|itydemands

)netobec|earaboutthepersonsforwhomthegivenreportisintended.Therearethreebroad
xtegories of readers.

i The layman and the general public - The pop-ular Report

2. The administrator and the project sponsor - The report for the administrator

3. The fellow researcher or the - The technical report

technical expert.

)ral Report:
Reporting to any person, eJpecially to the administrator may be oral or in writing' Oral

eport has an important place in U.SA. in l;dia it is still in its infancy- The oral reportis a two-way

,ii"""". There is a give- and -take discussion between the researcher and the audience There

;;;;"G, scope for-exptaining th6 findings and discussing the implications. The researcher can

3laborate his work and convince the au-dience. To maintain a permanent record to the points

liscussed'itishe|pfu|toprepareawrittenreporta|soa|ongwiththeora|presentation.ora|
;";;;til.i" "onf"ren"L 

oi a seminar, really requires more preparation than the written report'

Written Report:
Wriiten reports are of different types. Their planning and documentation vary with the types'

Jurposes and readers.

) The popular rePort:
|tisnecessarytodisseminatethebroadfacts,findingsandrecommendalionstothe

ntelligent lay man. The report for the layman must be lucid and simple. lt should avoid distortion'

i"rg;"na tr"nnicalwords. The researche, may produce summary report for the benefit of layman

,Lig *itn a full technical report. The summary report may be short, simple and lucid, covering

acts findings and recommendations.

i) The report for the administrator:
It is a general survey report for an administrator or.the business executive. This would be of

medium size,ivith some teihnical details and supporting data, followed by a summary and principal

recommendations. lt is like a memorandum and occasionally as a preliminary report'

iii) The Technical RePort:
It is a report by a researcher for another researcher. The technical report may take the

following forms.

1. A detailed report.by a specialist
2. Each expert wduld make his report to the overall director of the survey. The director will

utilise the specialidis' reports in preparing his own economic report'

3. A monograPh
4. An article for a professional joumal

5. The full technical rePort

The basic data and the broad structure are the same forallthese types. But there are differences

rn the selection of facts and the details regarding the method followed'



15.5. Stages in preparing the research report:

. There are three stages.in preparing the research report viz. organisation, write-up, and
documentation. Documentation includesi 1 ) footnotes, 2) bibliography, 3) tables, charts and graphs,
4) quolations, 5) appendices and 6) preface

Organisation:
After data collection and analysis, the researcher's first concern is ordering the parts and

planning the writing. This requires the organisation which is the basis for preparing the report. The
research report as a whole and its parts should have unity, coherence and flow one group offacG
and each conclusions should follow another, through sequence. One should avoid jumbling of
facts, throwing ihem pell-mell at the reader. Distraction of side issues and irrelevancies are to be
avoided. The aim of the authcr should be made plain. Easy communication of research results is
partly a matter of language but largely a matter of planning or organizing the report.

There are three form of organisation i.e the topical, the chronological and the mixed form.
The topical approach, takes topics and sub-topics.as basic to the writing. lt is appropriate to
research current problems, and where the descriptive, analytical and experimental methods
dominate. The majority of investigations belongs to this category. The chronological organisalion
lays emphasis on the time and developmental aspects. The mixed form should 6e adopied. Sincs
it enables movement forward within each topic, with a forward or backward glance in the report.

Satisfactory communication requires a good organisation of the report which has ihree
essential steos.

1 ) Full acquaintance with research notes:
It is desirable to make notes on separate cards or slips called form -fact. Accuracy and

adequacy are required. The investigator should have complete control over the datja. The notes
are to be compared, criticized and revalued to enable the investigator to organise the data in his
own way.

2) The role of thought:
As. research is not a mechanical process, thinking is necessary at every stage. lt is more

important at the stage of orgnisation. The researcher should depend as little as possible on his
research guide or on his friends. This demands patience, deep and alert thinking. The process ol
thinking is a matter of habit and develops with practice.

Write-up:
The clarity in reporting is influenced by a few factors:

a) The reader in view
b) How the technical the problem is
c) The researcher's hold over his facts and technioues
d) His command over language
e) The form and fullness ofthe notes i.e of the data and documentation.
lf is easier to write to the technical man, for he understands the technical terms. Straight
fonvard report is required in the case of administrator and the layman. For them, there is need
for clarity and simplicity in presentation. The writer should have iommand over the language.
clarity alone is not enough,.lt is necessaqy lo convince the audience of the ideas presented.



15.6. Steps in drafting reports:
There are three steps involved in drafting a report.

First Draft:
There first draft concentrates on substance i.e., fullness of facts. Accuracy of the facts

incorporated into the text becomes necessary. lmportance is to be given to the comprehensiveness

of the report, but not to the language and form. For writing the first draft, the researcher should

have control over his notes.

Obiectives:
The objectives of the first draft or rough drafl stage are four:

1 ) Comprehensiveness or fullness of facts,
2) Precision or accuracy of facts.
3) Coherence or logic of facts.
4) Movement or transition of facts and ideas.
There may be defects in the first draft. There would be gaps in facts, ideas and presentation.

Conciseness and clarity may be absent. There may be repetitions. The researcher will have to

conect these defects at this stage.

Steps in writing first Draft:
1 ) Shuffle the notes under each sub{opic and put them in a sequence.
2) Expand the notes and the outline and put-into writing all ideas.

3) Bring out the central point in each chapter, section and paragraph'
4) Repeatedly read and re-read yourown notes to draw outtheirfull significance.

S) Each chapter to begin with what the investigation indicates or what the reader may be

presumed to know alreadY.
The researcher should write the "body' first and the " introduction" at the end. Body.is the

crucial part. lt is the substance ofthe investigation. All statistical tables, charts etc should be kept

separate from the text. Every reader is interested in the conclusions. So conclusions are more

imporhnt than the body. Hence, conclusions should be precise, clear and objective'

Second drdft:
After completion of first draft, the second draft is to be prepared. While drafting the second

one, the researcher should concentrate on form and language. The draft at this stage should be

given a shape, so that it can be readable, clear and lucid. Editing will have to be done to make the

writing precise, concise and brief. At this stiage, critical evaluation will have to be made about all

that has been written -facts, findings, conclusions and recommendations.

Tlps in writing the second draft:
The following points may be kept in mind while drafting at the second stage.

1. Put human interest into the report by using illustrating cases
2. Make the research design plain to the reader.
3. Emphasise clearly important points in method, facts and findings.
4. Expand condensed writing --economy in words is desirable. \
5. Use simple words and avoid complex sentences.
6. Use words which are in common usage.
7. Be strict with words. Words may look alike but have different shades of meaning.



8. Recognise what is wrong with each word and replace it by other words.
9. A void superfluous words.
10. Make clarity your first objective in writing

"Don't's" in writing the second Draft:
1. Avoid the language which only few can understand.
2. Avoid complex sentences.
3. Avoid mass of facts, data and arguments.
4. Avoid awkward repetition, vagueness and unnecessary abstraction.
5. Avoid using words having same meaning.
6. Avoid words which do not mean anything specific. e.g trend, factor, forces and movemenr.7. Avoid long and redundant words.

Tests to be applied:
At the end of the second draft, the researcher may ask himself and answer a few questions.

1 . Does the title cover the scope of the subject?
2. ls the initial hypothesis tested adequately?
3. Are the divisions of the report logical?
4. Does the beginnjng begin and conclusion conclude?
5. ls there smooth development from the introduction to the recommendation?
6. ls the report as thorough as the writer can make it?
7. ls the conclusion effective?

. 8. Are the opening sentence, paragraphs, sections etc attractive?
9. ls the style smooth?
10. Has the audience been kept in mind ? or has the researcher written for himself?
11. Does the writing have too many "somewhat', "perhaps", "rather" indlcating indecision?
12. Has the writing over emphasized by using too many " very", " invariably", .-iremendous", ,,

extraordinary", etc.?
13. Has too much ofjargon and vague words been used?
14. Finally, is the researcher, as his own critic, satisfied with the reoort.

The third draft:
The final stage in drafting is the preparation offinal report. The focus is on the finish and

final touches i.e on documentation. The report should be weighty, authoritative, convincing and
attractive. Documentation indicates references, other previous and current work, additional data
and disclssion, and suggested further reading on the specific problem. lt indicates thoroughness
of investigation aqda gr.iide to further work. A good research paper depends upon the accurate and
thorough recordingl of the investigation.

The presentation of sampling Enors in the report:
The presentation of sampling errors sometimes causes awkwardness. To accompany

each figure by its corresponding standard error satisfies the most rigorous requirement but hardly
makes for easy reading. In the body of the table, approximate values of the standard error figurei
should be quoted ideally, standard enor figures should be quoted for two or three confidence
levels, so that the reader can make his choice.



Presentation of inconclusive or negative results in the report:. 
Researcher are reluctant tJ publish inconclusive or negative results. The.negative results

a,€ as i;;;;;;i ;; il; p;.ittu" 
"nes. 

tf the research resutts point ctearty against the hvpothesis,
.';;;;;f ;t 

".. 
tt itre |.esutts are inconctusive, it may be usefut to future workers.

.Therearethreeprob|emsinresearchreportwriting;howtobegin,howtocarryonandhow

tocometoac|ose.Agoodwritermustknowwheretoend.oneshou|dcarefu||yuseproper
adiectives.Themoretheadjectives,thehigheristhe.emotiona|state,whichissaidtobethe
enemv of a scientific method. A p"ssage 

'ay 
appear to be beautifu| to the writer, but to others, the

;;;;i6;;t not be ctear. In such a Case, it is better to rewrite the whole thing once again.

15.7. SummarY:
t -'' ' - 

tn" Rrri tnings that must be decided in preparing the report are for whom it is to be written'

whether it is to be published and if so in what form' The audience will affect the manner and order

ofpresentation.Aresearchreportaddressedtofe||owacademicscanassumeacomp|ete|ydifferent
kindofknow|edgefromaresearchreportaddressedtolaypersons

A|thoughthesty|eandemphasisofthepresentationwi||varyaccordingtotheaudience,
the general pri'nciples which govein the presentation of any report remain the same. The general

principles are that the researJher should say what he set out to do (object), how he did it (method)'

'whatcameoutofit,bothnegativeandpositive(resu|ts)andwhatfina||yconc|udedfromthis."-- --ihe 
uasic quality of g-ood scientific writing is accuracy and clarity. Whether u.sing technical

terms or not, clarity of styt! is essential. TherJ is no good reason for consistently using four-

"Vfi"lf" 
.''"i" instead of one-syllable words with essentially'the same meaning' .Similarly' 

two or

three r€latively simple sentences may convey an idea more clearly than one corhplicated sentence

with a numberof entangled clauses".

oneshou|dbeginwithpreparingadetai|edout|ineofhisreport.Asentenceout|ineor
paragraph outline rathir a topital outline is prefened.. Before the researcher starts 

-writing 
his

refi, ;" should have drawn up an outline oi the way in which he proposbs to do it' This would

consistofheadingsandsub.headingsandanindicationoftheway,undereachofthese'he
ptoposes to gather his data'

The research should start with the object of the research a,rd include the theoretical, specific

ard where relevant, practical aims. lt should then describe the research procedure as it actually
.tookotace,thatisthemethods.|nmanypiecesofresearch,morethanonemethodhavebeen

used.

Havingsetouttheobjectsandtheactua|methodsused,thenextthingistodisp|aythe
findings. Theindings of sociai research can be displayed in wo,us, in tables, in diagrams' in maps

and s6me times even in three-dimensional models. Which form of presentation is used, or in what

combinations they are used, depends on the nature of the research and also a good deal on the

audience, not all of whom may be very great reaclers'

.rneora|reportisatwo.wayprocess.Thereisagive-and-takediscussion.betweenthe
Fsoarcher and the audience. The ieiearcher can elaborate his work and convince the audience'

written'reportsareofdifferenttypes.Thepopularreportintendedforthe|aymanmustbe
lucid, and simple. lt should avoid distortion' jargon and technical words'



The report for the administrator is a general survey report. This would be of medium size,
with some technical details and supporting data, followed by summary and principal
recommendations.

The technical report is a detailed report by a specialist. lt is a report by a researcher for
'another researcher. lt can take the form of a monograph, or an article for a proiessional journal.

. There are three stages in preparing the research report viz. organisation, write-up and
documentalion, documentjation includes: 'l 

) Footnotes, 2) Bibliography, 3) Tables, charb and graphs,
4) Quotations, 5) Appendices and, 6) Preface.

There are three steps involved in drafting a report. The first draft concentrates on substance
i.e., fullness offacts. For writing the first draff, the researcher should have control overhis notes.

After completion of first draft, the second draft is to be prepared. while drafting the second
one, the researcher should concentrate on form and language. The draft at this stage should be
given a shape, so that it can be readable, clear and lucid.

The final stage in drafting is the preparation offinal report. The focus is on the finish and
finaltouch i.e on documentation. The report should be weighty, authoribtive, convincing and attractive.

15.8. Key Words:
a) Scientific Report
b) Outline
c) Sampling errors

15.9. Model Questions:
1. Discuss the characteristics of scientific report
2. Explain the contents ofa research report.

15,10. Reference Books:
1. Bajpai, S.R : Methods of social survey and research.
2. Saravanavel (2004) : Research methodology, Kitab Mahal, Allahabad.

Prof. M. Lakshmipathi Raju
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Lesson-16

STATISTICS
16.0. Objectives:

The objectives of this lesson are to explain the uses, functions and limitations of
statistics.

Contents:

1 6.1 . Introduction

16.2. Definition

16.3. Uses of Statistics in Social Work Research

16.4. Limitations of Statistics

16.5. Distrust of Statistics

16.6. Functions of Statistics

16.7. Summary

16.8. Key words

16.9. Exercises

16.10. References

16.1. lntroduction:
The term 'statistics' appears to have been derived from the Latin phrase 'ratio status'and

its ltalian equivalent 'regione di stato'- both meaning the study of practical politics orthe statesman's
a rt.

Descriptive figures on various aspects of economic and social life of a political community
were considered essential for the purpose of administration. Historical records reveal that the
earlier states collected periodic figures on manpower and material strength for making military and
fiscal policies.. The record was made up{o-date once in five years. This method of recording
began to be called 'census'. The very same name is given to the modern census operations,
carried out once jn ten years, which include much more than mere counting of adult male populalion.

Ancient kings used to keep regular records of adult male population which revealed military
shength of their kingdom, la.(able capacity of people, births and deaths etc., Since the purpose
behind such collection of fr'cfs and figures by the ancient states was purely national, the science
of statistics never crossed political boundaries. Therefore, statistics was then described as the
science of kings.

Statistics, born ofthe practical needs ofthe state to register its population, are finding ever-
increasing application in every day life. Infact statistical thinking is considered as the scientific
form of every day thinking.



The growth of statistics in the present century is such that no branch of knowledge can move
fon /ard without the help of statistics. Infact, it affects every one, and touches life at many points.
Statistics once regarded as the Science of Kings. can rightly be called the Science of Common
man.

ls statistics a Science or an Art? The answer is that statistics is both an art and a science.

Statistics is a science: Science refers to a systematized body of knowledg-. lt studies the
phenomena objectively and avoids vague judgments. Statistics is a science as it has a definite
body of knowledge. lt also adopts a system in aniving at the results.

Statistics is an art. An Art refers to the skill of handling facts so as to achieve a given objective.
It is concerned with ways and means of presenting and handling data, making inferences logically
and drawing relevant conclusions.

Statistics is not a body of substantive knowledge but a body of methods for obbining
knowledge. lf the science is knowledge; then art is action. From that point of view statistics may
also be regarded as an art.

The word statistics conveys difierent meaning to people. To some it is an applied branch
of Mathematics and to others it refers to tables, graphs, and charts and figures which one finds in
newspapers, journals, books, reports etc.

In statistics, figures (numbers) are the raw material. The figures are processed and brought
in the form of useful information. Whenever numbers are collected, processed regardless of what
they represent, they become statistics. In otherwords, statistics refers to collection and presentation
of numerical data, making logical inferences and arriving at relevant conclusion.

The word statistics refers to quantitative information. ln this context, it is used as a 'plural-
noun'- the statistics of births and deaths, exports, imports, prevalence and incidence.

Statistics is a method of dealing with quantitative information. In this context where as it is
used as a singular. Statistics deals with the collection, presentation, analysis and interpretation of
the ouantitative information.

In social sciences, statistics is not usually studied for its orvn sake. lt is widely used as a
tool in the analysis of problems.

Govemmental, non€overnmental and academic institutions use statistical methods as an
important aid in forecasting, controlling and exploring.

Statistical methods range from a most elementary descriptive devices, which can tb
understood by any one to most technical and complicated mathematical procedures, which can
be understood by an expert.

16.2. Definition:
There have been various definitions of statistics by different authors. Some authors have

defined it from the point of view of numerical statement of facts and many others on the basis of
statistical methods.

's)



The scope of statistics is much wider than what it was sometimos back. Various writers
and professors have differently defined the word statistics.

According to A. L. Bowley 'Statistics' are numerical statements of facts in any department
of enquiry, placed in relation to each other'. Bowley called statistics as the 'science of averages'
and 'science of counting'.

Yule states 'Statistics are quantitative data affected to a marked extent by multiplicity of
causes'.

Waugh defined statistics as a body of methods, which are used when we wish to study
masses of numerical data and to extract from them a few simple facts.

According to Connor 'statistics is the study which deals with the collection, analysis and
interpretation of figures'.

According to Croxton and Cowden 'Statistical methods range from most elemenhry
descriptive devices which may be understood by any one to those extremely complicated
mathematical procedures which are comprehended by only the most expert theoreticians'
According to them, statistics may be defined as the collection, presentation, analysis and
interpretation of numerical data. The definition includes the stages of a statisticalinvestigation i.e.,
collection, analysis, presentation and interpretation of numerical data.

We can give a simple definition of statistics as follows:

"Statistics is the science which deals wlth the collection, organlzation, presentation,
analysis and interpretation of quantitative data in any sphere of enquiry".

The definition includes five stages of a statistical investigation.

d Collection of data is the first step in a statistical investigation. The data may be available
either from primary sources or from secondary sources. Data are like.the raw material that needs
to be converted into a finished Droduct.

b) Oroanization of.the data collected includes editing, coding and classification. The last step
in organization is the tabulation. Th: pu;pose of tabulation is to arrange the data in columns
and rows so that there is clarity in the data presented.

c) The data are to be the oresented in an orderly manner. The data may be presented in the
form of diagrams andpraphs.

d) The purpose of analysis is to explore the valuable information for decision-making.

e) Interoretation, the last stage of an investigation, is to provide logical explanations for the
data. This is the most difiicult task and requires high degree of skilland experience.on the
part of the researcher.



Horace Secrist gives a comprehensive definition of statistics, whiotr include all the essential
characteristics of statistics except inferences

He defines statistics as follows:

By statistics, we mean aggregate of facts, affected to a marked extent by multiplicity of
causes, numerically expressed, enumerated or estimated according to some reasonable strandards
of accuracy, collected in a systematic mannef fora predetermined purpose, and placed in relation
to each other.

The Characteristics of statistics are:

a) Statistics are aggregate of facb and an isolated figure would not constitute statistics.
b) Stratistics are afi'€cted to a marked extent by multiplicity of factors and only the combined

effect of causes may be determined. Infact, the effect ofvarious forces on a particular phenomenon
cannot be separated.

c) Statistics must be numerically expressed. The facts must be expressed in definite numerical
qualities. A qualitative statement of fact is insignificant in the study of statistics.

d) Staristics must be enumerated or estimated according to some reasonal standard of
accuracy. In measuring the height of students for a medical test, perfect accuracy is requircd;
where as measuring the distance between two cities, even a few yards may be ignored. In the
latter instance only reasonable accuracy will arise out of a significanfly large area.

In many statistical studies perfect accuracy is not possible. lt is essential to fix the desired
standard of accuracy before hand.

e) Statistics must be collected in a systematic manner for a predetermined purpose. The
data must be collected keeping in view the purpose ofthe study. otherwise, unnecessary data

- may be collected and necessary data may be ignored. The researcher must have a plan of data' collection on the basis of the purpose of enquiry This will pave way in the systematic collection of
data that are free from bias and errors.

f) Statistics must be placed in relation.te-each other. The ultimate goal of any statistical
investigation is a comparative study. The collected data must be analyzed and compared with
reference to time. When the per capita income of the Indian population in 2OO1 is given; the figure
is not significant unless it is compared with that of an earlier period. The figure may also be'compared 

with the figures of other countries. lt i5 important to note that the figures to be compared
belong to the same department of enquiry.

S) The logic used in statistics is known as induction. In statistical method, inferences
are drawn about the population from the information contained in a sample, which is only a part of
the population (universe) and thus we pass from particular to the general.

16.3. Uses of Statistics in Social Work Research:

We are living in the age of statistics. All branches of knowledge require the use of the
'ristics. Today, statistics is considered as the scientific study of handling quantitative information



The essential purpose is to describe and draw inferences about the numerical properties of
population.

Research develops qualitatively with statistics and hence, the profession of social work
also develops. Research in social sciences in general, and social work in particular, will be poorer

without the use of statistics.

The utility of statistics in social work research can be summarized as noted below:

a) Statistical methods are applied in social work to analyze the crucial problems that adversely
. affecl human welfare. For ex. With the help of statistics we can understand the relationship

between alcoholism and crime; unemployment and poverty; standard of living and family size.
In modern world, complex problems are solved to a greater extent with the help of statistical
methods. We can understand the effectiveness of socialwork methods in dealing with different
individual and familial problems

b) Forformulating research design, including selecling the sampling, the knowledge of statistics
is essential.

c) Statistics enables not only to predict and test hypothesis; but also to determine the accuracy
of one's decisions.

d) For construction of scales and uirderstand the validity and reliability of scaling techniques, the
knowledge of statistics is essential.

e) For computer processing of data and analysis of data, knowledge of statistics is essential.

f) Statistics disallows any vague conclusions and emphasizes arriving at definite ones. These
techniques enable to present the results in a summarized, more meaningful and convenient
form. lt helps in drawing generalizations.

g) The journbls and technical report are full of statistical language. Students of social work
cannot ignore statistics while carrying out empirical work.

16.4. Limitations of Statistics:

The utility of statistics in different fields does not always give the impression that it is a
blessing. We need to see the other side of the coin. The limitations in the application of the
statistics are as follows:

a) Statistics deals only with the aggregate of facts and no importance is given to individual
items. The study of individual measurement does not fall under the scope of statistics.

Ex. : A survey of the income of a particular village reveals that the average income is Rs. 10,000/
-. This does not mean that all families in that village have similar income. There are some
families whose income is more than Rs. 10.000/- and some other families whose income is less
than the Rs. 10,000f. The average indicates the aggregate of facts.

The average has statistical relevance but not the single measurement. The mark obtained
by one student is not the subject matter of statistics. The average mark has the statistical
relevance.



Statistics studies qualitative phenomenon in indirect form. Some facts like hones$, culture
cannot be studied quantitatively. lt is essential that quantitrative aspects be extracted
from qualitative aspects.

Statistical results are not universally true like physics and chemistry. They are true only
under certain conditions.

Statistics is not the only way of studying a phenomenon. For example when we want to
study the economic set-up of a country statistically, it is to be supplemented by other
evidence like the background of the country's culture and traditions. These issuesdonot
come under the study of statistics.

In the hands of an inexperienced person, statistics is liable to be misused. lt is even more
dangerous if it is used by a person who does not know how to use statistics.

There are many misgivings among the general public about the reliability and utility of
statistics. These misgivings have impaiiad the reputation of statistics.

The following are the examples:

a) Statistics can prove any thing.

b) There are three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies and statistics.

c) Statistics are like clay of which one can make a god or devil as one likes.

d) One ounce of truth will produce tons of statistics.

e) lf figures say so it cannot be otherwise.

f) Statistics are like miniskirts. They cover up essentials but give you ideas.

There are many reasons that can be attributed to the growing unpopularity of statistics.

16.5. Distrust of Statistics:
Since, figures are more convincing than mere statements, people can easily be misled.

They can be manipulated in such a manner so as to establish foregone conclusions. Statistics
neither proves nor disproves anything. lt is only a tqol. i.e., a method of approach.

As a tool, if it is properly used, statistics gives valuable results, if misused they do more
,harm than good. In the hands of a wrong person, even medicine, produces disaster. Then we
should not blame the medicine.

Statistics will not tell lie, but it is the person who projects the figures so. Through statistics
truth can be distorted.

However, one needs to understand that statistics is an important tool in research inspite of
its inherent limitations.

16.6. Functions of Statistics:
a) lt presents facts in a precise, definite and understandable form.

b)

c)

d)

e)



b) Statistics simplifies the mass of data.

c) Statistics facilitates comparison.

d) Statistics helps in formulating and testing hypothesis.

e) Statistics helps in predicting the future trends and tendencies.

f) Statistics helps in the formulation of suitable policies.

Robert W Burgess has summed up the functions of statistics as 'The fundamental gospel
of statistics is to push back the domain of ignorance, rule of thumb, arbitrary or premature decision,
traditions and dogmatism and to increase the domain in which decisions are made and principles
are formulated on the basis of analyzed quantitative facts'.

16.7. Summary:
Statistics, as a discipline, has a long- history. The growth of statistics in the present era is

such that no branch of knowledge can move fonrvard without the help of statistics. Once regarded
as'Science of Kings', statistics is now aptly called 'the Science of Common-man'.

The word statistics refers to a method dealing with quantitative information. In this context,
it is used as a singular. lt is a method that deals with the collection, presentration, analysis and
interpretation ofthe quantitative information. The figures are processed and brought in the form of
useful information. The word statistics also refers to quantitative information. tn this context. it is
used as a 'olural-noun'.

Statistics is both a science and an art. lt can be defined as follows:
' Statistics is the science which deals with the collection, organisation, presentation, analysis and
interpretation of quantitative data in any sphere of enquiry".

The characteristics of statistics are:
a) Statistics are aggregate of facts
b) Statistics are affected to a marked extent by the multiplicity of factors
c) Stratistics must be numerically expressed
d) Statistics must be enumerated or estimated according to some reasonable standard of

accuracy
e) Statistics must be collected in a systematic manner for a pre- determined purpose
f) Statistics, must be placed in relation to each other, and
g) The logic used in statistics is known as induclion..

Statistics is extensively used in social science research in general and social work research
in particular. Tbe limitations in the application of statistics are to be noted carefully. Inspite of the
limitatircns, one can surely say that statistics is an important tool in research. The functions
of statistics are varied. Every social worker must have the basic knowledge of statistics and
apply the same with utmost care.

16.E. Koy words:
1) Statistics: lt is concerned with collecting, organizing, analyzing and drawing conclusions

from numerical data.
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2) Normal distribution:Adistribution of scores that produc€s a bell-shaped, symmetrical curve'
3) Descriptive statistics: The branch of statistics that provides a means of summarizing data

or presenting the data in a usable and convenient form.

16.9 Exercises:

1) Bring out the uses of statistics in social work research.

2) What are the functions of statistics?

3) Mention the limitations of statistics.

16.10 References:

1 ) Gupta.S.P. '1984, Statistical Methods. Sultanchand and Sons,

New Delhi,2004.

2) Young, Pauline.V: Scientific Social Surveys and Research, Prentice
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Lesson-17

MEASURES OF CENTRAL VALUE OR AVERAGE

17.0. Objectives:
The objectives oft his lesson are to explain functions and uses ofan average and types of

averages.

Contents:
1 7.1 . lntroduction
1 7.2. Functions and Uses of an Average
17.3. Essentials of an ldeal averaoe
17.4. Types ofAverages

v Arithmetic Mean
v Median
v Mode

17.5. Summary
17.6. Key Words
17.7. Exercises
17.8 References

17.1. lntroduction:
Statistics, as an art and sciehce, centers around the use of the term average. The term

'Average' has so many popular associations. TV programmes, radio programmes and even budget
is prepared keeping in view the average viewer / person in mind. In view of its popular usage in
day-to-day life, many statisticians prefer to drop it from the technical term and refer to it as a
measure of central tendency.

The numerical descriptions that can adequately describe the concentration of large numbers
around a central value are known as measures of central tendency or average.
An average is used to summarize a mass of individual observations in a much more concise
fashion that is accomplished by a frequency distribution. An average is the centre of gravity of the
raw data or mass information

17.2. Functions and Uses of an Average:
It is a shorthand description of mass of quantitative data. The average is a single figure,

which is easy to understand and to interpret the data.
An average provides a common denomination for comparing two groups of data.
An average can provide a measure of typical size. For example, the average marks of group of
students in a particular subject are 65 marks. We can say whether a given students falls above or
below the average marks.
An average enables us to get a clear picture of the complete group. lt is easy to remember the
average rather than the total raw data. The use of Average is more economical and meaningful. .

17.3 Essentials of an ldeal average:
There are several statistical measures that may be used as averages. We need to keep in

mind the purpose at hand and use the right kind of average.
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The properties of an ldeal Average are:

It is rigidly defined and it has only one interpretation to offer. The average so computed by
different computers will be same.
All items in the distribution are taken into consideration for calculat, .g the average.
The average should not be affected by extreme values.
The average must be easy to calculate and simple to understand.
lf different samples are drawn from the population, however carefully they may be chosen, the
1v,9rage of one sample may not be the same of another. There may bL difflrences. These
differences are called fluctuations of sampling. Under such conditions those averages in which
the differences are not marked are referred to as stable and representative.

17.4. Types of Averages:
The average may be obtained by several ways. Generally, the followtng types are extensively

useo:
Arithmetic Mean
Median
Mode
Geometric Mean
Harmonic Mean.

ARITHMETIC MEAN:

Arithmetic mean is the most popular and suitable form of average. lts popularity is because
of its easy understandability and utility.

It is popularly referred to as 'average par excellence'. Although there are several kinds of means,
the arithm€tic mean is used so often that a reference to mean invariably refers to arithmetic mean.

where further analysis is required, arithmetic mean is commonly used. placing a llne over the
symbol representing the variable indicates the mean of a variable.

For ex X refers to mean of Variable X: y refers to mean of variable y.
The mean is calculated by dividing the sum of allthe values of a variable with the number of cases.
In Algebraic Form X = .X

n

Where "" refers to summation sign. , lt indicates the sum of whatever follows:

L;lculation of Arithmetic Mean - individual observations:
The mg6n is calculated by dividing the sum of all values of variable by the number of

cases. Placing a line over the symbol representing the variable indicates the mean of a variable.

For "" X is the mean of the variable
x = X1.1x^,"lx3.l)({-

{
N

x=
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(Xl + 4+\+ X1... . .. are th€ given values of the variable) where '"'- Greek Capital SorSigma
is itre c6nvehtion-al summation sign. lt do6s not represent a separate quality but indicates the sum

of whatever follows.

N stiands for the number items in the seri€s.
Ex : The marks obtained by 10 persons arc mentioned below Find out the Arithmetic Mean.

,$, 45, 46, 35, 38, 42, 52,62,70,4',1
Sl. No.
I
2
3
4
D

6
7
n
o

10
x

Marks Obtained(X)
4
45
6
35
38
42
52
62
70
41

471

Arithmetic Mean = g1
jl0

Arithmetic Mean: 47.10

Discrete Series:
Steps
Multiply each size of the variable X with its rEspective frequency and add the products so obtained
.fx
Divide the total by the total of frequencies. The resultant quotient is the Arithmetic Mean.

x=

lllustration:
The wages of 100 workers are given below: Find out the mean wages

Wages ( x)(Rs.) No. of Workers(f)
15
16
21

24
18
06

g
N

50
60
70
80
90
100

Solution :

Wages (x)(Rs.)
50

fx
0750

No.
15

of Workers(f)
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60
j.7o

80
90

'100

{=

l=

16
,21

24
18
06
Tcttal: 100

osd)
1470
1920
1620
o6m
.tx:7320

f
N

7320
100

Rs. 73.20

Continuous Series :
Steps
Replace the classes with mid-values. .,

Multiply each mid-value by the respective class ft€quency and summate the products .fx,
Divide .fx by the total frequency.
lllustration: The marks obtained by 'l0O students are shourn in tabular form. Compute the Arithmetic
Mean.

/ Marks
I so-no

uto - 50
\50-60
00-70
7.0 - 80
80-90
90 - 100
Solution :

Marks
30-40
40-50
50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90
90 - 100

x=

l=

No. of Studonts
02
16
10
28
14
16
14

MU-value(x)
35
/t5
55
65
75
85
95

fx
0070
0720
0550
1820
1050
1360
1330
.fx : 6900

g
N
6900
100

No. of $qdenb(f)
02
16
10
28
14
t6
14
N:100

=69
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Merits of Arithmetic Mean
Even if different persons compute, the arithmetic mean of a series will be same' All will anive at

the same value.
Every item orvalue in a series is taken intoaccount fOr calculation. Hence, itisa perfect average'

Arithmetic average lend itself to further statistical calculations. lt has wider coverage and scope in

application.
T'he sampling fluctuation is minimal and hence, it is preferred over other measures of central

tendency.

Limitations:
As mentioned earlier, allvalues in a series are taken into consideration while computing arithmetic

mean. Sometimes this may be a liability when some values are extremely small while some

values are extrernely big. The result is the incorrect version of the situation.

For Ex. The mean olthe 100, 120, 1 50, 1 1 0 and 1000 is 296. The average is much higher than four

out offive items and hence does not convey the real situation.

It so happens in some occasions that the resultant average may not coincide with any of the actual

item in ihe series. Hence, the average is not always a true representative of the whole series. For

Ex. The arithmetic mean of 15,12,13,20 and 10 is 14, a figure that is not the value of any item in

the series included in its computation.

There are occasions when the arithmetic mean give false impression and misleading conclusions.

For ex. The profits earned by two companies in three consecutive years are as follows:

ComPanY A
I Year 15 Crores
ll Year 20 Crores
lllYear 25 Crores

Company B
25 Crores
20 CroreP
15 Crores

The average profit of both the companies is same i.e., 20 crores (15 + 20 + 25 = 6O/3 =

20). But the reality is that company 'A has performed better than company'B'as there is a

substantial increase in the profit over years. While, the profits of company'B' have come down

gradually over years. This only implies that arithmetic average conceal the vital aspects and

reveals only the obvious.

MEDIAN

Median is the 'middle-most' or the 'most-central' value of a set numbers. Median is entirely the

positional average. Here position refers to the location of lhe central value of the series- The

position is such that equal numbers of the items are found on either side of the series.

According to Lincoln L Chao'Median' is the value that divides a series of observations

ordered with respect to magnitude of values, so that the number of items above it is equal to the

number of items below it.



Median is a measure of central tendency that represents the midpoint in a distribution of
ordered data. Median is the middle value when the data are arranged either in ascending or in
descending order. lf the set of data has an even number of scores, the median is the mean of the
two middle values.

Calculation of Median -: Individual observations:
Steps
Arrange the data either in ascending or descending order of size.
count the items and locate the middle value. This is the median.
The position or size of the median can be located by,the formula:
Median=Sizeof N+1 th item

N refers to the number of items.
lllustration:
The daily wages ( in Rs.)of labourers in a market place are given below: Find out the median
wages.

. 50,75,65, 45, 60, 70,40,45,80, 70, 35
: Solution:

Arrange the data in ascending or descending order.
35,40,45,45, 50,60,65, 70, 70, 75,80
Median=Sizeof N+1 th item

2

Median = Size of 11 + 1 th item
2

= 1212 th item
=6 th item
= 6 th item is 60
Median = 60
Calculation of Median - Discrete Series:
Arrange the data either in ascending or descending order of size.
Convert the given frequencies into cumulative frequencies.
Median=Sizeof N+1 th item

z
Apply the formula:
N+1
2
Look at the cumulative frequency column and find that total which is either equal to
or immediate next higher that and determine the value of the variable corresponding to this. This is
the median value.

lllustration:
Find out Median for the following data
Annual Income( Rs.) No. of Persons(f)
25,000 15
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30,000
20,000
35,000
32,000
40,000

Solution : Rearrange the data as follows :

M€asures of Central Valu€'..

20
12
16
24
13

Annual lncome
20,000
25,000
30,000
32,699 :>- .

35,000
40,000

No. of Persons(f)
12
15
20
24
16
13

Cumulative Frequency
12
27
47
71

87
r00

Median = Size of N+1 b item
2

100 +

101

2

1

2
th item

th item
= 50.5 th item

Find out either equal to 50.5b item or next higher value in cumulative frequency column.

since 50.5h item is not there in cumulatlve frequency, th€ next higher value is 71. The

conesponding,value of the variable is 32,Ofl).
Hence Median is Rs. 32,000/-.

Calculation of Median - Continuous Series

Convert frequencies into cumulative frequencies for oacfi one.
Median = Size of N th item

.2
Apply the formula:

c) Look at the cumulative frequency column and identt'fi the sizo either
equal to N/2 or next higher size. The conspordlng dass is the class
where the median lies.

Median = L +

Use the Formula
L : Lower limit of the class in whidl median lieo.
N/2 : Median ltem
cf : Cumulative frequency just above N/2
f : frequenry of the Median class.
i : class interval.

N/2 -cf xi
t



Compute Median for the following data
Class Group(tQ Score) No. of persons
80-90
90 - 100
100 - 110
110 - 120
120 - 130
130- 140

Solution
Class Group(lQ Score)
80-90
90 - 100
100- 110
110 - 120
120 - 130
130- 140

10
13
28
59
68
22
200

No. of Percons(f) Cumulaiive frequency
10
23
51
110.
178
2@

10
13
28
59
68
22
200
th item

th item

Median = Size of

= Size of

N
2

200
2

'l00b item
Median f ies in the column 11O - 12O
Median = L +

L= 110

Nt2-cf
t

|,1/2 = 100
cf =51
f =59
i = 10

xi

Median = 110 + 100-51
59

Median = 110 +

= 110 + 0.83 x 10

= 110 + 8.3
Median = 118.30

x10

x 1049
59



Merits of Median:
The median value can be identified directly and hence, it is representative of the actual data.

It is easy to understand.
Median overcomes the problem of a few extremely high or low values in a series, as happen '

in case of calculating mean.
The value of median can be represented graphically too.
It can be used for further statistical analysis.
Limitations:
It is a locative average and not a computed average.
The data are to be arranged either in ascending or in descending order. Sometimes it may be

tedious and consumes more time to rearange the data.
It is affected more by sampling'fluctuations than tha of arithmetic mean.

Median refers only to middle value, though the adjaccnt items may also be same. The median

loses its importance if the number of items is small'
In some instances the median may not be the true representative, if wide gap is present

betwoen items. Forex. The median of 8, 10, 15,45,70 is l5which is notthetrue representative

of the group.

Measures of location based on other partitioned values:
Median divides the array into two parts, one part having half the values greater than the

median and the other half having the values lower than the median. In the same way, when the

series can be divided into four equal parts, it is called Quartile. The first Quartile or lower Quartile
(Q1) is that value at or below which one-forth of all the items in the series fall. The second Quartile
(Q2) is identical with the median. The third quartile or upper quartile (Q3) is that value at or below

which three fourths of the items fall.

The first quartile leaves 25% of the members of the group above it and 75% below it; and

the third quartile leaves 75% above it.

Decile divides a series into 1 0 equal parts. A percentile divides a series into hundred equal
parts-

The main purpose for which quartile, and percentile are computed is to know exactly the
' comoosition of a series.

lllustration: Calculate Q l and Q3 for the following series:
Daily Wagesq
50
60
7C

80
90
100

No. of fi'orkers
1E
,ta

5Z
19
11



Solution

Daily Wages No. of Workers Cumulative Frequency
40 15 15
50 18 33
60 20 53

80 32 120
90, 19 139
100 '11 150

150
Q1 = Size of (N )th item

4

= 150 37.5rh item
4

The size of 37.5rh item is in the cumulative frequency 53. The size against it is 60
Q3 = Size of 3( N Xh item

A

Q3= 3( 150 )th item
4

=112.5th item

The size of 112.5 item lies in the cumulative frequency of 120. The size against it is 80.
Hence, Q1 = 60

Q3=80

MODE
The mode is the frequently occuring score in a set of scores. lt is also a measure of central
tendency where maximum concentration of a value in a distribution is taken into consideration.

Mode is.the position of greatest density. To find out the average shoe size, and average size of
family, thode is the typical value. .

In daily life, we hear the following:
The average height of an Indian is five feet and four'ihc-he-s
The average person is honest.
The average page contains 300 words.

Calculation of Mode - individual observations:

In an array, finding out the value of mode does not pose any problem. The most frequently
repeated value can be easily inspected which forms the modal value of that series.

In a college election, the votes obtained by three persons are shown below:
Names No. of Votes Obtained

l0l rs

3570



Gopal 545
Vwek 680
Ramesh 425

In the above illustration, Vivek is declared elected as he has got highest numberof votes.

Further, it is wrong to conclude that he represents majority. The reasons that there is more
number of votes (put together) infavour of other two candidates.

It also happens that in certain instances a given data may have more than one modal
value. lf there is only one mode in a series, it is referred to uni-modal; if there are two modes, it is
referred to as bi- modal, if there are three, it is termed as tri-modal and if there are more than three,
it is called multi-modai series.

Calculation of Mode - Discrete Series:
ln discrete series, identification of modal value is easy and immediate. The value, which

has the highest frequency in the modal value.
Family Size No. of Families
210

rl 15
425
508
609

For Ex.:

Family size 4 is the modal value as it has the maximum concentration.

Calculation of Mode - Continuous Series:
From the following data regarding the annual ingome of 100 families, find outthe averag€

income by means of Mode:
Annual Income (in Thousands) No. of Families
10-20 08
20-30 10
30-40 12
40-50 25
50 -60 16
60-70 15
70-80 09
80-90 04

100

In this case, the highest frequency is 25. The modal group can be located as 40 - 50. But mode
should always be a single figure and not a group.

The actual .mode lies in the group of 40 - 50. This needs to be located by the process of
interpolation according to frequencies before and after the modal group.

04
03

7
8



The formula generally used to locate mode is as folrows:
z=\+ f,-f. xi

2f 1- to-f 
2

z
t,,
f1
fo
f,
i

Z=4O+

Z=40+

Z=4Q+

"13
50 - 12- 16

Mode
Lower limit of the modalgroup.
Frequency of the modal group.
Frequency of the group prior to modal group.
Frequency of the group.
Class interval
25-12
2x25 - 12- 16

x 10

x 10

13
22

x 10

Z= 4 + 5.91
Z=45.9'l

Merits of Mode:
Mode is an inspectional value, which represents the majority of cases. lt can be ascertained
without much mathematical calculations.
The point of maximum concentrate is of prime importance in identifying mode. Further, it is not
essential to know all the items in a series. The reason is that extreme item will have onlv less
concentration of items. Hence, Mode is not affected by extreme values of a series.
Mode can be applied to both qualitative and quantitative data.

Limitations:
Mode is a locative and not a computed average. Mode becomes less useful if a series has more
than one mode.
It cannot be rightly called representative as it is not based on all items of a series.
Often it requires grouping; which is a time consuming process.
The product of number of items and the modb does not give the correct total.

17.5. Summary:

The numerical descriptrons that can adequately describe the large numbers around a central
value are known as measures of central tendency or average. An average is the centre of gravity
of the raw data or mass information.

An average is a single value that represents a group ofvalues. Since the average represonts
the entire data, its value lies somewhere in between the two extremes.i.e., the largest and the



The generally used types of averages are
a) Arithmetic Mean
b) Median
cJ Mode

QSeometricMean
gftlarmonic Mean.

:,t Ot all the types of averages. arithmetic mean is the most popular and suitable form of
average: The aritfunetic averags iddebrmined by adding up the quantities of each unit in a

listribution and then dividing by the number of units. Median represents the midpoint in a

Cistribution of ordered data. lt is entil€ly a positional average. Moderepresehts the most frequent

{alue in a distribution. Arithmetic mean is prefened tb other measures because of less sampling

hhctuations.

.'t7.6. Key words:i:, lrilean: The arithmetic av€rag€ is dotemined byidding up he quantities of each unit in a

gtstribution and then dividing by the rrumber of units- : 'r
'iredian ; lt is a measure of centra'FtenC€ncy that.rdpresents tb€ mid+oint in'a dishibution of

ordered data. Median is entirely an positi{nal average.
Mode: A measure of central tendency thairepresenb the most frequent valuc in adistribution' lt is

the most freqvently occurring score in a set of scores'
RefarencEE:
Blalock, H.M. Social S:tatistics, McGraw-Hill, New York'1972 o

Cooliclge, Frederick L: statistics: A Gentte'lntroductidn, FaOBPtiblicatlons, Nevt Dellhi

Jefieri6s, J and Diamons, l: Eeginning Statisticg: An introductiort f<ir Social Scientists, Sage

Publication, New Delhi,2OOO ' r: iai'"

4) Young, Pauline.V Scientific, Social Surveys and Rcsearch, Prbntice-Hall
of lndia Pvt Ltd., New D6lhi, 1998. . I "-

5) Gupta.S.P. 1984, Statistical Methods. Sultancheld and son6,

New Delhi,2004

17.7. Exercisos:
1 ) What is meant by Measures of Central Tendency?
2) The wages earned by.80 rliorkers are shown in tadular&rm.
Marks No. bf Students - ;^

50-60. 04 {r'

60-70 12

smallebt items. For this reason,
tendency.

an aveErge is frequently refened to as a measure of central

Corftute the Arithm&tc Mean

70-80
80 -90

10..
18*



90- 100 13
100- 110 08
110-120 15
Total 80

4) Compute Median for the following data
Class (Performance Score)
00 -',t0
10 -20
20-30
30-40
40-50
50-60
Total

No. of Persons
10

15
18
43
co
38
180

17.8, References:
1) Blalock, H.M. Social Statistics, McGraw-Hill, NewYork,1972
2l Coolidge, Frederick L: Statistics: A Gentle Introduction, Sage

Publications, New Dellhi
3) Gupta.S.P 1984, Statistical Methods. Sultanchand and Sons,

New Delhi, 2004.
4) Jefferies, J and Diamons, l: Beginning Statistics: An Introduction for

Social Scientists, Sage Publication, New Delhi,2000.
5) Young, Pauline.V: Scientific Social Surveys and Research,

Prentice-Hall of India Pvt Ltd., New Delhi, 1998.

Prof. M.Lakshmipathi Raju



Lssson-18

MEASURES OF DISPERSION

18.0. Objectives:
The objective of this lesson is to provide an understanding of the importance, merits and

demerits of measures of dispersion and also the method to compute the same.

Contents:
18.1.Introduction
1E.2. lmportance of Dispersion
l8:3. Measures of Dlspercion
18.4. Range

i) Introduction
ii) Merits
iii) Limitations

1E.5: Mean Deviation

i) Inlroduction
ii) lllustrations
iii) Merits

iv) Limitations

l8.6.Standard Deviation
i) Introduction
ii) lllustrations
iii) Merits

{8.7. Summary
18.8. Key words ,

'18.9. Exercises
18.10. References

18.1. lntroduction:
The average, however, carefully and accurately computed, fails to give a complete picture

of whole data. lt only gives a measure of central tendency, but fails to give the distribution or
dispersion of items inside the group. The selection of a mean that is taken as a representative of
a grouir of items implies a measurable degree of variability. Some of the items may be smaller
while others may be larger than the central tendency though a majority usually clusters around it.

Measures of disperion or variability refer to the study of scattering of items around an
average" lt is the study of the spread or dispersion of scores in a distribution.

What is more important to know is how representiative is the mean? In other words, how
much numerically, do the items spread around the mean? lt so happens tha[dqscribing a situalioh
on the basis of a measure of central tendency yield misleading results.



\,_-------:-\'-\JCenfe for Distance Education 18.2 >I Acharua Naoariuna Universitv )-
For ex. The table mentioned below indicates the income of persons of three differ€nt groups.

Group I Group ll , Group lll
Rs.20000 Rs. 24000 Rs. 15000=

'Rs. 22000 Rs. 24000 Rs. 28000
Rs.24000 Rs.24000 Rs.31000
Rs.26000 Rs.24000 Rs.38000
Rs.28000 Rs.24000 Rs.08000
Rs. 120000 . Rs. 120000 Rs.120000

Arithmetic mean:
120000 =221000 120000 =24000 120000 =24000

555
The arithmetic mean is same for all the lroups. The median is also the same for

group I and ll. On the basis of the average income, it would be wrong to conclude that the data of
all the three groups are similar. A close observation of data of all the three groups indicates that in
group ll allfigures are equal to the arithmetic average and hence therq is no variation between the
average and each item in the group. There is no variability. In group I two items are smaller than
the arithmetic average, while two are greater than the arithmetic average. lt can be mentioned that
the items are spread over or scattered on each side ofthe central value. In group lll a wide gap is
found between the average income and the individual income and infact no income is represented
by the average income and the variation is much keenly felt compared to group I and ll.

We can infer from the above illustration that differences betw€en the average and the
individual items are different in different groups of data. Measures of central tendency will not
reveal this vital information. We need some other methpd to explain this. Measures of Dispersion
or Variation fill-up this gap. They are the refined statistical summdries throwing lighton the variation

. of items from one another and from a mean.

In addition to measure of central tendency, we have also to find a measure of variability,
degree of deviation from the central tendency or scattering of items within the group. This
measurement is known as Dispersion in statistical terminology.

Dispersion has generally been called the average of second order.

18.2. lmportance of Dispersion:
Measures of Dispersion are important in testing.the reliability of the measures of central

tendency. They are also important in comparing two or more series on the basis of their variability
and deciding the consistency of performance.

A measure of dispersion shows the degree of uniformity of items. lf the dispersion is small,
it indicates high uniformity of items in the distribution. On the other hand, a large dispersion shows
liftle uniformity.

The following conditions should be followed in finding out measures of dispersion.
It should be based on all the observations.
It should be readily comprehensible.



It should be easy to calculate.
It should not grossly be affected by fluctuations of sampling
It should be amenable to mathematical treatment.

{8.3. Measures of Dispersion:
Dispersion may be measured by any one of the following:
a) Range b) Inter-quartile Range or Semi4uartile Range or Quartile Deviation. c) Mean
Deviation d) Standard Deviation e) Lorenz Curve.

While the first two are based on the limits: the third and fourth are based on differences and
the fifth may be termed as a graphic measure.

18.4. Range:
The simplest measure of dispersion.is the range. lt is defined as the differences between the
highest and the lowest measurement in the distribution.

In symbols: Range: L-S, where
'L refers to the largest value and 'S' refers-to the smallest value.

It is to be noted that largerthe range, the greater is the variability of values in the given data,
or individual values are more widely spread from the mean. 

:-

When we have to compare the range of two groups we have to find what is known as '

relative measure of Range or Coefficient of Range

Symbolically the formula is Coefficient of Range= L - S
, -!e

For grouped data, the difference between the lower class limit of the lowest class and the
upper class limit of the highest class is considered as Range.
Merits

Subtracting the lowest value from the highest value is so simple that even an inexperienced
person will obtain quick and accurate results.
Demerits

The range completely depends on the two extreme values. The highest and the lowest
values in the distribution determine the range, and all other values absolutely have no influence.

The dependence ofthe range on the two extreme values makes it a very unstable measure.
The presence or absence of a single extreme score can exercise a marked influence on the
range.

18.5. Mean Deviation:

The me..sures, which consider the whole data and the formation of items, but minimize,
the influence of extreme items, are considered necessary. Such measures are Mean orAverage
Deviation and Standard Deviation.



Mean Deviation is the arithmetic average of the deviation of each item value from any
?y:,oS". lt is a.mathematicatty calcutated average and takes into consideration all the item varuesofthe group. The dcviation of every item from the average value is taken. i'n" 

"iittrr"ti" "u"r"g"of all these deviations is the Mean Deviation.

.. Mean Deviation may be defined as the arithmetic mean of all deviations from the mean,
median.or mode. Any average - mean, mode or median - may be serected for the purpose of
computing deviation but median is generally prefened for,the reason that the sum of thedeviations
of items from median (ignoring + or - signi) is minimum.

where /d/ refers to the deviation fromlmedian disregarding signs (+ or -)

Procedure: ; ,.
Calculate the median of the series. 

'

Take deviations of various items from midian disregarding signs and
summate the deviations = t /d/

Divide the sum i.e. E ldl by the number of items
coefficient of Mean Deviation can be obtained by dividing Mean Deviation with the

particular average selected in calculating deviations.

Calculation of Mean Deviation =

Coeffcient of Mean Deviation =

Coefficient of Mean Deviation =

Etdt
n

Mean Deviation
Median/Mode/Mean - whichever is used

Mean Deviation
Mean /Median / Mode -what ever is used

Calculation of Mean Deviation - Individual Observations

Procedure

Calculate the Median of the series.
Take deviations of various items from Median disregarding signs and

summate the deviations € /d/
Divide the sum i.e., € /d/ by the number of items.
Coefficient of Mean Deviation can be obtained by dividing the Mean

Deviation with the particular average selecGd in caiculatihg devlations.

lllustration: Calculate Mean Deviation for the following Data

tryg11of !0 families (in Rs.) : 15,000/-, 20,000/-, 12,ooot-,2s,000/,, 3o,ooo/_, 2T,Ooo, ,
16,000/-, 1 8,000/-, 23,000/-, 26.000/-.



ForfindingoutMedian,arrangethedataeitt|Afinascendingordescendingorder

lncome of families
12,000
15,000
16,000
18,000
20,000
23,000
25,000
26,000
27,000
30,000

Median = Size of

Median = Size of

5.5h item means =

N+1
2
10 + 1

2
11

2

th item

= 5.5b item

50,000
10t

= 5,000

Mean Deviation
Median

= 5,000
21,500

= 0.233

Positive deviation from Median (21 ,500)disregarding signs /d/
9,500
6,500
5,500
3,500
1,500
1,500
3,500
4,500
5,500
8,500
€ /d/ = 50,000

5b item + 6h item
2
20,000 + 23,000
2

= 43,000
| = =21,500

Mean Deviation from Median = E ldl
n

Coefficient of Mean Deviation =

Calculation of Mean Deviation - Discrete Series



Calculate the Median of the series.
Take devtations of the items from Median ignoring the signs and denote

them by ldl
Multiply these deviations by the respective frequencies and obtain the totaltl tdt
Divide the total obtained in step 2 by the observations. This grves us the

value of Mean Devialion.

lllustration: Calculate Mean Deviation and its Coefficient for the following Data
Family Size (x) No. of Families ( N)

03
04
05

20
cz
48

06
07
08
09
10

04
05.!

06
07
08
no

10

-128
22
15
14
10

.l'128
150
165
179
189

Solution:
Family Size(x) No. of Famities(f) (N)
Deviation from Median (ldl)X-M I tdl
02 20 020
03 32 052

Cumulative Frequency (cf) Positive

28
22
15
14
10
11

200

48 100

11 200

1

0
1

4

60
64
48
00
22
30
42
40
55
Et tdt 361200

Median = Sizeof N+1 th item
2

= Size of 2OO + 1 th item

= 2O1 th item

= 100.5rh item

Size of 100.5th item is Median: 5

(see in cumulative frequency column the figure either equal to 100.5'h item, or next higher (12g)
in case equal figure is not there and the coiresponding size is the median)



Mean Deviation from Mean Deviation = 
{j:'
200

Coefficient of Mean Deviation =

= 1.805

Mean Deviation
Median
1.805

= u.50 |

Calculation of Mean Deviation - Continuous Series

lllustration: Calculate Median and Mean Deviation for the following data

Size
00-10
10-20
20-30
30-40
40-50
50-60
60-70

Solution:

Size
00-10
10-20
20-30
30-40
40-50
50-60
60-70

Median =

f (N)
07
12
18
25
16
14
08

f (N)
07
12
18
25
16
14
08
N:100

mid-pointm
30.2
20.2
10.2
00.2
09.8
lo R

29.8

Cumulative FrequencY
007 05
019 ',15

037 25

062 35

078 45
o92 55

100 65

m - MedianD
211.4
242.4
'183.6

005.0
156.8
277.2
238.4
ef /D/;1314.8

Size of N
2
100
z

= 50rn item

th item

th item



50ri item (see cumulative frequency) lies in the class of 30 - 40

Median = L +

Median = 30 +

= 30+

= 30+

Mean Deviation =

Coefficient of Mean Deviation =

N/2-cf xl
'f

Lower limit of Median Group
Median item
Cumulative frequency of the group preceding the median group

L
N/2
cf
i

't

Class interval

50-37 x10
25
13 x 10
25
130
IJ

= 30+5.2

= 35.2

€fD
N

1314.8
100

= 13.148

Mean Deviation
Median
13.12l8
5J-Z

= 0.3735

Mean Deviation - Merits
By showing the variations of every item in the distribuiion, the Mean

Deviation is superior to Range.
It is a computed measure, as it is based on all the items of the series.
It can be computed from any measure of central tendency and as such is flexible too.
It is not distributed by the values of extreme items (the extreme velues affect the range).

Mean Deviation - Limitations
Neglecting the signs of the deviations and expressing all deviations as

positive, can not mathematically be justified.
It is not suitable for further mathematical processing.



on the basis of above mentioned limitations, the use of Mean Deviation is limited to

academics only, and it has less practical value. Hence, Standard Deviation is generally preferred

over Mean Deviation, as a measure of Dispersion.

18.6. STANDARD DEVIATION
standard Deviation is a prominent member of the family of measures of dispersion. lt ts

considered an excellent measure of variability.

Mean Deviation, though, mathematically more accurate than range, has its own limitations.

It tgnores the plus and minus signs in the computation of deviation. In order to overcome this

ora-wback, another method knowir as Standard Deviation is used. Standard Deviation is termed

so as it provides a standard unit for measuring the distance of various scores from their mean

The chief objective of Standard Deviation is to overcome the zero total i.e. t (x - x).

Instead of ignoring the signs as in the calculation of Mean Deviation, all deviations are considered

positive by Jquariig tnem. Standard Deviation is the square root of the meanof deviations squareJ'

It is denoted by the small Greek letter Sigma ( )'

In computing Standard Deviation, the deviations are always taken from the arithmetic mean'

whereas in computing Mean Deviation, the deviations may be taken from the median also.

Calculation of Standard Deviation - Individual Observation

Procedure:
Calculate arithmetic mean.
Note down differences of various items from the arithmetic mean (X -X) = d

Square the deviations and take the total of squared deviations: €d'z

Divide the total by the number of observations. The square root of the
quotient is the Standard Deviation.

lllustration: The scores obtained by 10 persons in a training programme are stated

below: Calculate the Standard Deviation.

Training Score (X)
1.7

218

b5
57
31

60
37
48
78
cv
€x: 526

Sl. No.
1

6

a

I
10



Sl. No.
1

2
J

4

.,

I
o

10

Training Score (x)
43
48
65
57
31
60
37
48
78
59
€x: 526

fX
N
526
10

= 52.6

d(x - x)
- 09.6

- 04.6
+ 12.4
+ 04.4

-24.6+ 07.4

- 15.6

- 04.6
+ 25.4
+ 06.4

d2
o92.'t6
021.16
153.76
019.36
466.56
054.76
243.36
02'1.16
645.16
0zl0.96
€d2 : 1758.40

Mean =

SD=

SD=

Variance = Ed2
N

= 1758.40 = 175.84
10

Ed2
N

1758.40
10

SD = 13.26

strandard Deviation is the squar€ root of variance. In the above case, the variance can
be cafcufated by using the formufa

SD = Variance

SD = 175.84
= 13.26

Calculation of Standard Deviation - Discrete Series

When actual Mean method is apptied, deviations ar€ taken from the actuar mean i.e., we
find (X - X) and denote these deviations by dx. These deviations are squared and multipried
by th€ respective frequencies. The fo owing formula is applied :
SD = €f dx2 (where dx is X _'X)

N



Calculate the Standard Deviation from the data given below

75
4

15 25 35 45 55

7923t58
X: 5
f . 3

65
o

1183.36
0595.36
0207.36
0019.36
0031.36
0243.36
0655.36
1267.36

X
05
1A

25
35
45
55
o3

Mean =

I
;SD =

-34.4
-24.4
- 14.4

-04.4
+ 05.6
+ 15.6
+ 25.6
+ 35.6

dx2

3550.08
4167.52
1866.24
0445.28
0470.40
1946.88
3932.16
5069.44
21448.00

,|

03
07
09
23
1q

08
06
04
75

fx
015
105
zzc
805
675
440
390
300
2955

€fx
N

2955
IJ
39.4

dx (deviation from X)Mean:39.4 f dx"

ffdx2
N

SD = 21M8
75

= 16.91

Calculation of Standard Deviation - Continuous Series

The only difference in the procedure of calculation of Standard Deviation is to find the mid-

value of the various classes.

Proeedure: step-deviation method is most commonly used.
Find the mid-value of various classes.
Record the deviations of tire mid-values and divide each deviation from

an assumed average, by either the class-interval or the common factor
fl = (X_A)

c

Multiply the frequencies of each class with these deviations and obtain €fd.
Square the deviations and rnultiply them with the respective frequencies and

get the total €fd2.
Use the formula :

efd ) " xC
N

efd2
N

SD= -(



lllustration: Calculate the Standard Deviation from the data given below

Age Group No. of Persons (f)
00- 10 18
10-20 16
20-30 15
30-40 12
40-50 10
50-60 07
60-70 03
70-80 01

Solution : Step I

Age Group Mid-value(X) d = X -A f (or N) fd fd'

00-10 05 -3
10 -20 15 -2

120-30 25 -1
30 -40 35 0
40-50 45 +1
50-60 55 + 2
60-70 65 +3
70-80 75 +4

Step ll

18 -54 162
16 -32 064
15 - 15 015
12 00 000
10 10 010
07 14 028
03 09 027
01 04 016
N : 82 €fd : - 64 ffd2:322

Assumed Average (A): 35, Class-interval: 10
(The assumed mean should be as nearer to the actual mean as possible to minimize
calculations)
Arithmetic Mean =A+ €fd xC

N

=35+ -64 x10
^?o-

=35+ -7.804
= 27.196

Step lll
SD= EId" - ( €fd ) 'XC

322 - ( -64)'X10
82 82

= 3.927 - (- 0.780) 
'? 

x 10

3.927-0.608 x10
= 1.8218 x 10

= 18.22

.a



Standard Deviation - Merits
The computation of Standard Deviation takes into consideration

all observations of the series.
It is less affected by fluctuations of sampling and hence stable.
Mathematically, the Standard Deviation is more appropriate than

Mean Deviation. The negative signs are removed by squaring the
Deviations rather than ignoring the signs as is done in computing
Mean Deviation.

Strandard Deviation is suitable for further mathematical processing.

18.7. Summary:
Measures of Dispersion refer to the study of scattering of items around an average. lt is

the study of the spread or dispersion of scores in a distribution.

An important concept in Statistics is Variabilig or Dispersion. The mean, mode and
median give only one essential characteristic of a frequency distribution - its typical size or
central tendency.

In some distributions, the cases may cluster very closely around the average, and in
others, they may be widely scattered. lt is important to determine th€ spread of the individual
values on either side of their central tendency.

The important Measures of Dispersion are
The Range
The Mean Deviation
The Standard Deviation and

.r The Inter-quartile Range or Semi-quartile Range or Quartile Deviation.

The simplest measure of variability is the range. A range is the difference between the
highest score and the lowest score in a distribution.

The mean deviation is the mean of the sum of the deviations (inespective of signs) from
some measure of central tendency. In actual practice, it is found that the mean deviation is of little
value and very seldom in use in social research.

Strandard Deviation is the square root the mean of deviations squared. Strandard Deviation
is based on all deviations of a series. lt is less affected by fluctuations of sampling and hence
stable. Standard Deviation is more appropriate mathematically than Mean Deviation.

18.t, Key words:
Mean Deviation: the Mean Deviation is also known as the average deviation. lt is the av€rage
differcnce between the items in a distribution and the median or mean of that series.
Range: The simplest measure of variability is the range. A range is the difference between the
higheat score and the lowest score in a distribution.
Standad Deviation: An index of lhe average deviation of a set of scores ftom the centre ofthe
distribution.



18.9. Exercises:

1. Outline the measures of Dispersion.

2. Bring out the merits and limitations of Mean Deviation.

3. Calculate Standard Deviation from the following table.

X: 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

t:

't8.10. References:

- 1) Bajpai, S. R: Methods of Social Survey and Research, Kibb Ghar, Kanpur.

l' 2) Goode W.J and Hatt P.K: Methods in Social Research, McGraw-Hill, New York'1962
; 3) Gupta, S.P: Stastical Methods, Sultanchand and Sons, New Delhi' 2004.

Prof. M.Lakshmipathi Raju
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Lesson-19

COEFFICIENT OF GORRELATION AND CHI-SQUARE

;19.0. Objectives:
The objective of this lesson is to introduce the students to the techniques of correlation,

and Chi-Souare.

Contents:
19.1. lntroduction
19.2. Definition and Meaning
19.3. Positive and negative correlation
19.4. Guidelines
19.5. Karl Pearson's Coefficient of Conelation- lllustration
19.6. Rank-difference method of Correlation - lllustration
19.7. Chi-Square test

i) Introduction
ii) lllustrations

19.8. Summary
9.9 Key words
9.10 Exercises
9.11 Reference Books

19.1. Introduction:. In SocialWork Research, we often wish to know the relation among different variables with
one another in the data. ln other words, we are interested in ascertaining whether a change in one
variable is associated with variation in another variable. The most frequently used measure of
estimating association among variables is the Coefiicient of Correlation (r). Karl Pearson introduced
the technique. Coefficient of Correlation is calculated to identifo the extent or degree of correlation
between two variables.

19.2. Definition and Meaning:
Whenever two measurements for the same individual can be paired for all the individuals

in a group, the degree of relationship between the paired scores is called conelation.

A coefficient of correlation is a single number that tells us to what extent tvvo variables or
things are related and to what extent variations in one variable go with variations with the other.

An inbrease in one phenomenon is accompanied by a similar or opposite change in the
other phenomenon. Such relationship is technibally called correlation. Correlation means that
between two series or groups of data there exists a casual connection. Correlation is said to be
established when a change in one series is followed by change in the other series.

. Conelation in two sets of data need not always be the result of mutual interdependence.
dhanges in one set of data may be cause of changes in the other set (of data) and there may be

.T

r



cause and effect relationship between the two sets. But it is also equally possible that the changes
in the two sets of data are the effects of some third factor, which affects both these sets of data.

Conelation does not imply causation. When we find that two variables are strongly conelated
with one another, it is tempting to presume that one faclor causes the other. Just because two

'factors occur together does not mean that on6 causes the other.

19.3. Positive and Negative Correlation:

Positive Correlation means that one variable tends to increase togetherwith another variable,

whereas negative correlation means that one variable decreases as the other one increased. The

strength of a Correlation is measured using values between -'1 and +1 . A score of zero means that
there is no relationship.

lf two phenomenon change in the same direction, the Conelation is said to be positive.

Ex. Higher lQ score and higher level of performance.
Higher level medical problems and higher level of expenditure.

When two phenomenon change in the opposite direction' it is said to
be negative Conelation.

Ex. Large size family and low standard of living.
Better healthcare facilities and lesser levels of morbidity.

Correlation may be marked or slight or may be zero. What is more important
is the measurement of degree of correlation.

The commonly followed methods of Correlation are
Karl Pearson's Coefficient of Conelation.
Spearman's Cenelation Coefficient

19.4. Guidelines
A Correlation must be as a rule is judged with regard to..

The nature of variables under study
The statistical significance of the coefficient
The degree of reliability of the tests used
The purpose for which ir' has been computed and
The extent of variability of the group.

19.5. f f lustrationi
,r The lQscoresof 10 mothers and their daughters are shown below Compute Karl Pearson's
Coefficient of Correlation value and explain the result:

lQ of Mothers lQ of Daughters
XY



135 125
128 126
115 120
122 125
100 110
110 120
118 125
120 130
132 1N
130 135

Solution:
lQ of Mothers lQ of Daughters
X)EYY'XY
135 18225 125 15625 16875
128 16384 126 15876 16128
115 13225 120 1440]0 13800,
122 14884 't25 15625 15250
100 10000 110 12100 11000
110 12100 120 14400 13200
118 13924 ',t25 15625 14750
't20 14400 130 16900 15600
132 17424 1& 19600 18,f80

itso ,16900 'r35 1822s 17s50
'1210 147466 1256 158376 152633

?= Nfxy - (€x) (ey)
lN €x'?- (€x)'z1 [N ty'?- (ey)'?]

r= 10x152633 - (1210) (1256)

[10 x 147,166 - (1210),] [10 x 158376 - (1256) 1r= 1526330 -1519760
l't 47 4660 - 1t1641001 [1 583760 - 1 577536]

r = 6570
10560x6224

r = 6570
65725440

r = 6570
8'to7.12

r = 0.810

Very high correlation is noticed between the lQ of Mothers and lQ of
their daughters.

19.6, Rank - Difference Method ol Correlation (Spearman's Rank Correlation Go'efficient)
When the direct qualitative measurement of the phenomena under study is not possible,

forexample honesty, efiiciency, performance, Rank-difference Method of Correlation is applied for
finding out the degree of Correlation. The formula for computing Rank Conelation is:



R=1- 6eDF
N (N'z- 1)

Where,
R denotes Coefficient of Rank Correlation
D denot€s the difference between the paired ranks, and
N stands for the number of Pairs.

lllustration: The efficiency of ten workers has been assessed by two different supervisors' The

ranking given by the two supervisors for each worker is shbwn below Compute Rank- difference

Method of Correlation and explain the result.

Name of th€ Workers Rank by Supervisor'A Rank by Supervisor'B'

A
B

n
E
F
G
H

I

J

Solution:
Name of the Workers Rank by SupervisorA (Rl )
DifierenceD = Rl - R2 D2

Rank by Supervisor B (R2)

I

4
0
I
0
a'
4
4
4
I
ED2:28

4
7
8
10

2
5
't0
I

4
7
6
I
3

3
I
6
5
1

2

4
7
6
8
1

3
2
5
10
9

A
B

D
E
F
G
H
I

6
5
1

2
4
7
8
10

-1
2
0

-3
0

-1
2

-2

3
9

R=1- 6€DF
N (N'- 1)

R= 1- 6x28
10(1o'z-1)

R=1- 16.8

10(100-1)

R=1- 168
10x99



.R = 1 -

R=1-0.169
R = 0.831

A high oositive correlation is found between the rankinos oiven bv two supervisors

Note: when actual data are given and not the ranks, the ranks are to be assigned. Ranks are to
be assigned either by taking the highest value as 1 or the lowest value as 1 . But whether we start
with the loweist value or the highest value, we must follow the same method in case of both the
variables.

19.7. CHI-SQUARE TEST:
Introduction:

The 92 test (pronounced as chi-square test) is one of the simplest and most widely used
non-parametric tesl in slatistical work. The quantity X2describes the magnitude of the discrepancy
between theory and observation.

It is defined as Q' = € (O - E) '
E

Karl Pearson who for the first time gave the nature of chi-squarb distribution introduced the
concept of chi-square and its applicati6n to the theory of statistical inference. Chi-square technique
is perhaps the most suitable test to compare the obtained set of observed frequencies in given
categories with a set of expected frequencies occuning within them.

Chi-square test provides us with a method to evaluate whether or not frequencies, which
have been empirically observed, diffur significantly from those, which would be expected under a
certain set of theoretical assumotions.

Chi-square is used to evaluate whether the difference betvveen observed and expected
frequencies is due to some other reason and as such significant or whether the difference is due
to sampling fluctuations and as such insignificant.

A null hypotheses, usually although not always, states that there is no difference between
several groups or no relationship between variables. Whereas, a research hypotheses may predict
either a positive or negative relationship.

The value of chFsquare is always positive. Chi-square is based on the squares of the
deviations (O - E)' and hence does not take the direction of the distribution into accounl. This is '

a limitation of chi-square. The value of X2 ranoes from '0' to infinite.

168
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Usually the value of chi-square at 0.05 or 0.01 levels of significance from the given degrees
of freedom is seen from the table and is compared with observed value of chi-square. lf the

robserved value of X2 is more than table value at 0.05, it means that the difference is significant.
; Steos:
State a null hypothesis.
State the level of significance and the sample size (n).
Determine the critical region based on df and state the decision rule.

[Critical value of Chi-square will be found from the Chi-square table.]
Compute the value of chi+quare by using the formula
Q'=€ (o-E)'

E

Take a decision to reject or not to rcject the null hypothesis.

lllustration: A sample survey undertaken to assess the relationship between alcohol <

and heart ailments reveals following facts.
Respondents HeartAilmens

HeaatAilmcnb Noticed
Persons who consume alcohol 138
Persohs who do not consume alcohol 082
Total 22O 180 400

On the basis of the above data, would it be possible to conclu
consumption and heart ailments are independent. Apply Chi-square test and ane
Table value of Q2 for df 1 at 5% level of significance is 3.841
Solution:
Null hypothesis: Alcohol consumption and heart ailments are independent.(o-E) (o-E), (o-E)"

E
7U =7.127

7U =7.127

7U = 8.711

7U =8.711

Q'z: 31,676

= 110 28 784

118

Total of rows x Total of columns
lr,ial N

Note: Expected frequency (E)=

Q2 -' ?1.676
df = (rows -1 x columns -1)

= 2_,t x2_ 1

= 1x1
=l

Total
No HeartAilment N
062 200
118 200

138 22Ox2OQ ='110 28 784
400

82 220x200
400

62 180 x200 = 90 28 784
400 90
180 x 200 = 90 28 7U
40 90

110

110



Table value of Chi-square at 5% level fordfl: 3.841

In the above case, the calculated value (31.676) is more than the table value (3.841) and

hence it can be inferred that there is a significant difference between alcohol consumption and

heart ailment. Heart ailments are more frequently found among those who consume alcohol. The

null hypothesis is not tenable. The alternate hypothesis is that heart ailments are more frequently

found among those who consume alcohol.

lllustration: The preference of Urban and Rural candidates to different courses of three faculties is

given below:

Place of Residence FacultyTota I

Arts Science
Urban 145
Rural 155

Commerce / Management
't45 425
150 445

135
140
275

Table vplue of Chi-square for df 2 at 5% level of significance is 5.991

Solution:

Null Hypothesis: Place of residence of candidates and their preference to different courses of
three faculties are independent.

Total

OE
145

155

135

140

1zts

150

(o-E)

= 146.5

= 153.5

= 134.4

= 140.6

= 144.1

= 150.9

(O-EF

-1.5 2.25
1,16.5

1.5 2.25
153.5

0.6 0.36
't34.4

-0.6 0.36

.. 1lm.6
0.9 0.81

144.1

-0.9 0.81

(O-EF
E

2.25

2.25

0?6

0.36

0.81

0.81

= 0.015

= 0.015

= 0.003

= 0.003

= 0.005

= 0.005

300 870295

Note :

t-2 -
df=

300 x 425
870
300 x 445
870
275x425
870
275x445
870
295x425
870
295x445
870

Expected Frequency (E) =

0.046
(rows -1 x columns -1)
2-1 x 3-1

= 1x2
=2

, 150.9

. Q'z: 0.046

Total of rows x Total of cotumns
Total N



Table value of Chi-square at 5% level for df 2: 5.991
Table value is higher than the computed Chi-square value and hence the

', 
null hypothesis is tenable.' Place of residence of candidates and their preference to different courses are indeoendent.

19.8.Summary:

The Coefficient of Correlation was introduced by Karl Pearson and is often referred to ai
Product-moment Correlation. Coefficient of Correlation refers to the numerical measure that
indicates the relationship between, two variables. Positive Cor-relation means that one variable
tends to increase togbther with another variable. Negative Conelation means that one variable
decreases as the other one increases. The strength of a Correlation is measured using value
between -1 and +1. Ascore of zero means that theni is no relationship. Correlation does not imply
causation.

Chi-square test is an inferential statistic testing the null hypothesis of independence between
two variables. lt is one of the simplest and most widely used non-parametric lest.

: The concept of df is of key importance in inferentialstatistics. Almost all tests of significance
. require the dalculation of df.

The table values of Chi-square are available at various probability levels. These levels are
called levels of significance. One can find out ftom the table, the value of chi-square at certain
levels of significance. Usually, the value of Chi-square at O.O5 and O.0J levels of significance from' '

the given degrees of freedom (df) is seen from the table and is compared with observed value of
Chi-sguare. lf the observed value is more that the table value at O.O5 level. it means the difference
is significant.

19.9. Key words:
1) Inferential Statistics: The branch of Statistics that uses data from samples to

make predictions about the tbrger population from which the sample is drawn.

2) Conelation Coefficient: A numerical measure that indicates the
relalionship between two variableg.

3) Correlation: When two variables tend to vary together, they are said to
be correlated.

When they tend to increase and decrease togelher, the conelation is labeled positive. An example
is the relationship between lQ and grades in school.
When one variable increases while the other decneases and vice versa, the conelation is said to
be negative.

Although useful predicdone can often be made on the basis of a substantial correlation, a conelatinn
doss not imply any kind of tzsual relationship. Variables may change together because both are
causally related to a third variable.



4) Degree.of Freedom (df): The concept of degrees of freedom (d0 is of
' 
kef importance in inferential statistics. Almost all tests of significance

require the calculation of degrees of freedom'
Ex.:
Set I

b
4
15
12
13
50

In set I original scores have been presented. we can vary the first four scores (1 - 4) in

any way we like. But the value of the fifth score gets fixed due to the restriction that €x in each case

must be 50. In this situation, the four scores out offive scores are free to vary, and hence, the

degrees of freedom is 5 -1 = 4.

5)Level of significance: This serves as the cut-off point, or critical point along the probability scale'

to separate ine significant difierence from the non-significant difference between two means or

standard deviations. Generally the O.o5 and 0.01 levels of significance are the most popular in

social science research. The confidence with which an experimenter rejects or retains a nul:

hypothesis depends upon the level of significance othen/trise called level of confidence'

Set ll
10
12
13
o

50

Marks in Social Work Research
x
70
A6

80
70
60
49

can vary In any way

Level , Amount of Confidence

99%

Meaning
95 o/o

0.01

0.01 level is more significant and highera standard as compared tothe0.05 level. Hence,

if an obtained value of Chi-square is significant at 0.01 level, it is automatically significant at 0.05

level but the reverse is not always true'

!t
19.10. Exercises:

1.What is correlation? Explain the terms 'positive Cornelation' and 'Negative Correlation'.

2.Elucidate on the uses of ChFsquare test in social work research '

3. Following are the marks obtained by MSW students in'social Work Research'and Dissertation

compute Karl Pearson's Coefficient of correlation value and explain the result:

Sl. No

I

2
3
4

o

Marks in Dissertation
Y
72
00
76
72
65
52



60
70
68
72

7
8

10

63
65
70
75
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6.3. Statement of the Problem:
The statement of the problem is not the same as the title of the thesis. lt is an attempt to focus

on a clear goal. lt includes determining objectives of the study, definition of concepts, identification of

variables and formulation of hypothesis.

6.4. Objectives of the study.
ihe objectives of the study will have to be specified for gathering data depending upon the

nature of studies and goals to be attained. According to the ob.iectives of the study, the hypotheses

may be formulated and tested. The objectives of the study will guide the researcher in the proper

direction to oroceed with his work. 
-fhey would also help the researcher to gather relevant data'

Socio-cultural context of studY:
lf the problem under study is relating to human beings, the socio-economic conditions, the

cultural context of the persons, their behaviour patterns are to be ascertained' lt is necessary to

understand whether the persons are adhering or deviating from the norms of the society. other wise'

it is not possible to draw useful conclusions-

Geographical areas to be covered:- 
The geographical areas are to be delimited and the boundaries of the geographical areas to be

covered under the study are to be specified In lhe research design'

Time dimension of the studY:

In historical studies, the period of time or the time dimension is to be determined. The researcher

will attribute lhe conclusions to the particular period under study'

Dimensions of the studY:- t -Ln 
every study, it i, nec"a.rry to make certain assumptions. These assumptions should be

stated clearly. There may be some limitations for the study. These limitations should. be mentioned

clearly in the iesearch deiign. Definition of the concepts is necessary for obtaining precision in research'

Operitional definition of thL terms used in research and definition of new concepts become necessary

for interpretation of the findings.

6.5. Review of earlier literature:
Before attempting to p|an the study, reviewing of the |iterature in the area of research iS a

preliminary step. One should ieview the relevant bookS, articles theorieS, research Studies connected

with the problem chosen. lt is necessary to examine how the problem undet study relates to prevlous

research studies. lt is also necessary io show how his work differs with the existing literature After

going through the relevant works' one will get an insight into the problem'

6,6. Sources of information to be tapped:
The sources of information to be gathered will depend upon the problem and the type of his

study. There are two types of sources i.e documentary and field sources. The field sources include

the living persons wno can give information about the problem, the sccial conditions and changes

taking piace in the society. Field sources are direct sources. Documentary sources are published and

unpublished documents, reports, statistics, letters, diaries, etc., primary sources include data gathered

at first hand. The census r"poit. "r" 
primary sources for the people who collect.it' The statistics

based on census reports ur" 
"uaondury "our""s. 

Primary sources may be collected by direct

observation, personal interview and other devices'



Lesson-

Steps in Research and Plan of study
6.0. Objectives

The objectives of this lesson are to explain the steps in resea lt'and plan of studv.

Contents:
6.1. Introduction
6.2. The Titte
6.3. Statement of the problem
6.4. Objectives of the study.
6.5. Review of earlier literature
6.6. Sources of information
6.7. Defining the population, selecting the sample.6.8. Methods of data collection
6.9. Analysis of data
6.10. Interpretation
6.11. Chapter scheme an{ Report writing
6.12. Budgeting
6.13. Summary
6.14. Key words
6.15, Exercises.
6.16. Reference Books.

6.1. lntroduction:
Planning involves deciding things in advance. In research plan, we have to make appropriate

decisions 
_regarding 

the nature of the study, objectives of he study, propositions to be tested, major
Goncepts to be diifined cipeiationa y, time and place of the study, period of the study, typology of the
design, sources of data, the universe and the sample, methods and tools to be used for data collection,
processing of the data, techniques of the analysis to be adopted, the type of the report to be prepared,
the time and cost lnvolved in lhe study. Thus the considerations which enier into making:decisions
regarding what, where, when, how much, by what means constitute a plan of study or a stuby design.

The steps in research or plan of study are the guidelines to be followed by the scholar. These
steps are the different stages involved in the research process. lf these steps are pre-planned and the
research design is prepared in advance, the research work becomes easy. These steps give the right
direction for the study. lt economises the time and resources of the researcher. lf theie sreos are
planned in advance, it would facilitate the research work.

In preparing research design or plan of study, the following steps are involved.

6.2. The Title:
The title of the research proposal is to name the topic. The title should suggest the theme of the

study. One should not use pompous words and include unscientific terms. fne titte should not be
iengthy. The title should give sufficient information about the nature of the studv.


